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Abstract 
 
 
The work presented in this thesis is dedicated to the study of vehicle rollover and the tyre and 
suspension characteristics influencing it. Recent data shows that 35.4% of recorded fatal crashes in 
Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) included vehicle rollover. The effect of rollover on an SUV tends to 
be more severe than for other types of passenger vehicle. Additionally, the number of SUVs on the 
roads is rising. Therefore, a thorough understanding of factors affecting the rollover resistance of 
SUVs is needed.  
The majority of previous research work on rollover dynamics has been based on low fidelity 
models. However, vehicle rollover is a highly non-linear event due to the large angles in vehicle 
body motion, extreme suspension travel, tyre non-linearities and large forces acting on the wheel, 
resulting in suspension spring-aids, rebound stops and bushings operating in the non-linear region. 
This work investigates vehicle rollover using a complex and highly non-linear multi-body validated 
model with 165 degrees of freedom. The vehicle model is complemented by a Magic Formula tyre 
model.  
Design of experiment methodology is used to identify tyre properties affecting vehicle rollover. A 
novel, statistical approach is used to systematically identify the sensitivity of rollover propensity to 
suspension kinematic and compliance characteristics. In this process, several rollover metrics are 
examined together with stability considerations and an appropriate rollover metric is devised. 
Research so far reveals that the tyre properties having the greatest influence on vehicle rollover are 
friction coefficient, friction variation with load, camber stiffness, and tyre vertical stiffness. Key 
kinematic and compliance characteristics affecting rollover propensity are front and rear 
suspension rate, front roll stiffness, front camber gain, front and rear camber compliance and rear 
jacking force. 
The study of suspension and tyre parameters affecting rollover is supplemented by an investigation 
of a novel anti-rollover control scheme based on a reaction wheel actuator. The simulations 
performed so far show promising results. Even with a very simple and conservative control scheme 
the reaction wheel, with actuator torque limited to 100Nm, power limited to 5kW and total energy 
consumption of less than 3kJ, increases the critical manoeuvre velocity by over 9%. The main 
advantage of the proposed control scheme, as opposed to other known anti-rollover control 
schemes, is that it prevents rollover whilst allowing the driver to maintain the desired vehicle path.  
Keywords: vehicle rollover, stability, design of experiment, multi-body simulation, tyre, 
suspension  
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Introduction 
 
The work presented in this thesis aims to improve understanding of vehicle rollover dynamics. The 
review of the current state of the art suggests that although many low fidelity models have been 
developed and studied in the past, a high fidelity model has not been used for extensive rollover 
investigation. Here a high fidelity, correlated vehicle model is used in conjunction with statistical 
methods to determine the influence of tyre properties and suspension characteristics on rollover 
propensity. A newly-developed rollover propensity metric is employed in this study. The results of 
this work can be used as a guide for engineers during tyre and chassis development. 
The work also provides insight into how the roll stability of a high fidelity model changes with the 
roll angle. Finally an innovative rollover control scheme is suggested which prevents vehicle 
rollover without compromising the path set by the driver. The influence of actuator limitations on 
vehicle rollover propensity is also explored. 
 
1.2. Context of work 
 
As early as 1965 Ralf Nader’s book “Unsafe At Any Speed” [1] featured the Chevrolet Corvair, 
claiming that the vehicle was unsafe partly due to its propensity to rollover. Even though a later 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHSTA) investigation [2] announced the 
Chevrolet Corvair to be no worse than its competitors, the episode grabbed public attention and 
influenced later vehicle design as well as public interest in vehicle safety. 
More recent examples of vehicles which have high rollover propensity [3, 4, 5, 6], show that the 
problem of vehicle rollover has not been fully dealt with. Although vehicle rollover is not a 
common type of accident, it is one of the most dangerous. A type of vehicle that is particularly 
prone to rollover is the increasingly popular Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV). NHTSA data [7] for 
2005 shows 35.4% of fatal crashes in SUVs included vehicle rollover. For comparison only 16.4% 
of fatal crashes in passenger vehicles included rollover. Once an SUV rolls, the effects tend to be 
more severe than for other types of passenger vehicles. Altman et al. [8] stated that the number of 
rolls for SUVs is higher than for other pick-up trucks or passenger vehicles, which may lead to 
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more severe injuries. As one of the reasons for this the authors cite higher vehicle velocities at 
initiation of rollover. Due to the increasing number of SUVs on the road, a thorough understanding 
of factors affecting the rollover resistance of SUVs is greatly needed, as it has the potential to save 
lives. At the same time experimental testing to improve safety is expensive and dangerous, 
therefore simulation remains the main tool in improving understanding of rollover dynamics.  
There exist different classifications of vehicle rollover in the available literature. One of the most 
common is presented by Solmaz et al. [9]. The authors distinguish between two types of vehicle 
rollover; tripped and un-tripped. The former is induced by a vehicle hitting an obstacle. The latter is 
a driver-induced type of rollover and can occur during fast cornering, lane change manoeuvres or 
avoidance of an obstacle etc. 
Although this thesis focuses mostly on the untripped type of rollover, for completeness, it is worth 
mentioning the other types of rollover that can occur. A detailed classification of rollover was 
presented by Parenteau et al. [10]. In this paper eight different types of rollover are distinguished: 
• trip-over – vehicle rolls over, when during lateral motion it hits a curb, pothole etc. 
• fall-over – when vehicle rollover is caused by the lateral slope of the surface e.g. vehicle 
leaving the road and falling down a mountain 
• flip-over – rollover induced by ramp or ramp-shaped down-turned object e.g. vehicle 
falling into a ditch 
• turn-over – vehicle rollover initiated by lateral friction forces (this is referred to as 
driver-induced rollover by Solmaz et al. [9]) 
• bounce-over – vehicle rollover caused by the rebound after driving onto an object 
• climb-over – vehicle climbs over the object e.g. barrier, lifts off the ground and rolls on the 
side of an object opposite to the side from which it was approached 
• end-over-end – vehicle rolls about its lateral axis 
• collision with other vehicle – collision impact causes vehicle to rollover. 
In heavy vehicles, extra attention is drawn to vehicles carrying liquid cargo, as they are especially 
prone to rollover initiated by slosh forces. If the tank of such a vehicle is only partially full, slosh 
forces can reduce the lateral acceleration at which rollover can occur to as low as 0.3g - 0.4g. 
(Acarman et al. [11]). During steady state manoeuvres, movement of the liquid cargo results in the 
lateral and vertical shift of the centre of gravity. Similarly, during the transient part of a manoeuvre, 
 3 
dynamics of liquid cargo generate a dynamic slosh force potentially increasing the rollover 
propensity even further.  
 
1.3. Structure of thesis 
 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction and context of the 
problem, together with the overall thesis layout. Chapter 2 considers the current state of the art in 
modelling and understanding vehicle rollover. Based on a critical review of current knowledge, the 
selection of modelling and analysis tools is presented and briefly discussed. At the end of the 
literature review, research objectives are presented. Modelling and analysis methodology are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. The former covers tyre and vehicle 
modelling aspects, the latter presents the stability analysis and design of experiment tools used in 
the research. Following the methodology is Chapter 5, beginning with a description of 
measurement of vehicle propensity to rollover, next moving to the analysis of results from tyre and 
vehicle design of experiments and ending with stability investigations. Chapter 6 describes an 
innovative controller based around a torque reaction wheel. In the last chapter, the final conclusions 
and recommendations for further work are summarised. 
 
  
 4 
2. Literature review 
2.1. Rollover sources 
 
Untripped rollover requires a number of specific conditions to occur in the time leading up to the 
accident. Baumann et al. [12] investigated critical steering strategies inducing vehicle rollover. The 
authors found that the main conditions causing rollover are maximum side forces occurring 
simultaneously at both front and rear axles combined with high roll-rates, which correspond to high 
kinetic energy of the roll motion. These conditions can appear when the vehicle is oversteering, as 
this is necessary for achieving a high rear axle slip angle, and heavy side-to-side vehicle body 
excitations. The dynamic load transfer leads to increased vertical loads on the outer tyres, allowing 
even higher lateral forces. These conditions indicate that the fishhook or double lane change could 
be the most severe manoeuvres inducing rollover. Additionally when high rear slip angle combines 
with road departure it is likely to result in tripped rollover. 
The results presented by Baumann et al. [12] showed that the steering frequencies critical for 
vehicle rollover are in the region of 0.3Hz to 0.8Hz, which is lower than the natural roll frequency 
of the vehicle; for the analysed vehicle this was 1.3Hz. This range corresponds to the steering 
frequency during a double lane change manoeuvre (ISO 3888-2). At these frequencies the vehicle 
has a tendency to oversteer, which is a necessary condition to achieve high lateral forces at the rear 
axle. The exact reason for critical rollover frequency being so low was not given, but possibly this 
could be related to the natural yaw frequency of the vehicle. However Bauman noted that, in 
isolation, high lateral forces are not a good indicator of rollover.  
Baumann et al. [12] also analysed the steering inputs from different drivers during a double lane 
change manoeuvre (ISO 3888-2). The results showed that to induce rollover of a small passenger 
vehicle during the above-mentioned test with an entrance speed of 72km/h, steering velocities of 
over 1000º/s together with steering amplitudes of 450º were needed. For the experimental vehicle 
built to investigate rollover, these values were respectively 800º/s and 400º.   
Dahlberg [13] stated that a vehicle’s rollover may be triggered by side winds or road unevenness if 
its rollover margin is too small in a certain situation. Also Hac et al. [14] noted that rollover may be 
partially induced by road irregularities. There exists a limited knowledge on the road vertical input 
triggering vehicle rollover during limit handling manoeuvres. However it is reasonable to expect 
that roll centre heights and the resultant jacking forces may play a crucial role in this type of 
rollover as they are a direct link between the roll, lateral and vertical dynamics of the vehicle. 
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Knowledge of pure vertical vehicle dynamics exists and has been thoroughly described. Simple 
dynamic models showing the response due to vertical road input have been described by Jazar [15].  
The aim of this research is to push forward the understanding of vehicle and tyre properties 
affecting vehicular rollover, and develop an effective way of controlling rollover. In order to 
contain the scope of the rollover study, the research work concentrates on untripped rollover on an 
even surface. 
 
2.2. Current state of the art in vehicle rollover 
 
In this section the current state of the art in vehicle rollover is reviewed. The main focus is on 
vehicle rollover modelling; however physical studies are also quoted.  
 
2.2.1. Modelling approach 
 
The investigation of vehicle rollover based on real world experiments can be very dangerous and 
expensive. Therefore simulation is the most suitable method for studying rollover. The main areas 
of application for vehicle rollover models are:  
• rollover dynamics studies 
• development of rollover prediction algorithms 
• development of control algorithms 
• validation of rollover prediction and control algorithms   
• studies of driver-controller interactions 
A different compromise between accuracy and computational effort is required for different 
models, e.g. models for testing rollover control algorithms have to include non-linearities and be 
more accurate than models for derivation of control algorithms. Models used for the design of a 
control scheme require simplicity to enable the analytical derivation of control algorithms. The 
main prerequisite for a model designed for hardware in the loop testing is to be able to run in real 
time, but at the same time it has to be as accurate as possible.  
As different modelling areas force different modelling priorities they also determine the modelling 
approach. An example of this can be seen in the work presented by Hyun et al. [16]. The authors 
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used a simple roll-plane model to predict the load transfer ratio which can be used as a rollover 
threat index, and then checked the accuracy of this prediction using a more complex 12 Degrees of 
Freedom (DoF) model. 
One of the possible modelling approaches is to develop a set of mathematical equations by hand. 
They can be later solved in software such as Matlab/Simulink. This approach is popular in control 
applications, as it enables the analytical derivation of e.g. a rollover control scheme or stability 
criteria. Usually the models cannot be computationally demanding, especially when they are to be 
used for controller scheme testing or implemented as estimators of vehicle states, which often 
means that they have to be run faster than real time. At the same time the model has to replicate 
reality accurately; therefore a good balance between accuracy and simplicity is always essential. 
Models capable of running in real time are useful tools in testing hardware e.g. actuators or 
performing the analysis of driver-controller interaction. An example of such a simulation was 
presented by Kim et al. [17]. The authors used the real time model of a vehicle for hardware in the 
loop (HiL) simulation in which the anti-roll bar connected with an electric actuator was used for 
active roll control. 
Another means of modelling vehicle rollover is to use specialised Multi-Body Simulation (MBS) 
software. The concept of multi-body dynamics has been described by Rahnejat [18] and Shabana 
[19]. The field of MBS software has made great progress over the last 30 years, although it is still 
not as popular as, for example, finite element codes. Wallrapp [20] provided an overview of the 
development of MBS software in recent years.  
The greatest advantage of using MBS software is that it enables the user to rapidly develop models 
of complex systems in almost any possible scenario. Often models created in MBS software 
provide a benchmark for simpler analytical models. An example of this can be seen in work 
completed by Shim et al. [21] and Ghike et al.[22] whereby the authors used vehicle models built in 
CARSIM and ADAMS for studying the limitations of the mathematical models. The results 
obtained from the multi-body simulation software were compared with 14 and 8 DoF models. The 
14 DoF model gave a fairly good correlation with the full MBS model, whereas the 8 DoF model 
was able to produce accurate results only up to wheel lift off.  
Eger et al. [23] employed multi-body formulation in a Matlab/Simulink environment for modelling 
of vehicle rollover. Dahlberg [13] used a full vehicle model in ADAMS to test the Dynamic 
Rollover Threshold (DRT). The author included the flexibility of the trailer in the MBS simulation. 
This flexibility can have an effect on the rollover propensity of heavy vehicles; however for 
passenger cars this would presumably not have a great influence, as the body stiffness of passenger 
vehicles is great compared to that of heavy vehicles.  Hussain et al. [24] used the multi-body 
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simulation software ADAMS for studying the phenomenon of rollover in articulated vehicles. The 
authors noted that MBS software enables the user to account not only for the suspension kinematics 
but also for all sources of compliance. Other authors using the MBS software ADAMS were Jones 
[25], Durali et al. [26], and Wielenga et al. [27, 28] who tested Anti-Rollover Braking using 
ADAMS models of a Ford Bronco and a Chevrolet Astrovan. 
Generally MBS codes simplify the analysis of complex mechanical systems as the equations of 
motion are generated automatically by the software while the user is building the model using 
predefined elements. Mathematical models are useful for analysing simple models but for more 
complex ones analysis might be time consuming or even beyond human capabilities. 
MBS software can be linked with control engineering tools. Vaculin et al. [29] provided a complete 
overview of different possible approaches of coupling two simulation tools; the MBS software 
SIMPACK and the control tool Matlab/Simulink. The coupling between such tools provides a great 
opportunity for developing and testing various control algorithms without the need for building 
prototypes. It also gives development engineers and researchers a chance to try unconventional 
approaches which otherwise could not be tested due to the associated cost and potential safety risk. 
 
2.2.2. Rollover dynamics 
 
The literature review of existing rollover studies is presented in this section. The analysis of 
rollover findings will start from simple models based on static force balance. The complexity of the 
presented models will gradually increase eventually reaching full MBS models.  
The simplest models are usually used in rollover prediction algorithms due to the low 
computational effort required to solve them.  These models can be divided into the following 
distinct groups: 
- simple static rollover thresholds 
- extension of static threshold by inclusion of some dynamic properties 
- energy based considerations 
- phase-plane derived models 
Consideration of the influence of vehicle parameters on rollover based on static analysis has been 
presented by many authors [30, 13, 31, 16, 32, 33].  
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The simplest method of analysing vehicle rollover is by performing static analysis of a rigid vehicle 
as presented by Gillespie [34]. Based on such a model one can determine that rollover will occur if 
lateral accelerations exceed the rollover threshold:   
 
H
Tga y 2lim
⋅=  (2.1) 
where: T – track, H – height of CoG, limya –  lateral acceleration rollover threshold 
The term 
H
T
2
 is often referred to as the Static Stability Factor ( SSF ). Many authors refer to this 
metric in their studies either as a simple rollover propensity measure or as a start point for further 
investigations [35, 23, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Assuming that lateral acceleration is a function of road 
curvature, driver input and available friction, one can conclude that, using this simplest model, the 
vehicle properties influencing rollover propensity are track and centre of gravity height. 
If an additional roll degree of freedom ϕ  is added to the model, the static rollover threshold is 
reduced due to the lateral shift of the centre of gravity. The formula (2.1) takes the form of [34]: 
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The concept can be taken further by assuming roll of vehicle sprung mass around the roll centre 
[34]: 
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(2.3) 
where: φR - rate of roll angle change with lateral acceleration, rH - roll centre height 
Many variations of this equation exist in the literature e.g. Takano et al. [33], and the underlying 
conclusion is that low roll rate and therefore small roll angles as well as high roll centre height 
increase the rollover threshold. Another interesting conclusion is that, in general, the more complex 
is the model used to assess the rollover threshold, the lower the threshold itself. The fact that 
increasing model complexity reduces steady state rollover stability has been shown in a paper 
presented by Gertsch et al. [40]. The authors analysed and compared the stability criteria derived 
from three different roll plane models; a rigid model, a suspended model and a compliant tyre 
model. It was shown that both the suspended model and the compliant tyre model have a lower roll 
stability limit than the rigid model.  
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Sometimes equations similar to (2.1)  are expressed in a form representing Load Transfer Ratio 
(LTR) [16, 41, 31]: 
 
zlzr
zlzr
FF
FFLTR
+
−
=
 (2.4) 
 where 
zrF  - vertical force on right tyres zlF  - vertical force on left tyres 
Values of 1≥LTR indicate wheel lift off and impending rollover. As Solmaz at al. [31] noted, for 
a static condition this gives: 
 
Tg
Ha
LTR y
⋅
⋅⋅
=
2
 (2.5) 
Therefore the LTR can be expressed as: 
 
SSFg
a
LTR y
⋅
=  (2.6) 
This shows that LTR is closely related to SSF. 
The rollover thresholds derived from static force balance assume that the vehicle is travelling in a 
steady state manner which is not usually the case. Cole [39] stated that if the roll eigenfrequency is 
similar to the frequency of the emergency manoeuvres, then these manoeuvres can cause resonance 
and in effect vehicle rollover. Therefore, rollover can occur even if the static rollover threshold has 
not been reached. The use of the oversimplified Static Stability Factor was also negated by a study 
by Barak et al. [42]. Tammy [43] noted that simple peak lateral acceleration is not an appropriate 
metric to predict rollover as during transient states this can achieve large values for a very short 
time without inducing rollover. Also Baumann [12] has stated that high lateral accelerations do not 
necessarily lead to rollover if they appear for a short period of time. To avoid an early intervention 
based on the lateral acceleration threshold, Hecker et al. [44] developed a controller which is able 
to confirm if a high lateral acceleration is actually indicating rollover. For lateral accelerations 
higher than the threshold value, the controller checks if the inner wheels have lifted off the ground 
by applying braking torque to them and monitoring their velocity. Rapid deceleration of the wheel 
indicates wheel lift off which triggers further control actions. 
The static rollover threshold can be enhanced by inclusion of dynamic parameters. Solmaz et al. [9, 
31, 45] developed the dynamic load transfer ratio ( DLTR ), which, in contrast to the more 
traditional static load transfer ratio, takes into account roll stiffness and damping, but does not 
account for the lateral shift of the centre of gravity: 
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where k  - roll stiffness c - roll damping  
As with static LTR , values of 1≥DLTR  indicate impending rollover.  
A different approach was presented by Zhang et al. [37]. The Rollover Critical Factor developed by 
the authors compares the available restoring moment normalised for mass – the equation’s (2.8) 
first square brackets – with moments due to lateral and roll acceleration. The authors developed 
Rollover Critical Factor RCF as follows: 
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The RCF  accounts for roll angleφ , roll acceleration φ&& , vertical displacement of sprung mass z , 
as well as roll centre height 
rah . Feeding this equation with the vehicle’s lateral acceleration and 
roll acceleration provides a measure of instantaneous rollover margin. Values of RCF  close to 0 
indicate wheel lift off. 
A more sophisticated variation of the rollover threshold was presented by Jin et al. [35]. The 
authors used the 3 DoF vehicle model for analysing vehicle roll stability. The paper describes the 
use of the Dynamic Stability Factor ( DSF) instead of Static Stability Factor ( SSF ). Jin proposed 
the following definition of DSF : 
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(2.9) 
so that the rollover threshold is: 
 DSFga y ⋅=lim  (2.10) 
DSF  takes into account such properties as height of the CoG measured from the road ( H ), height 
of the CoG measured from the roll centre ( h ), forward speed of the vehicle (U ), tyre cornering 
stiffness ( fk , rk ), roll stiffness ( φk ), steering coefficients induced by roll ( fc , rc ),  sprung mass 
( sm ), total mass ( m ), steering angle of front wheels (δ ), wheelbase of the vehicle ( L ), 
longitudinal position of the CoG ( a , b ). 
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The analysis they performed showed that use of the SSF  results in an “excessively optimistic” 
rollover threshold and DSF  “predicts the rollover more conservatively”, a fact which clearly 
indicates that neglecting the dynamics in rollover modelling is an oversimplification. Even though 
the DSF  is much more advanced than SSF , the authors suggested that the model used in the 
paper is relatively simple and further research needs to be done to predict rollover more accurately 
by including the influence of tyre deformation, suspension displacement, non-linear tyre 
characteristics and time delay of the driver. 
From the analysis of the DSF , Jin et al. [35] concluded that: 
• decreasing the height of the vehicle’s centre of gravity gives greater improvement of 
vehicle roll stability than increasing the track 
• moving the centre of the sprung mass towards the front axle improves the stability of 
vehicle rollover  
• rollover stability improves if the vehicle is moving at a low speed or with a small steering 
angle 
• higher roll stiffness of the vehicle results in a higher value of DSF  
• decreasing the ratio between front tyre cornering stiffness to rear tyre cornering stiffness 
rf kk  increases the DSF  
• decreasing the roll induced steering coefficient at the front fc  or increasing at the rear rc  
increases DSF .   
An alternative approach to static or dynamic force balance is to predict impending rollover based 
on the conservation of energy theorem. Choi [46] proposed the use of a Rollover Potentiality Index 
( 0φ ) for predicting rollover.  
 
ghadhdagV ymymx ⋅+⋅++⋅−−⋅⋅=
22222
0 2
1 βφ  (2.11) 
where: xV  - vehicle longitudinal velocity, β  - slip angle, yma - measured vehicle lateral 
acceleration, d - half of vehicle track width, h - nominal CoG height 
The Rollover Potentiality Index (ROI) estimates the lateral kinetic energy of the vehicle and 
compares it with the energy needed for the vehicle to rollover. The authors assume that vehicle 
rollover is most likely to occur when the vehicle travels with a large slip angle.  
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Johansson et al. [47] presented a different energy based formulation for preventing wheel lift off 
which therefore prevents vehicle rollover. The authors based their algorithm on an estimation of the 
sum of kinetic roll energy, ( )( )ϕϕ ϕ cos12
1 2
−⋅′⋅⋅−⋅⋅ hgmc , and potential roll energy, 
( ) 2
2
1 ϕ&⋅′⋅+⋅ hmI xx , and compared it with the critical energy needed for wheel lift off.  The roll 
energy takes the form: 
 ( )( ) ( ) 22
2
1
cos1
2
1 ϕϕϕ ϕ &⋅′⋅+⋅+−⋅′⋅⋅−⋅⋅= hmIhgmcE xxroll  (2.12) 
The critical energy formula is based on the moment equation about the roll axis and is the 
minimum energy that can cause wheel lift off: 
 ( ) ϕϕ ϕϕµ kcgmhlhFlFE yzcrit ⋅+⋅=⋅⋅⋅−=⋅−⋅= &  (2.13) 
where: ϕ - roll angle, ϕc - roll stiffness, ϕk - roll damping, m - mass, xxI - roll inertia, h ′ - distance 
from roll axis to CoG, l - half of vehicle track width, µ - friction coefficient, h - distance 
from ground to roll axis 
Chen et al. [32] employed the energy based rollover detection developed by Johansson et al. [47] 
for controller investigations with driver in the loop. According to Eger et al. [23] the energy based 
method is not accurate as it ignores energy dissipation e.g. through damping or friction. Eger et al. 
[23] developed a rollover stability boundary based on the momentum conservation method, as the 
authors regard it as being more accurate. The stability boundary derived from phase plane analysis 
takes the form: 
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 κϕ ≤x  (2.15) 
where: xω - roll velocity, m - mass, r - distance from pivot point to CoG, xϕ -  roll angle,  
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atanκ - tip angle, 
xθ -roll inertia 
Dahlberg [13] also proved that the Steady State Rollover Threshold (SSRT), which in its simplest 
form is represented by equation (2.1), is a very conservative indicator of rollover. The SSRT is the 
maximum lateral acceleration which does not lead to rollover in a steady state condition. A more 
complex version of SSRT, incorporating roll stiffness, has also been presented. Using an energy 
approach Dahlberg developed the dynamic rollover threshold (DRT). The DRT is the minimum 
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absolute peak of lateral acceleration of all manoeuvres leading to rollover. The DRT presented in 
the paper can over- or under-estimate the required acceleration but provides a simple tool for 
measuring vehicle resistance to rollover. Dahlberg [13] noted that although two vehicles may have 
the same SSRT they may have very different DRTs. The author showed that DRT can be increased 
by using high damping ratios. However after wheel lift off the roll motion cannot be counteracted 
by dampers as most of the motion appears between the tyre and the ground and not between the 
suspension and the vehicle body. Therefore the predicted DRT is higher than the DRT obtained 
from simulation for damping ratios above 15%. The author notes that for certain situations, e.g. exit 
from a roundabout, increased damping reduces the rollover thresholds; unfortunately the author 
does not explain this mechanism.  
Yoon et al. [48] developed the rollover index ( RI ) which is based on the roll angle and roll rate 
phase plane analysis and wheel lift threshold:  
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where: 1C , 2C and 1k  are positive constants and 10 1 << C , 10 2 << C .  
The higher the value of RI  the higher the danger of rollover, with 1=RI  indicating wheel lift off. 
The RI  shows that even for a small roll angle the potentiality of rollover can be high, provided that 
the roll velocity is high enough. 
As it is expensive to measure the roll angle and roll velocity directly, Yoon et al.  [48] proposed 
that it could be estimated from other signals that are easier to measure; i.e. lateral acceleration, yaw 
rate, steering angle, vehicle velocity and the vehicle’s constant parameters. The authors used a 3 
DoF model to develop the estimator which uses the above-mentioned inputs for determining the 
roll angle and roll rate. The estimator, modelled in MATLAB/Simulink, was connected to the 
vehicle, modelled in CARSIM. The estimator showed good correlation with the CARSIM model in 
terms of roll angle and roll rate only up to the point of wheel lift off. Tseng et al. [49] showed a 
method of estimating the roll angle based on lateral acceleration, yaw rate and vehicle speed which 
gives a good estimate in a low frequency range. For improving high frequency estimation a 
kinematics model based observer was employed. Hac et al. [14] investigated several approaches to 
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estimating the roll angle. The most promising results were achieved using a closed loop roll angle 
adaptive observer with input from lateral acceleration and a roll rate sensor. This approach gave the 
best results for all types of roll angle excitations. The observer adapts its gains depending on the 
roll motion before and after two-wheel lift off.  
Based on these relatively simple models, a list of crucial vehicle parameters influencing vehicle 
rollover propensity can be formulated: 
- track width – wider track decrease rollover propensity 
- CoG height from the ground – lower height decreases rollover propensity 
- Roll centre height from the ground – greater height decreases rollover propensity 
- Roll stiffness and damping – higher roll stiffness reduces steady state roll angle, high roll 
damping reduces transient roll peak angle and roll velocity, hence both decrease rollover 
propensity 
- Roll inertia – low roll inertia reduces the potential roll energy and reduces rollover 
propensity 
Hamblin et al. [50] undertook a comparison of dynamic roll models with different levels of detail. 
The authors compared four vehicle models found in the literature with results obtained from the 
experiment. The low-order models were originally developed for designing controllers, hence their 
relative simplicity. The comparison of the lateral velocity, yaw rate and roll angle was performed in 
both time and frequency domains. The first three models had 3 DoF - lateral velocity, yaw angle 
and roll angle. The fourth model was a simple bicycle model (2 DoF) which was used only to find 
or fit, by comparison with the experiment, the chassis parameters which are used in the other three 
models.  
To enable comparison the models were given a common form of: 
 fuFqKqDqM ⋅=⋅+⋅+⋅ &&&  (2.17) 
The first model was based on the model presented by Mammar et al. [51]. It assumed sprung and 
unsprung mass asymmetry about the XZ plane (Ixz is not 0). The second model was based on the 
model presented by Kim et al. [17] and assumed separate sprung and unsprung mass but did not 
include the asymmetry. The third model was based on the model presented by Carlson et al. [52]. It 
did not use the unsprung mass and the whole vehicle mass was treated as a sprung mass. 
The overall correlation of the models with experimental results was described as good. The results 
obtained by the use of different models were close to each other and the differences between them 
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were smaller than the errors in parameter fitting. Although this paper investigated only roll 
dynamics and did not cover vehicle rollover, the authors concluded that non-linear models are 
necessary for the modelling of on-limit vehicle behaviour. 
Drawing further conclusions regarding the factors affecting rollover requires the development of 
more sophisticated models. Lozia [36] compared rollover threshold acceleration obtained from 
models with different levels of detail ranging from simple static equilibrium of a single body to a 
14 DoF model with step input steering wheel excitation. He concluded that the more sophisticated 
the model, the lower the rollover threshold, with the differences in the results being up to 38%. 
Lozia [36] listed the aspects that are important for the realistic modelling of rollover: 
• lateral displacements of tyre footprints 
• vertical motion of body CoG 
• non-linear suspension characteristics 
• tyre model including influence of camber angle and traction forces 
• roll steer 
• steering system flexibilities 
The results presented by Shim et al. [21] and Ghike et al. [22] exposed the limitations of the 14 
DoF model when compared to a complex multi-body model developed in ADAMS. The 14 DoF 
model lacked some accuracy at extreme roll angles and after wheel lift off because it did not 
account for the changes in the suspension geometries and therefore the changes in the roll centre 
height.  
Shim et al. [21] and Ghike et al. [22] also described the influence of various simplifications in the 
14 DoF model on the accuracy of roll behaviour: 
• linearising the trigonometric terms narrowed the range of roll angles at which the model is 
correct only up to wheel lift off.  For large roll angles (8-10º) this assumption is no longer 
valid - therefore this approach can be used only for studies before wheel lift off  
• ignoring the unsprung mass lateral and longitudinal inertial force increased the roll moment 
acting on the vehicle, whereas dropping the vertical inertial forces counteracted this effect 
• ignoring the terms multiplied by roll and pitch angle in the formulation of the forces acting 
on the sprung and unsprung mass reduced the roll moment acting on the sprung mass, 
which lead to increased error at high roll angles 
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• assuming that the longitudinal and lateral velocities of the tyre are the same as the 
corresponding sprung mass, corner velocities changed the roll frequency significantly 
• not considering the roll centre in the model changed the roll response of the model across 
the whole range of roll angles 
• dropping the tyre inclination angle changed the response only at high roll angles 
Shim et al. [21] and Ghike [22] also investigated the use of the 8 DoF model for modelling 
rollover. They noted that this model can be used only when longitudinal accelerations are not 
significant, as the model does not account for the pitch of the vehicle.   
Marimuthu [30] studied the sensitivity of rollover propensity to vehicle parameters using an 8 DoF 
non-linear model. He concluded that CoG height and track width are the primary factors defining 
rollover propensity. Moreover increasing the wheelbase gave better roll stability. The author 
suggested that there are many other parameters to which rollover is sensitive, and to investigate 
their influence on rollover propensity further work using multi-body simulation software is 
required.  
One of the crucial aspects of vehicle rollover which needs careful consideration is researchers’ 
approach to roll centres. The majority of researchers using mathematical models assume that there 
exists a longitudinal axis in a vehicle around which the sprung mass rolls. This assumption is 
highly inaccurate as an “instantaneous roll centre” is not a geometrical place. Blundell and Harty 
[54] and Dixon [53] note that the term “roll centre” is itself  misleading, as it refers to the point on 
the vehicle body at which applied lateral force would not cause the vehicle to roll, although it could 
cause lateral as well as vertical displacement of the vehicle. Dixon suggests using the term “shear 
centre” instead of “roll centre” and Blundell and Harty suggests the use of “lateral load path”. Both 
authors note that, especially for large lateral accelerations and large roll angles, defining a roll 
centre based on kinematics is inappropriate. Jones [25] also stated that using kinematic roll centres 
can be misleading and that analysis of the forces applied to the body is the best approach. This can 
be seen especially when a tyre on one side of the vehicle loses contact with the road. The simplest 
way to incorporate this in the model is to give one wheel, or one side of the vehicle when using a 
two-dimensional model, a vertical degree of freedom. 
It is interesting that the majority of researchers do not take into account vehicle pitch 
motion. This aspect may be necessary to accurately model non-simultaneous wheel lift off 
at the front and rear axle.   
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Ghike et al. [22] assumed that roll centre height is constant with respect to unsprung mass. The 
authors defined the roll centre as the point at which forces are transmitted to the sprung mass and 
not as a kinematic constraint. This approach accounts for the jacking forces which were proved to 
be important during rollover; however, no variation of the roll centre height due to suspension 
geometry was included. The authors state that roll centre is also the instantaneous centre of rotation 
of the vehicle’s sprung mass in relation to the ground. However the study performed by Jones [25] 
using a vehicle model built in ADAMS showed that the two instantaneous centres of roll, kinematic 
roll axis and body roll axis, are different, therefore the assumption that these coincide is invalid. 
These differences are due to load transfer, track change and tyre deflection. 
Knowing that the force approach to the vehicle roll centre is correct, it can be seen that jacking 
forces are not only dependent on the kinematic roll centre. These forces can be generated also by 
suspension non-linearities. Hac [55] wrote that reducing roll centre heights and suspension 
non-linearities, such as non-linear springs, decreased jacking forces during cornering. Non-linear 
spring stiffness causes the inner wheel to have more rebound than bump of the outer wheel, which 
in effect increases the height of CoG. A similar conclusion was drawn by the same author in [56] - 
jacking forces tend to increase the vehicle’s CoG during hard cornering, increasing the tendency to 
rollover. Hac [55] also found that jacking forces are the main coupling between vehicle roll, heave 
and subsequent yaw motions. This author also notes that if jacking forces during cornering differ 
between front and rear they can contribute also to the pitch motion; however, this effect has not 
been investigated. 
If jacking forces can be affected by spring characteristics, then dampers must also affect them when 
the vehicle’s roll rate is high enough. Potentially the increased rebound damping and decreased 
bump damping could partially counteract the effect of non-linear springs.  
Similarly to non-linear springs, bump stops also play an important role in vehicle rollover. 
Baumann et al. [12] noted that when the suspension travel is suddenly limited by a bump stop, the 
body’s roll motion decelerates, which increases the dynamic load on the outer tyres and leads to 
higher lateral forces being produced by these tyres. 
There exist a limited number of studies focused on the effect of suspension kinematics, compliance 
and their non-linearities. Hussain et al. [24] identified the fact that rollover resistance can be 
improved by limitation of the CoG lateral shift and roll steer effects. The authors also noted that 
stiffness of the chassis, progressive spring stiffness and the existence of anti-roll bars could have an 
effect on rollover propensity. Malcher et al. [59] developed two simple, two-dimensional models 
which were validated against a multi degree of freedom, three-dimensional model built in Human 
Vehicle Environment (HVE) software. The first two-dimensional, 4 DoF model assumed no lateral 
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transfer of the CoG and rotation of only the sprung mass. The second model used a single rod 
connecting the unsprung masses of the suspensions to the sprung mass. This enabled the model to 
account, in a simplified manner, for the suspension’s kinematics e.g. track change. Moreover this 
model accounted for the lateral shift of the CoG and assumed large roll angles. Both mathematical 
models used the lateral acceleration generated by the HVE software as an input to compute the roll 
angle, roll velocity and tyre forces. The results from the fishhook manoeuvre showed that the 
second model correlated better with the HVE simulation. This suggests that it is important to 
account for the lateral CoG shift as well as for the change in the track due to suspension 
kinematics.  
Choi [46] stated that roll angle estimation based on the roll rate and dynamic vehicle model loses 
accuracy at high roll angles if the model does not capture suspension non-linearities. Cole [39] 
noted that compliance in the suspension reduces the rollover threshold by increasing the lateral 
shift of the centre of mass towards the outer wheels. Ghike et al. [22] did not include suspension 
compliance due to bushing but acknowledged that this is a limitation of the model they developed. 
Few researchers have investigated the rollover phenomenon after the point of wheel lift off. Yoon 
et al. [48] suggested that rollover mitigation control after wheel lift off is very difficult, therefore 
the authors regard wheel lift off as an indication that rollover will occur. Choi [46] stated that 
vehicle rollover has to be predicted before wheel lift off happens as the combined delay and lag of 
a typical brake actuator used for the Electronic Stability Program (ESP) is over 0.5s, and the same 
actuators could be used for mitigation of vehicle rollover. On the other hand Eger et al. [23] 
performed a simulation of a tripped rollover using a two bodies, two degrees of freedom model. 
The results showed that the time from impact initiating the rollover to the actual rollover can vary 
between 0.5s and 3.0s. This result indicates that there can be enough time for the anti-rollover 
control scheme to bring the vehicle back into the stable region after one side of the vehicle has 
already lifted off. Simulation results presented by Ghike et al. [22] indicated that from rear wheel 
lift off it takes about 1.5 seconds, out of which the vehicle is travelling on 2 wheels for close to 
1.0s, before the vehicle roll angle reaches 15º.  
Tammy [43] showed that the time between lift off and launch, where outer tyres lose contact with 
the surface, is several times greater than typical vehicle collision contact time. Simulations showed 
that time between lift off and launch can be as great as 1.5s. This time is dependent on the friction 
coefficient and it decreases in a strongly non-linear manner for high friction coefficients.  
Most rollover models are designed to be accurate up to the point when one of the wheels lifts off – 
after this point most models become invalid, while the models that are designed to work with 
wheels off the ground often require a switch between different sets of equations. This is because 
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the dynamics of the roll after wheel lift off become highly non-linear, e.g. bump stops come into 
action, and linear assumptions such as linear spring stiffness, are no longer valid. Eger et al. [23] 
suggested that for accurate rollover modelling, a complex state machine, switching between 
different models, accurate for the current situation, is needed. 
To incorporate wheel lift off in simple mathematical models, Malcher et al. [59] proposed changing 
the system matrices by introducing factor ζ which takes values of either 0 or 1 and multiplies the 
expression for the force between the tyre and the ground. This enables the model to avoid having 
negative tyre forces; i.e. forces which would be pulling the wheel down after tyre lift off.  Shim et 
al. [21] and Ghike et al. [22] accounted for tyre lift off in 14 DoF by switching the tyre force to 
zero when the tyre radial compression is less than 0, whereas the 8 DoF model presented does not 
include this non-linearity. Yoon et al. [48] use two different sets of equations describing roll 
dynamics, depending on whether the tyres have contact with the ground or not. For the non-lift-off 
situation, the vehicle body is assumed to roll around the roll centre, whereas for the wheel lift off 
situation it is assumed that the vehicle body rolls around the contact patch.  
One modelling aspect which is often missed by researchers is the potential asymmetry of the 
vehicle, which can be significant especially for asymmetrically loaded vehicles. Lozia [36] 
performed a simulation of a 14 DoF model with the centre of gravity of the vehicle positioned 
asymmetrically; i.e. 31mm from the longitudinal plane crossing the centre of the vehicle and being 
perpendicular to the ground. The results showed that the maximum velocity leading to rollover 
differed between left and right turns by up to 20%.   
An in-depth rollover analysis could not be performed without the consideration of tyre properties. 
Many authors use simple tyre models to investigate vehicle rollover. As these tyre models are 
usually developed for handling or ride applications they may not operate properly in such extreme 
conditions as those seen during rollover. For example Ghike et al. [22] used the Magic Formula 
model and assumed no lateral shift of the contact patch. Hac [56] used Duggoff’s parametric tyre 
model for rollover modelling. This model includes the effects of longitudinal and lateral stiffness 
coefficients, surface adhesion coefficient on a normal load and camber influence on tyre forces.  
Takahashi et al. [60] developed an improved tyre model formulation to represent the tyre 
overturning moment. The overturning moment is generated by lateral shift of the contact patch. The 
proposed simple model assumes that the lateral shift of the contact patch, in other words pneumatic 
scrub, is proportional to the difference of lateral stiffness divided by lateral force and displacement 
caused by camber angle.  
 γtan/
,
⋅+= LLyss RKFP  (2.18) 
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where: 
ssP ,  - pneumatic scrub; yF - lateral force; LK - lateral stiffness; LR - tyre static radius; γ - 
camber angle; 
This simple model gave a fairly good correlation with the measurement when the camber and slip 
angle had opposite signs; i.e. when the lateral force generated by the camber angle had the same 
direction as the force generated by the slip angle. For improved accuracy Takahashi et al. [60] 
employed the same formula as used in Magic Formula. This model gave good agreement with 
measurements for a wide range of camber and slip angles. The authors also investigated the 
influence of the overturning moment on vehicle rollover behaviour in a fishhook type manoeuvre. 
The results showed that the more sophisticated the overturning moment model, the lower the 
maximum lateral acceleration not inducing rollover, and the better the agreement with the 
experiment. From the diagrams published in the paper one can conclude that not including the 
overturning moment in a rollover simulation can lead to a rollover threshold 0.3m/s2 higher than 
the experiment. 
Wielenga [38] used experimental tyre data from sixteen different tyres to analyse their properties 
influencing rollover using a simple mathematical model based on a static stability margin. The key 
findings are worth quoting here: 
• friction coefficient is the biggest factor influencing rollover propensity; the higher the 
friction the more likely the vehicle is to rollover 
• more advanced and expensive tyres improve traction, braking and handling but at the same 
time they increase the danger of rollover due to higher friction 
• the greater the drop of the friction coefficient with increased load, the more likely that high 
roll stiffness at the front will mitigate rollover as the vehicle will have more understeering 
characteristic for on-limit handling 
• the greater the load, the more slowly the lateral force versus slip angle builds up; the 
presented diagrams suggest that to achieve maximum lateral force at high load, a slip angle 
of 30º could be necessary. As this has to appear simultaneously at both front and rear axle, 
it would mean that vehicle slip angle would have to be around 30º 
• positive camber reduces the lateral forces – which itself mitigates rollover danger – but at 
high slip angles and high loads this effect reverses and a tyre at a positive angle can 
produce higher lateral force than a tyre at 0º camber - no explanation of this is given in the 
paper 
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• tyre wear – on dry roads a worn tyre can achieve higher friction coefficients – tyre wear 
was also investigated by Gilbert [61] and the results of the test performed showed that tyre 
shoulder wear did not affect the vehicle lateral accelerations or yaw rates – however this 
study was performed on a tyre with relatively high profile i.e. 235/75R15 
• pressure – there is no clear outcome; some cases suggested increased friction at load 
pressure, some decreased friction 
• overturning moment due to shift of the contact patch – reduces the half track of the vehicle 
and therefore reduces the stability margin – the half track change increases more than 
proportionally with vertical load increase, and it also increases with high friction tyres as 
well as with low pressure 
• positive camber angle – it can increase the half track of the vehicle as the contact patch 
centre moves outboard – but the effect is small at high loads which appear during rollover 
Therefore increasing sensitivity to load, stiffening the sidewall and using wider tyres reduces 
rollover danger but the most effective way to mitigate rollover is by using tyres with low lateral 
friction. 
In pre-rollover manoeuvres the steering wheel can be subject to sudden changes of driver input 
leading to transient vehicle dynamics. Therefore an appropriate tyre model which can capture these 
effects may be necessary. Pacejka [57, 58] discussed tyre transient behaviour under step slip angle, 
turn slip and camber angle input. The measured response showed that for all these inputs the lateral 
force builds up for about 1.5m travelled distance. An interesting fact is that there exists an initial 
non-lagging lateral force for step camber input, which has an opposite direction to the force seen in 
steady state straight line rolling. Even though the distance of tyre response seems relatively small 
compared to the distance travelled during a typical untripped rollover, the tyre transient behaviour 
may have an effect on vehicle stability during rollover. 
 
2.2.3. Rollover control 
 
In this section a review of rollover control schemes is presented. Each control algorithm requires a 
number of inputs. Due to the prohibitive cost vehicles only have a limited number of sensors, hence 
it is often the case that states required for roll control have to be estimated based on information 
from available sensors. The most popular inputs required by rollover control algorithms are: 
• lateral acceleration 
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• yaw rate 
• forward velocity 
• steering wheel angle 
A good example of a rollover control scheme using a limited number of measured signals has been 
presented by Choi [46]. The author developed a rollover control algorithm based on the same 
sensors and actuators as an ESP; i.e. it used lateral acceleration and forward velocity as an input 
and brakes as actuators. As part of the algorithm Choi [46] proposed a method for the dynamic 
estimation of the CoG height and roll angle by using the measured roll rate and dynamic model.  
As with sensors, the number of actuators available to control rollover is also limited. The majority 
of researchers suggest using one or a combination of the following actuators: differential braking, 
active steering and active anti-roll bars. Occasionally the use of semi-active damping is also 
proposed as part of a hybrid control scheme.   
Cole [39] discussed different approaches to rollover prevention systems for heavy vehicles. He 
noted that the use of electronic brake systems enables the prevention of rollover by locking the 
wheels to cause the loss of adhesion, but such systems, which modify the path of the vehicle, may 
lead to other undesirable situations. Cole noted that another way to increase the rollover threshold 
is the use of controllable suspensions which can reduce the roll of the vehicle or even roll the 
vehicle into the bend. Cole also suggested that fully active suspensions consume too much energy 
and therefore switchable air springs and semi-active dampers are better for controlling the roll of 
the vehicle. 
Brakes are the most common actuator used in rollover controllers. Johansson et al. [47] proposed 
the use of brakes for preventing rollover. The proposed control allocator calculates the available 
tyre friction forces and applies braking forces to prevent wheel lift off. A similar approach was 
taken by Schofield et al. [62], who described the control allocation which uses actual controls, in 
this case brakes, to achieve the desired levels of virtual controls. To ensure low computational 
effort of the allocation algorithm (which obtains actual control levels to meet the correct levels of 
virtual control), the friction circle of the tyre maximum forces is replaced by the friction square 
with linear relationship between lateral and longitudinal tyre forces. The limit of the lateral force is 
determined based on the limit roll angle. Yoon et al. [48] applied differential braking control law to 
mitigate rollover by direct influence on the yaw moment. Chen et al. [32] also used differential 
braking to avoid rollover. Holler et al. [63] proposed using the standard Anti-Lock Braking System 
(ABS) of the trailer to prevent rollover of an articulated vehicle. It was concluded that the system 
can prevent rollover in most common situations but rollover is still possible. To implement a 
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rollover prevention system the ABS would require only minor changes. Wielenga et al. [27, 28] 
proposed Anti-Rollover Braking to prevent rollover. The system limits the lateral acceleration and 
lateral tyre forces when the vehicle is close to rollover. The brakes are applied on the front outer 
wheel which reduces the yaw rate, reduces available lateral forces at the wheel and reduces vehicle 
speed. Anti-Rollover Braking changes the curvature of the vehicle path by initially making it wider 
– reduced lateral acceleration, and later tighter – due to reduced speed. This altered vehicle 
trajectory in the first part can lead to other potentially dangerous situations, although the authors 
claim that the path is altered by a very small amount (0.3m). The authors proposed sensing the 
impending rollover by monitoring lateral acceleration or alternatively by sensing the contact with 
rebound bumpers. The simulation showed that to prevent rollover the brakes had to be fully applied 
at a lateral acceleration of 0.7g for the Ford Bronco model and 0.6g for the Chevrolet Astrovan. 
The lateral acceleration thresholds used in this paper seem to be very low for the type of vehicles 
investigated.  
Active steering is an alternative method of altering vehicle path to prevent rollover. The active 
steering proposed by Solmaz et al. [9] was of a mechatronic-angle superposition type; i.e. the 
controller action is super-positioned with the driver input. The reason for using this kind of active 
steering was that it maintains the physical connection of the steering wheel with the steered front 
wheels. This is not the case when full steer-by-wire steering is employed. Using the superposition 
type of steering system forces the controller to regard the driver’s input as a disturbance.  
As mentioned earlier, active roll control can also be used for rollover prevention. Miege et al. [64] 
and Samson [65] presented and tested through simulation a heavy vehicle control strategy 
consisting of rolling the vehicle into the bend by using active anti-roll bars. The results presented 
by Miege et al. [64] proved that the method is successful for heavy vehicles as it reduced peak 
normalised load transfer by 20% compared to the passive vehicle. However this method of 
improving rollover stability would be difficult to implement in passenger vehicles, as it reduces the 
feedback given to the driver during cornering. Everett et al. [66] and Hac [56] wrote that the use of 
active roll control can be very beneficial for off-road vehicles, as it allows the vehicle to have good 
off-road capabilities when anti-roll bars are disconnected, but at the same time enhances vehicle 
handling during on-road manoeuvres. This demonstrates why active anti-roll bars are becoming 
even more popular in current SUVs. However, active anti-roll bars have a very limited effect in 
quick, transient manoeuvres as they act with a significant delay due to the nature of the hardware. 
Cimba et al. [67] noted that improvement of the hardware setup, namely use of servo-valves 
instead of solenoid valves, could result in a quicker response. This property of active anti-roll bars 
reduces their suitability for rollover control in transient manoeuvres (Everett et al. [66]). Hac [56] 
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showed that active roll bars may even cause an overshoot of the roll angle during a sudden change 
of cornering direction as the speed of response of the active roll bars, called Dynamic Body Control 
(DBC), is limited by the power of the pump. For large steering angles this overshoot may cause a 
rollover. The author found that for a fishhook manoeuvre, which includes a rapid change of 
steering angle, an active roll bar increases the vehicle resistance to rollover only slightly compared 
to an uncontrolled vehicle. Results from the fishhook and double lane change manoeuvres showed 
that brake based Vehicle Stability Enhancement (VSE) improved the rollover resistance much more 
than Active Rear Steer (ARS) and active roll control, which performed poorly. It is worth noting 
that both ARS and brake based vehicle stability control reduce the vehicle’s ability to corner. Hac 
[56] also showed that combinations of VSE and ARS or VSE and DBC out-perform the systems 
working alone. Kim et al. [17] presented a hybrid control system of the motion of the vehicle which 
used a variable damper together with active roll control using an electric actuator acting on the 
anti-roll bar. The performance of this actuator was tested in Hardware in the Loop (HIL) 
simulation. The use of a variable damper smoothes the response in the transient state as the active 
roll control acts with a delay. Baumann et al. [12] suggested that to prevent rollover the following 
measures could be taken: 
• limit high steering rates at high lateral accelerations 
• avoid high slip angles at the rear axle 
• reduce high roll rates and dynamic tyre loads through damping and limitation of roll 
motion, e.g. active roll control  
Actuator limitations influence how successful the proposed control scheme is. Therefore they need 
to be carefully taken into consideration when working on the rollover control. For example Everett 
at al. [66] modelled a hydraulic actuation system of active roll control. Thanks to this, the authors 
were able to show that during rapid transient manoeuvres actuator delay can reduce the 
effectiveness of active roll control.   
Other authors also modelled the actuators to capture their limitations. Holler et al. [63] modelled 
the pneumatic system of brakes used as actuators to prevent rollover. Durali et al. [26] modelled the 
hydraulic anti roll system in detail using Matlab/Simulink which was co-simulated with an MBS 
model in ADAMS. Hac [56] has included a simple brake system model including hydraulics and 
control systems; ABS and TCS (Traction Control System). Moreover the author modelled in detail 
the following active chassis control systems, and investigated their effectiveness in preventing 
rollover was: 
• brake based Vehicle Stability System 
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• Active Rear Steer 
• Dynamic Body Control 
Understanding the limitations of actuators is important as it puts significant constraints on the 
effectiveness of the control systems. By combining different actuators to control the rollover the 
weak points of one actuator can be corrected by another. As shown above [66], active roll bars are 
good for steady state but perform poorly in transient manoeuvres. Switchable dampers have an 
effect only during transient manoeuvres. Differential braking reduces the velocity but at the same 
time alters the vehicle trajectory. Combining all three types of actuators could produce good 
rollover prevention, however the exact efficiency of such a system is unknown, and so are the 
interactions between these three actuators. Coordinated control management would be necessary 
for the efficient operation of a hybrid system. There are various ways in which the control system 
could be coordinated; a good overview of different approaches was given by Gordon et al. [68]. 
The authors described different architectures of the integrated control system, such as centralised 
control, supervisory control and decentralised and hierarchical control. The application of optimal 
control to active suspension was shown by Gordon [69]. 
The results of experimental work performed by Jurecki et al. [70] show that during avoidance 
manoeuvres, actions undertaken can be dramatically different for different drivers. The authors 
have managed to describe driver behaviour using a mathematical model by dividing the drivers into 
different groups. If a driver has to interact not only with the dynamics of the vehicle but also with 
the controller, the spectrum of possible behaviours may be even wider.  
Cole [39] argued that the interaction between the driver and the vehicle with controllable 
suspension needs to be understood to predict the response of the vehicle. Smid et al. [71] described 
a 24 DoF driving simulator which could be used for development of a rollover detection and 
warning system. Also Chen et al. [32] investigated the use of a PC-based driving simulator and 
scaled vehicle testing system for studying the interaction between the driver and the rollover 
prevention controller. The model presented in the paper had 4 DoF including longitudinal, lateral, 
yaw and roll motion. The model assumed small roll angles, constant vertical tyre forces dependant 
on the static load distribution between vehicle front and rear, and elliptical friction envelope. The 
only input from the driver was the steering angle. The authors noted that the vehicle model 
becomes invalid when it operates in a near-rollover situation. In a different paper Chen et al. [72] 
analysed the effectiveness of the proposed roll strategy using Driver in the Loop simulation. The 
results showed that in one of the test scenarios a vehicle with a control system gave worse results 
than a vehicle without it. The reason for this was that a human driver compared to a driver model 
gave much noisier steering input which degraded the effectiveness of the control algorithm. This 
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example confirms that human in the loop testing is an effective tool for confirming if the control 
system performs as expected.  
 
2.3. Critical assessment of current knowledge 
 
The literature review presented in the previous section outlines the important aspects of rollover 
modelling. To summarise, for the accurate modelling of rollover, a model should: 
• be valid after wheel lift off; i.e. switch off the tyre forces after wheel lift off, account for 
the change in instantaneous roll centre 
• account for jacking forces 
• account for the lateral shift of the CoG  
• account for the roll stiffness from the anti-roll bars 
• include progressive spring characteristics and bump stops 
• account for vertical tyre deflection 
• account for unsprung masses 
• use a tyre model including: influence of camber angle, load and traction/braking forces on 
the lateral force and overturning moment (include lateral displacements of tyre footprints)  
• not assume small angles and therefore should not linearise trigonometric terms 
• be a 3D model as the wheelbase has an effect on rollover propensity 
• include asymmetry of sprung and unsprung mass about the XZ plane 
• account for track change, camber angle, roll steer by introducing suspension kinematics, 
e.g. by simplifying the suspension of each wheel by single arm 
• account for asymmetry of vehicle loading 
• not be computationally demanding 
Moreover the model should enable the user to implement the inputs for control actuators such as 
brakes, active steering, active roll control, switchable air springs or semi-active dampers. 
Even though the available literature covers many aspects of rollover modelling, the significance of 
some parameters is not known. Some of the modelling uncertainties are: 
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• pitch motion and resulting longitudinal load changes – it has been shown that positioning 
the centre of gravity closer to the front of the vehicle improves rollover stability but the 
influence of dynamic shift of the longitudinal centre of gravity on rollover has not been 
investigated 
• the influence of transient tyre effects on rollover  
• kinematic and compliance characteristics of the suspension – the lateral compliance could 
potentially increase the lateral centre of gravity shift but the magnitude of this effect is not 
known 
• the influence of vertical road irregularities on roll dynamics 
Moreover the majority of previous research work has been based on low fidelity models [36, 30, 
35, 50, 40 etc]. However, vehicle rollover is a highly non-linear event due to the large angles seen 
in vehicle body motion, extreme suspension travel, tyre non-linearities and large forces acting on 
the wheel, resulting in suspension spring-aids, rebound stops and bushings operating in the non-
linear region.  
Moreover suspension compliance effects such as compliance steer can also play a significant role 
as they affect understeer gradients. Taking into account the above findings, one can conclude that a 
high fidelity, non-linear model is necessary to accurately simulate vehicle rollover. 
The use of such a model could help to establish how significant each vehicle property is for 
rollover propensity, which has not been done so far. The significance of large numbers of 
parameters can be studied by employing design of experiment methodology. Such a study could 
give insights not only into the relevant modelling aspects but also could present the chassis 
engineers with data on the sensitivity of a vehicle to key factors affecting rollover. 
The literature review of rollover prevention schemes shows that the use of differential braking, 
active steer and active anti-roll bars as rollover prevention actuators has been well researched. 
However, all of these actuators have significant disadvantages. The first two of these reduce the 
lateral force through correction of the trajectory of the vehicle. This may prevent the rollover but 
could potentially lead to other unforeseen outcomes. The latter actuator prevents rollover in steady 
state but the actuator delays are too great to prevent rollover in highly dynamic manoeuvres. This 
can be partly mitigated by simultaneous use of semi-active damping. However, both active anti-roll 
bars and semi-active dampers lose their effectiveness after wheel lift off. Therefore there is a need 
for the development of a rollover control algorithm which could prevent rollover even after wheel 
lift off without affecting the vehicle trajectory. Mavros [73] proposed a novel approach to the roll 
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stability of a motorcycle. The author described the application of a torque reaction wheel to 
stabilise a motorcycle subjected to lateral acceleration input. This type of actuator has the potential 
to fulfil the outlined requirements. Moreover there exists a strong similarity between motorcycle 
dynamics and vehicle dynamics after two wheels lift off. An investigation into a torque reaction 
wheel as part of rollover prevention control has not been yet performed. 
 
2.4. Research objectives 
 
The extended literature study revealed that a detailed study concentrating on suspension 
characteristics affecting vehicle rollover has not been yet performed. Moreover only a few authors 
have attempted to study the influence of tyre properties on rollover, therefore the existing 
knowledge is still fairly limited. 
The proposed approach is to use a vehicle model with a high level of detail, set up using MBS 
software and use statistical methods, such as design of experiment, to draw robust conclusions 
about factors influencing rollover. The output of such an experiment would provide in-depth 
knowledge about the main suspension and tyre properties affecting rollover dynamics, which could 
be used as guidance for a rollover control algorithm. At the end of the research a simple control 
algorithm will be developed. The main objective of the controller is to be able to prevent vehicle 
rollover without affecting vehicle trajectory and be effective also after wheel lift off. 
The research objectives can be listed in the following points: 
• Build a non-linear MBS vehicle model 
• Correlate the model to the measurement data 
• Develop a rollover propensity measurement suitable for assessing vehicle properties’ 
influence on rollover using a full MBS model 
• Determine tyre properties influencing rollover using DoE technique 
• Determine kinematic and compliance suspension properties affecting rollover  
• Propose a roll control scheme based on a reaction wheel actuator and confirm if it is able to 
prevent vehicle rollover without affecting the vehicle trajectory 
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2.5. Modelling and analysis tools used in research 
 
In order to accomplish the above-mentioned research objectives a number of modelling and 
analysis tools will be necessary. The choice of the tools was dictated mostly by their suitability to 
perform the given task; however, the availability of relevant data and commercial software also 
introduced some constraints. A brief outline of the tools starts with MBS software used to build the 
vehicle model. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, SIMPACK uses relative kinematics 
formulation, which together with an efficient solver and flexible scripting language made it a 
suitable choice for this tool. A more in depth justification for the choice of software is provided in 
Chapter 3. The Magic Formula (MF) tyre model has been employed; chosen for the familiarity of 
the equations, ease of modification and the available tyre data. An example of vehicle rollover 
simulation using an MBS model coupled with MF tyre model is shown in Figure 2.1. In order to 
generate a statistical experiment a combination of design of experiment methodology and statistical 
data analysis techniques have been used. Finally, Lyapunov’s indirect method was employed to 
analyse vehicle stability, and develop the controller.  
 
Figure 2.1 Example of vehicle rollover simulation.  
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3. Modelling methodology and model development 
 
This chapter is divided into four parts. The first covers modelling in the MBS environment and 
aims to provide an introduction into available MBS formulations as well as a description of the 
chosen technique followed by the justification. The second section describes the modelling details 
of the vehicle model. The third section is related to tyre modelling and provides a brief overview of 
available tyre model formulations, as well as a characterisation of the tyre used in this study. 
Finally in the fourth section a full vehicle model is characterised in road manoeuvres.  
3.1. Modelling using multi-body formulation 
 
In order to generate a high fidelity vehicle model able to capture complex, elastokinematic 
suspension characteristics, a multi-body approach is necessary. The multi-body approach to 
modelling of physical systems consists of dividing the analysed system into separate parts which 
can be represented by elements such as rigid or flexible bodies, joints, force elements (passive and 
active), gravity etc. All these elements joined together create a multi-body model of a physical 
system. As the complexity of the analysed system increases, and with it the number of elements in 
multi-body model, a specialised Multi-Body Simulation (MBS) software becomes necessary. There 
exist a number of commercial MBS tools, which differ in the formulations of equations of motion 
employed, solver efficiency and user-friendliness.  
Equations of motion are the heart of multi-body models. They describe the dynamic behaviour of 
the model. Over the years different approaches to deriving equations of motion have been 
developed. The three main solutions used in multi-body models are based on: 
- Constrained Lagrange 
- Kane 
- Newton-Euler 
The above-mentioned solutions will be briefly introduced in this chapter. 
3.1.1. Lagrange equations 
 
Probably the most popular approach to formulating equations of motion is based on the 
D’Alembert-Lagrange equation [19]: 
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Where: 
jq - generalised coordinate with nj ,...,2,1=  
T - total kinetic energy in the system: 
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jQ - component of the generalised force along coordinate jq  
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In complex multi-body systems the bodies are connected using joints which constrain motion. 
Therefore the generalised coordinates are dependent on each other and the equation (3.1) cannot be 
employed directly. Hence the main difficulty in formulating the equations of motion is capturing 
the constraints. These can be incorporated into the equations of motion in two different ways.  
The first approach, called the embedding technique [19,74], is to find a set of independent 
coordinates which satisfy the constraints. This approach results in a minimum number of 
differential equations without the need for additional algebraic constraints. In practice this 
technique is rarely used in multi-body codes as it is computationally demanding. 
The second approach, referred to as augmented formulation [19,74], is to apply a method of 
Lagrange multipliers, which results in equations of motion referring to both dependent and 
independent coordinates and a vector of multipliers. Equations of motion derived using this 
formulation take the shape of [19]: 
 0λCQqM q =+− T&&  (3.4) 
Where: 
M - system mass matrix 
q&& - generalised accelerations 
Q - sum of centrifugal and Coriolis inertia forces, and externally applied forces 
qC - constraint Jacobian matrix 
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λ - vector of Lagrange multipliers 
This approach is much more common in application to general multi-body dynamics software than 
the embedding technique. The main disadvantage is the large number of differential equations, 
supplemented by non-linear algebraic equations for constraints.  
3.1.2. Kane equations and virtual power 
 
Using the Lagrange equations and the D’Alembert method for embedding dependent coordinates, 
the equations of motion can only be written for systems with geometric (holonomic) constraints. 
However for some dynamic problems it is easier to define the constraints in terms of velocities 
rather than geometry. The principle of virtual power enables the formulation of equations of motion 
satisfying both holonomic and non-holonomic constrains. Kane’s equations based on this principle 
result in the minimum set of generalised coordinates equal to the number of degrees of freedom in 
the system. Kane equations for the system of N particles are briefly introduced below [75].  
kQ  is defined as the generalised active force and ∗kQ  as generalised inertia force: 
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where: 
aF  – active forces 
ikβ  - so called partial velocity is expressed as  
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Then the sum of generalised active force kQ  and generalised inertia force ∗kQ   is equal 0: 
 
 
(3.8) 
The above equation is referred to as Kane’s equation. Despite the advantages, Kane equations have 
not found many applications in commercial MBS codes. 
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3.1.3. Newton-Euler equations 
 
The Newton-Euler formulation is the last approach presented here to deriving equations of motion 
of multi-body system. Newton’s law written in body coordinates has the following form [76]: 
 
bbbb mm fυωυ =⋅×+⋅ &  (3.9) 
Where: 
m  – mass 
b
υ  – translational velocity in body coordinate frame 
bω  – angular velocity in body coordinate frame 
fb –  force in body coordinate frame 
The Euler equation states that angular momentum is equal to the applied torque [76]: 
 
bbbb
τωΙωωΙ =⋅×+⋅ &  (3.10) 
where  
s
Ι  – instantaneous inertia tensor relative to the inertial frame 
sω  – spatial angular velocity 
τ  – externally applied torque 
Combining the above equations results in the Newton-Euler equation described in the body 
coordinate frame [76]: 
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where: 
Ι  – inertia tensor 
Fb – external wrench applied at centre of mass 
The above Newton and Euler equations describe rigid body dynamics due to force and torque 
applied at the centre of mass of the body.  
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3.1.4. Relative and absolute coordinates 
 
The position and orientation of bodies in a constrained multi-body system can be described using 
an absolute or relative set of coordinates. Employing absolute kinematics, the position of each body 
in space is described using coordinates in the inertial frame of reference. To deal with constraints, 
the Lagrange or Kane equations can then be employed to embed the constraints in the set of 
equations of motion using independent coordinates. Alternatively constraints can be taken into 
account by supplementing the equations of motion with Lagrange multipliers. When using relative 
kinematics the equations of motion of bodies in kinematic chain are described relative to each 
other, proceeding down to the base of the kinematic chain. Position and velocity of subsequent 
bodies are a result of generalised joint coordinates of all preceding bodies. For example for the 
joint between the “From” marker Mi-1 of body i -1 to “To” marker M i  coincident with body 
reference system R
 i following equations can be derived [77]: 
- Orientation given by transformation matrix A: 
 ( )tiRMRM iiii ,11 qAA −− =  (3.12) 
- Position: 
 ( )tiRMRM iiii ,11 qrr −− =  (3.13) 
- Angular velocity: 
 ( ) ( )ttJ iRMiiRM iiiii ,, 11 qωqqω −− +⋅= &ϖ  (3.14) 
- Translational velocity: 
 ( ) ( )ttJ iRMMiivRMM iiiiiii ,, 1111 qrqqr −−−− +⋅= &&&  (3.15) 
- Angular acceleration: 
 ( ) ( )ttJ iiRMMiiRMM iiiiiii ,,, 1111 qqωqqω &&&&& −−−− +⋅= ϖ  (3.16) 
Where: 
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- Translational acceleration: 
 ( ) ( )ttJ iiRMMiivRMM iiiiiii ,,, 1111 qqrqqr &&&&&&& −−−− +⋅=  (3.17) 
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The main advantage of using relative kinematics is the fact that equations of motions are dependent 
on a reduced number of generalised coordinates. For open kinematic chains the number of 
generalised coordinates equals the number of degrees of freedom in the system. If closed kinematic 
chains are to be analysed additional constraint equations become necessary.  
3.1.5. Summary of formulation of equations of motion 
 
Currently most MBS codes employ one of two routes to identify a set of differential equations 
describing the motion of rigid bodies in the model. The first approach is to describe the position 
and orientation of each body using a Cartesian set of coordinates. Each body’s position and 
orientation is therefore described by 6 coordinates. The equations of motions can be formed in a 
straightforward manner. The relative motion between bodies or bodies and ground is constrained 
by the application of algebraic equations describing the constraints. These constraints can then be 
either integrated into the set of equations of motion by finding a set of independent coordinates 
satisfying the constraints (embedding technique), or can be integrated into the equations using 
Lagrange multipliers (augmented formulation). The second route is to use relative coordinates, in 
which the position and orientation of each body is described with relation to the preceding body in 
the kinematic chain, or if the body is at the base of the chain, with relation to the ground. This 
approach results in the minimum set of differential equations necessary to describe the motion of 
the system. This recursive approach is often used in conjunction with the Newton-Euler 
formulation. The disadvantage of this approach is that the formulation of forces acting between the 
bodies is somewhat more complex than in a system based on a Cartesian set of coordinates. 
However as the set of differential equations is greatly reduced, this gives a good basis for fast and 
accurate simulation. The commercially available MBS software SIMPACK is a good example of 
the implementation of such an approach [77]. SIMPACK uses recursive algorithms for solving the 
equations of motion. The computation effort increases in a linear manner with the number of 
bodies. This makes SIMPACK well suited to solving complex mechanical systems with many 
degrees of freedom.  
SIMPACK modelling formalism is based on bodies connected together with joint elements creating 
open kinematic chains. For the motion of reference frame R of the body i with respect to the inertial 
reference frame I Newton-Euler equations describing the motion of rigid bodies take the shape of 
[77]: 
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Closed kinematic loops are achieved by application of constraint elements. Jourdain’s Principle of 
Virtual Power cancels out joint constraint forces [77]: 
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Where: 
iJ
P  - power from joint constraint forces 
iJ
F  and torques 
iJ
T  
Additionally forces applied to the bodies are generated by force elements. 
3.1.6. SIMPACK overview 
 
The development of MBS software was prompted by kinematic and dynamic problems in the 
mechanical systems of satellites, spacecraft and aeroplanes. The history of MBS software 
developed by DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt), the German Aerospace Centre, 
dates from the early 1970s when FADYNA software was developed. SIMPACK is a direct 
successor to FADYNA (1977) and MEDYNA (1984). In 1993 INTEC GmbH (now SIMPACK 
AG) was founded to develop SIMPACK for commercial use. From that time an increased emphasis 
was laid on the development of user-friendly interfaces and adapting the program to new fields of 
engineering. The first add-on modules were launched in 1996 when Railway and Automotive+ 
were released. This opened doors to the rail and automotive industries. Today SIMPACK is used 
by many leading automotive companies. 
 As mentioned before, global reference frame (inertial), rigid (or flexible) bodies, joints, constraints 
and force elements are the main components of a multi-body system. The majority of modelled 
mechanical systems consist of rigid instead of flexible bodies, because deflections of flexible 
bodies are relatively small in comparison with the translations or rotations of joints. Constantly 
increasing computing power, however, means that the use of flexible bodies is becoming more and 
more common. 
The heart of SIMPACK is its Kinematics and Dynamics module. It consists of three parts: Model 
Set-up, Solver, and Post-Processor. Model Set-Up with its 3D graphical representation allows the 
user to build a model consisting of bodies, joints, constraints, force elements etc. Solver 
automatically generates equations of motion and performs time integration. The solution can be 
viewed in Postprocessor both in the form of an animation and plots of various signals. Additionally 
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SIMPACK software can be extended with modules that adapt the program for solving problems in 
specific fields of engineering. Amongst the most common add-on modules are: Automotive+, 
Engine, Wheel/Rail and Noise Vibration and Harshness (NVH). These extra modules consist of 
pre-defined substructures, special kinds of joints, constrains, force elements or control loops. The 
models developed for use in this work were based on heavily modified elements from the 
Automotive+ module. This module offers a number of predefined, fully parameterised 
substructures for automotive components. A brief description of major modelling elements 
available in SIMPACK is given below.  
Bodies are basic elements when constructing a model. There are two different kinds of bodies: 
- Rigid Bodies – most commonly used in MBS simulations; they have only mass and inertia 
properties 
- Elastic Bodies – possess not only mass and inertia but also modal stiffness and damping  
Each body can have several markers (a minimum of one), which are additional local coordinates 
systems used for connections, measurements, graphics etc. Graphical elements representing bodies 
are only visualisation elements and they do not have any physical meaning. In order to create a 
body, several inputs are required; name, mass, position of centre of mass described relative to Body 
Fixed Reference System or any predefined marker, inertia tensor described with respect to centre of 
mass, body fixed reference system or any predefined marker. For setting up the connections 
between bodies, joints and constraints can be used. Each body contains one and only one joint. 
Joints are the connections between two bodies or body and reference frame which give degrees of 
freedom to the body. There can be one and only one joint per one body to which it is strictly 
associated. They describe the relative motion between bodies. A joint can give from 0 to 6 degrees 
of freedom to the body they refer to. Each joint is attached to the body it belongs to with a “To” 
marker and connected to another body or reference frame by a “From” marker. Joints take their 
names from the bodies they are associated to. There are a few dozen different kinds of joints 
available in SIMPACK, from simple revolute joints to complicated ones like the Automotive Track 
Joint. A joint does not have any mass or inertia matrix. To define a joint the following input is 
required: “To” and “From” markers, type of joint, initial state of the joint including its position and 
velocity, specific joint parameters such as initial displacement or gear ratio. 
Constraints are the connections between two bodies or body and reference frame that remove extra 
degrees of freedom from the system. Because each body can have only one joint, constraints are 
required to define kinematically closed loops. In a real mechanical system joints and constrains 
would not be distinguished but because of the way equations are created in SIMPACK, the 
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definition of constraints is necessary to close the kinematic tree. There are a few dozen predefined 
kinds of constrains but there is also the capability for the user to define new ones. To define 
constraints the following inputs are required: name, “To” and “From” markers, type of constraint, 
specific constraint parameters. 
Force elements are massless connections between two bodies or body and reference frame that 
apply forces or torques or a combination of forces and torques to connected bodies. To connect two 
bodies with a force element two markers on these bodies must be chosen. The forces and torques 
applied on the markers are calculated according to the defined types of force elements. The input 
data for force elements can depend on the measurement of distance between the markers on 
connected bodies but it can also be a function of time. Other kinds of input are also allowed. There 
are two different kinds of force elements: 
- Point-to-point force elements where force is applied to both bodies along the line between 
“From” and “To” markers. This means that the direction of generated force does not 
depend on which marker coordinate system is used. 
- Component force elements where the forces are calculated with respect to the “From” 
marker coordinate system. These tend to cover more sophisticated force laws. 
In order to define a force element the following is needed: name, “From” and “To” markers 
between which connected forces are applied, type of force element, specific force elements 
parameters e.g. stiffness in a given direction. 
There are also other elements and tools that can be used during the modelling of a mechanical 
system. They allow the user to apply different kinds of action to the model. Some of these actions 
are: sensors – for extra measurements, control loops, substructures – sub-models imported into the 
main model, time excitations – for assigning a time function to the actuator, input functions – for 
defining non-linear functions used by other modelling elements, polynomials – for defining 
polynomials used in stochastic elements, substitution variables – to parameterise models, 
expression – for defining expressions that can be attached to a force element, generate a result 
channel etc. 
Before modelling a mechanical system in SIMPACK it is important to first design its topology. 
Careful planning of the way model is going to be built helps to avoid mistakes and may reduce 
simulation time. To ease model topology planning, a set of specific symbols is used to describe the 
system (Figure 3.1). An example of a crank and slider mechanism is shown in Figure 3.2. 
As mentioned before, SIMPACK’s formulation is based on relative kinematics and Newton-Euler 
equations of motion. This approach has its implications in the model building process. By choosing 
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specific joints which give specific DOF to the bodies, the user indicates which coordinates should 
be used by the software to create equations. This way a system of equations describing an open 
kinematic chain can be created. In order to create a mechanism and close the kinematic chain, extra 
algebraic constraints have to be applied. The user indicates which motions should be constrained 
by the use of constraint modelling elements. As the user has direct control over the set of 
coordinates used to formulate equations of motion, model efficiency can be greatly influenced by 
model topology. The number of degrees of freedom of a mechanical system can be calculated as: 
 ∑∑ −= tint constrainkk jo  (3.21) 
Where:  
k
 – number of DOF in the system 
intjok – number of DOF given by joint elements 
Whereas the total number of equations 
eqn in the system is defined as: 
 ∑ ∑+⋅= constraintkn joeq int2  (3.22) 
 
To illustrate how the same system can be modelled in two ways leading to a difference in 
efficiency, let us consider the slider crank mechanism shown in Figure 3.2. Two modelling 
approaches are shown in Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.1 Topology symbols  
 
Reference frame 
Body 
α 
Joint; here rotational DoF α 
L:z 
Constraint; here locked translational DoF z 
Force element 
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Figure 3.2 Topology of crank and slider mechanism 
 
Using equation (3.22) it is easy to show that the model defined using relative kinematics results in 
only 6 differential and 2 algebraic equations whereas the same model set up using global 
kinematics results in 36 differential and 17 algebraic equations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Different description of the same mechanical system: top - local coordinates, bottom – 
global coordinates 
 
 
3.2. Vehicle model description 
 
The vehicle model (Figure 3.4) set up for this research contains 165 degrees of freedom. Most of 
the suspension members have 6 degrees of freedom in order to accurately replicate suspension 
compliances. In addition, 2 rotational degrees of freedom are given to each hub, to account for the 
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conical stiffness of the wheel bearing. The number of degrees of freedom for model subsystems is 
given in Table 3.1. Importantly, the model contains non-linear elements for spring aids, rebound 
stops and dampers. The vehicle uses TNO’s Magic Formula tyre model version 6.1. [78]. This 
model contains 15 internal states used to predict the dynamics of the tyre including relaxation 
lengths. The aim behind creating such a complex vehicle model is to replicate real vehicle 
behaviour in as much detail as possible and then treat that model as the subject of experiments. For 
completeness, the model’s sub-systems are briefly described below.  
Subsystem No. Degrees of Freedom: 
Vehicle body 6 
Front axle suspension 78 
Rear axle suspension 76 
Steering system 1 
Wheels 4 
Total: 165 
 
Table 3.1 Degrees of freedom in each subsystem. 
 
Figure 3.4 Vehicle image 
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3.2.1. Front suspension 
 
The vehicle uses double wishbone suspension architecture at the front axle (Figure 3.5). The model 
of the front suspension consists of the following bodies for each side of the vehicle: 
• Two lower arm links  
• Upper arm 
• Damper housing 
• Damper rod 
• Track rod 
• Knuckle 
• Wheel 
• Wheel help body 
 
Figure 3.5 Suspension components and source of suspension compliances based on front axle model; a 
– wheel and tyre, b – upright, c – upper control arm, d – front lower control link, e – rear lower control 
link, f – damper housing and damper rod, g – track rod, h – rack bar, i – anti-roll bar, j – pinion, k – 
steering column with steering wheel;   1 – bush, 2 – ball joint, 3 – hub compliance, 4 – spring, 5 – 
spring aid, 6 – rebound spring, 7 – anti-roll bar, 8 – torsion bar. 
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All bodies apart from the wheel, wheel help body and damper rod were given 6 DoF. The wheel 
help body is necessary in the model to implement the hub compliance force element. The wheel 
help body is connected to the knuckle using a joint with two rotational DoF; around the global x-
axis and the z-axis. The wheel is connected to the wheel help body using a revolute joint with a 
degree of freedom around the y-axis in the local coordinate system. The damper rod is connected to 
the damper housing using a prismatic joint with a degree of freedom in the z-axis of the local 
coordinate system along the centreline of the damper rod. Additionally two dummy interface 
bodies with 0 DoF joint and negligible mass are included in the model in order to be able to 
connect the suspension substructure with other substructures in the full vehicle model. When using 
substructures in the main model, the 0 DoF joints from the ground are reconnected to appropriate 
bodies. The front suspension substructure uses several force elements for each side: 
• Bushes 
• Ball joints 
• Hub compliance 
• Spring 
• Spring aid 
• Rebound spring 
• Damper 
The road spring force element is acting between the vehicle body and damper housing. The road 
spring has a linear rate with a specified preload at a nominal length. The damper is acting between 
the damper rod and damper housing. The damper’s force is a non-linear function of velocity. 
Suspension bushes act between the vehicle body interface and suspension arm, links, or damper 
rod. All translational and rotational bush stiffnesses and damping coefficients are defined as linear. 
The suspension ball joints have only linear translational stiffness and damping, and act between the 
knuckle and other suspension components and also between the damper housing and rear lower 
link. The spring aid force element acts between the vehicle body and damper housing and enables 
the suspension to achieve a highly non-linear wheel rate. The non-linear characteristic of the spring 
aid ensures that force is generated only after initial compression travel of two connected parts. The 
rebound spring force element acts between the damper rod and damper housing. Its function is to 
increase the suspension rate in rebound. Similarly to the spring aid the rebound spring force is only 
generated once displacement between the “From” and “To” markers becomes positive.  
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The spring aid, bump stop and rebound stop together with the damper provide highly non-linear 
suspension characteristics for vertical travel of the suspension. This enables the user to model a 
rising wheel rate with bump or rebound travel of the suspension which contributes to jacking 
effects. The non-linear damper characteristic ensures asymmetric characteristics for bump and 
rebound velocities which allow for accurate modelling of the transient response of the vehicle to 
the steering input. The kinematic tree together with location of force elements is given in Figure 
3.6.  
 
 
Figure 3.6 Front suspension force elements; 1 – bush, 2 – ball joint, 3 – hub compliance, 4 – spring, 5 – 
spring aid, 6 – rebound spring, 7 – damper. 
 
3.2.2. Rear suspension 
 
The vehicle uses multi-link suspension architecture attached to an isolated subframe at the rear axle 
(Figure 3.7). The model of the rear suspension consists of the following bodies for each side of the 
vehicle: 
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1 
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• Three links 
• Lower arm 
• Damper housing 
• Damper rod 
• Knuckle 
• Wheel 
• Wheel help body 
The above bodies are complemented by a single subframe body. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Suspension components and source of rear suspension compliances; a – wheel, b – upright, c 
– upper lateral link, d – front lateral link, e – front vertical link, f – lower control arm, g – subframe, h 
– damper housing and damper rod, i – anti-roll bar; 1 – bush, 2 – ball joint, 3 – hub compliance, 4 – 
spring, 5 – spring aid, 6 – rebound spring, 7 – anti-roll bar. 
 
All bodies apart from the wheel, wheel help body and damper bodies were given 6 DoF. The 
function of the wheel help body is identical to the same body in the front suspension. Similarly the 
kinematic connection of the wheel, wheel help body and damper rod is as described in the front 
suspension. The rear suspension contains only one dummy interface body with a 0 DoF joint and 
negligible mass. It ensures that the suspension substructure can be connected to the vehicle body 
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when loaded into the full vehicle model. The rear suspension substructure uses several force 
elements for each side: 
• Bushes 
• Ball joints 
• Hub compliance 
• Spring 
• Spring aid 
• Damper 
• Subframe mounts 
The road spring force element acts between the vehicle body and the knuckle. The road spring has 
a linear rate with a specified preload at nominal length. The damper acts between the damper rod 
and damper housing. The damper’s force is a non-linear function of velocity. Suspension bushes 
act between the subframe and lower arm and upper link, between the integral link and lower arm, 
between the upper link and knuckle, and between the vehicle body interface and damper rod. All 
translational and rotational bush stiffnesses and damping coefficients are defined as linear. The 
suspension ball joints have only linear translational stiffness and damping and act between the 
knuckle and the remaining suspension components, and also between the lower link and subframe. 
Subframe mounts act between the subframe and vehicle body interface. The spring aid force 
element acts between the vehicle body and damper housing and enables the suspension to achieve a 
non-linear wheel rate in bump. The non-linear characteristic of the spring aid ensures that force is 
generated only after initial compression travel of two connected parts. The rebound spring force 
elements act between the damper rod and damper housing. Their function is to increase the 
suspension rate in rebound. Similarly to the spring aid, the rebound spring force is only generated 
once the displacement between “From” and “To” markers becomes positive. The kinematic tree 
together with location of force elements is given in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 Rear suspension force elements; 1 – bush, 2 – ball joint, 3 – hub compliance, 4 – spring, 5 – 
spring aid, 6 – rebound spring, 7 – damper, 8 – subframe mount 
 
 
3.2.3. Steering system 
 
The vehicle model uses a simplified steering model. The steering column does not include any 
universal joints, so their effect on steering ratio linearity has not been captured. The steering system 
consists of the following bodies: 
• steering wheel with upper column 
• rack 
The steering rack housing is not modelled as a separate body and is incorporated into a massless 
vehicle body interface. The steering rack has one translational degree of freedom with respect to 
the vehicle body interface. The steering wheel with upper column has one rotational degree of 
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freedom with respect to the vehicle body interface. The rotation of the steering wheel is linked with 
translation of the steering rack through a compliant rack and pinion force element with a specified 
ratio. The kinematic tree together with location of force elements is given in Figure 3.9. Depending 
on the type of simulation required, steering should operate in an open or closed loop. Therefore two 
derivatives of the steering system were developed. The first one uses an explicitly defined steering 
angle as a function of time to impose the rotation of the steering wheel joint. To account for this the 
steering wheel joint has been changed from revolute with 1 DoF to a rheonomic joint with no 
degrees of freedom. The second derivative uses a simple PID steering controller to decide on the 
steering wheel angle. The controller follows the road by reducing lateral path deviation at the front 
axle by controlling the steering wheel angle. The controller’s transfer function is given below: 
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(3.23) 
where:  
SWA – steering wheel angle [rad] 
dy  – lateral track deviation [m] 
As in the case of the driveline controller, the gains have been kept at default levels as the controller 
response proved to be adequate. Gains are given below: 
0740487705.1_01.0 =⋅= ratiosteeringKpst  – proportional gain 
5=stTi  – integration constant 
1=stTd  – derivative constant 
125.01 =stT  – time delay constant 1 
1.02 =stT  – time delay constant 2 
1=sth  – output scaling factor 
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Figure 3.9 Steering system topology; 1 – compliance rack and pinion force element, 2 – optional control 
system with actuator 
 
3.2.4. Anti-roll bars 
 
The anti-roll bar (ARB) model consists of two rigid bodies representing the left and right hand 
sides of the anti-roll bar. Both rigid bodies are connected to the vehicle interface body with 
revolute joints. The stiffness of the anti-roll bar is represented by a rotational force element acting 
between the left and right parts of the anti-roll bar. Drop links are modelled using massless, 
constant distance algebraic constraints. The topology of the anti-roll bar system is presented in 
Figure 3.10. Suspension interfaces from the anti-roll bar substructure are in the full vehicle model 
connected to knuckles if the anti-roll bar is used on the front, and the lower arm if it is used at the 
rear. 
 
Figure 3.10 Topology of anti-roll bar model; 1 – torsional stiffness of ARB 
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3.2.5. Driveline 
 
Sometimes it is necessary to apply driving or braking torque to the wheels during a simulation. To 
account for this requirement a driveline substructure was developed. The substructure consists of 6 
interface bodies with negligible mass which are necessary to connect the driveline substructure to 
bodies from other substructures. The interface bodies are: 
• front left and right wheels 
• rear left and right wheels 
• front torque reaction body 
• rear torque reaction body 
The schematic of driveline model is shown in Figure 3.11. The driving and braking actuators apply 
torques between the wheels and the respective torque reaction body. For example at the rear of the 
vehicle model, torque applied to the wheels is reacted by the torque reaction body connected rigidly 
to the subframe. This closely resembles a configuration in which the differential is mounted on the 
rear subframe. The torque necessary to achieve a given velocity profile is calculated by a PID 
controller. The controller’s transfer function is given below: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )sTsTs
sTdKp
sTi
Kp
Kp
h
sdv
sMd
sF
drdr
drdr
dr
dr
dr
drdr
⋅+⋅⋅+⋅
⋅⋅+
⋅
+
⋅==
2111
 
(3.24) 
where:  
Md  – driving torque at each wheel [Nm] 
dv  – velocity derivation [m/s] 
The controller gains have been kept at default levels as the controller response proved to be 
adequate. Gains are given below: 
75=drKp  – proportional gain 
500=drTi  – integration constant 
3=drTd  – derivative constant 
15.01 =drT  – time delay constant 1 
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1.02 =drT  – time delay constant 2 
1=drh  – output scaling factor 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Topology of driveline model; 1 – front wheel rotational actuator, 2 – rear wheel rotational 
actuator  
 
3.2.6. Tyres 
 
The tyre substructure contains 5 interface bodies with negligible mass: 4 interface bodies to the 
wheels, and one to the main model track joint. The tyre force elements act between the road and the 
centre of each wheel. More detailed information about the tyre models is provided in the second 
part of this chapter. 
 
3.2.7. Vehicle body 
 
The vehicle body substructure contains only one body which represents the mass and inertia of the 
vehicle body, powertrain, occupants and all other systems which are not modelled as separate 
substructures.  
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3.2.8. Model validation 
 
For correlation purposes a kinematic and compliance (K&C) test rig was set up in SIMPACK. The 
test rig consists of a platform and four posts, one at each corner of the vehicle. The platform which 
connects with 0 DoF to the vehicle body is able to impose vertical, roll and pitch displacement to 
the vehicle body. All four tyres are meanwhile supported by wheel pads on top of the posts. The 
posts allow the contact patch to slide freely in the horizontal plane. Additionally, the Knuckle 
Interface body contains a congruent marker which follows the contact patch maker on the Post 
Contact Patch body and allows the application of forces directly to the knuckle at the true contact 
patch. The main modelling difficulty comes from modelling the projection of the contact patch 
onto the ground plane. The topology of the K&C test rig set up in SIMPACK is shown in Figure 
3.12 and explains how the projected contact patch is automatically calculated.  
The K&C rig can perform three different virtual tests: 
• Vertical 
• Lateral Compliance 
• Roll 
During the vertical test simulation, the optional Platform Pitch and Platform Bounce joint degrees 
of freedom are removed, and the rheonomic joint of the Platform Bounce Driven body is given a 
vertical displacement as a function of time. The rheonomic joint of the Platform Roll Driven body 
is kept inactive. During the simulation of vertical test the vehicle body moves up and down 
whereas the wheels are resting on fixed Posts. During the simulation of lateral compliance test, the 
vertical rheonomic joint is deactivated and the remaining kinematics kept unchanged from the 
vertical simulation. Therefore the vehicle body remains fixed to the platform. The lateral forces are 
then applied at the contact patch in a twofold manner; in-phase where all forces are acting on the 
contact patches in same direction, or out-of-phase where left and right hand forces are acting in 
opposite directions. 
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Figure 3.12 Topology of K&C test rig (for simplicity only one post included in the figure); 1 – tyre 
vertical and overturning stiffness, 2 – lateral force actuator, 3 – stiff, unilateral spring, 4 – optional 
bounce actuator for closed loop control, 5 – optional pitch actuator for closed loop control. 
 
The roll test is the most complex with regard to the test rig setup. The rheonomic joint of the 
Platform Roll Driven body is given a roll angle as a function of time, and the optional Platform 
Bounce and Platform Pitch joints are given their degrees of freedom, respectively z and β. The 
rheonomic joint of the Platform Bounce Driven body is kept inactive. During the test the vertical 
forces at all four contact patches are measured and fed back to the closed loop controller which 
ensures that the fore-aft weight distribution remains constant during the test. To achieve this, the 
PID controller applies vertical force and pitch torque using two actuators as shown in Figure 3.12. 
The graphical representation of the vehicle model on the kinematic and compliance test rig is 
shown in Figure 3.13. 
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The model parameterisation was based on two main sources of parameters. Some of these 
parameters involved direct measurement, or prior knowledge. Other parameters were derived from 
the correlation of a kinematics and compliance test performed on a real vehicle. The physical test 
data was supplied by Jaguar Land Rover. The vehicle model has been correlated to kinematic and 
compliance measurements of a real vehicle for the following simulations: 
• kinematics – vehicle motion in pure vertical direction 
• lateral compliance – lateral forces applied at the contact patch, two separate tests 
simulations performed for side forces acting in the same or opposite directions 
• roll test – vehicle roll motion 
For all the above simulations, the measured signals include contact patch forces, position and 
orientation of the wheel centre, position of wheel pad with respect to the body. 
The vehicle body and wheel pads were driven during the simulation by the signals acquired from 
physical measurements. The model’s forces at the contact patch as well as the position and 
orientation of the wheel centres were therefore the result of suspension geometry, spring and spring 
aids stiffness, anti-roll bar stiffness and bush compliances. Virtual measurement signals were 
exported from the model and compared to the corresponding data from the physical test. The 
discrepancies between the model and physical results were corrected by methodically adjusting the 
suspension parameters. The process consisted of the following comparisons between data from the 
model and the physical test: 
• compare results from kinematic simulation and if necessary make small changes to the 
suspension geometry as well as spring, spring aid and rebound stop characteristics 
• compare results from lateral compliance simulation with forces acting in the opposite 
direction and adjust suspension bush compliances 
• compare results from lateral compliance simulation with forces acting in the same direction 
and adjust steering system compliance and rear subframe compliances 
• compare results from roll simulation and adjust anti-roll bar stiffnesses 
To achieve good correlation several cycles were needed. Examples of the resulting model 
correlation are show in Figure 3.14 to Figure 3.25. For the purpose of concealing sensitive 
information the figures present normalised measurements. 
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Figure 3.13 Vehicle model on kinematic and compliance test rig in SIMPACK. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Example of model correlation – front wheel rate. 
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Figure 3.15 Example of model correlation – rear wheel rate. 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Example of model correlation – front toe kinematics. 
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Figure 3.17 Example of model correlation – rear toe kinematics. 
 
 
Figure 3.18 Example of model correlation – front camber compliance. 
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Figure 3.19 Example of model correlation – front toe compliance. 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Example of model correlation – rear camber compliance. 
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Figure 3.21 Example of model correlation – rear toe compliance. 
 
 
Figure 3.22 Example of model correlation – front roll stiffness.  
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Figure 3.23 Example of model correlation – rear roll stiffness.  
 
 
Figure 3.24 Example of model correlation – front roll steer.  
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Figure 3.25 Example of model correlation – rear roll steer.  
 
As can be seen, the vehicle model matches real life measurements well. This was achieved by 
making relatively small changes to the initial suspension geometry and the bush compliances. 
 
3.3. Tyre modelling 
 
There exist a large number of available tyre models and variations of them. In order to present an 
overview of tyre models in an organised manner a systematic classification is necessary. One 
method of classifying tyre models is to group them according to the modelling approach used [79]: 
• Simple tyre models – The formulation of these types of tyre models usually accounts only 
for the linear relationship between force and slip. These models do not take into account 
combined slip conditions. They also do not include any belt dynamics. Due to their 
simplicity and low computational effort simple tyre models find their application in basic 
vehicle handling, in control algorithm development and hardware in the loop simulation 
• Approximation tyre models – The mathematical formulation of these tyre models is 
designed to approximate the behaviour of a measured tyre. To achieve good accuracy these 
models are able to capture the non-linear tyre force characteristics. They usually take into 
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account combined slip, and are sometimes combined with rigid ring dynamics. The main 
application of approximation tyre models is handling analysis and low frequency ride 
analysis. 
• Physical or semi-physical models – The formulation of these tyre models is based on the 
physical model of thread, belt or side walls. These tyre models can accurately describe the 
kinematic and dynamic behaviour of rubber in the contact patch. An example of such a tyre 
model is the brush model. The main application area is static and dynamic vehicle 
handling, ride including secondary ride, durability loads, and prediction of noise vibration 
and harshness  
• Finite-element (FE) tyre models – These are highly detailed FE models of the entire tyre. 
Thanks to the physical nature of the model they can be used to directly study the effects of 
physical tyre properties and therefore assist tyre development. The high level of 
complexity brings high computational effort compared to other tyre models. The main 
application areas are abuse investigations and high frequency noise analysis 
The typical tyre model interface with the MBS has been described by Eichberger et al. [79]. The 
input information to the tyre model consists of the kinematics of the wheel centre with respect to 
the inertial frame of reference, and if the tyre model contains internal states, MBS also returns these 
to the tyre model. On the output from the tyre model, the MBS program receives forces and 
moments acting between the rim and the road. If the tyre model has internal states, time derivatives 
of these states are also returned. Due to the large number of tyre models and MBS codes available, 
a Standard Tyre Interface has been developed to provide a common platform between tyre models 
and MBS software.  
Based on the literature review the most popular type of tyre model in vehicle handling and rollover 
simulation is the approximation tyre model represented by different dialects of Magic Formula 
[58]. As noted by Rauh et al. [80] approximation formula tyre models are good for interpolation of 
measured tyre properties. However extrapolation should be treated with special care as it can lead 
to unexpected tyre behaviour. Rauh et al. [80] gave examples of incorrect tyre extrapolations 
including incorrect behaviour under high load and slip angles, a condition which often occurs 
during rollover simulation. Additionally due to issues arising from coordinate system definitions, 
slip definitions, and a variety of existing dialects of Magic Formula, it is important that the tyre 
model is tested in the MBS code to find its limitations and check for potential errors. The authors 
developed tyre fingerprint diagrams to capture inconsistent behaviour of tyre models. A good 
starting point for developing the virtual tyre test rig and associated diagrams has been described by 
Lugner et al. [81], who developed a set of tests for tyre model characterisation called the Tyre 
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Model Performance Test (TMPT). The test generates a set of predefined characteristics in two 
major simulation application areas; handling, and high frequency range tests. The set of tests 
presented in the paper included: 
• parking efforts 
• cornering 
• µ step changes 
• combined slip steady-state conditions  
• brake cycle with ABS brake 
• sinusoidal steering sweep frequency 
• cleat tests 
The Magic Formula tyre model was chosen to perform the rollover studies in this research. Despite 
the many shortcomings of this model, the following aspects led to this choice: 
• clear and “open source” formulation 
• ease of modification 
• availability of tyre data 
• author’s experience in using this type of tyre model in previous work 
A detailed description of MF tyre formulation can be found in [58]. However the basic concepts of 
this tyre model are reproduced in this section. The beginnings of MF tyre can be traced to the 
cooperative research between TU-Delft and Volvo which resulted in a paper published in 1987 
[82]. The model is capable of describing the tyre characteristics using an empirically derived 
mathematical formulation. The general form of the formula is as follows: 
 ( )( ){ }[ ]xBxBExBCDy ⋅−⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅= arctanarctansin  (3.25) 
with:       
 ( ) ( ) VSxyXY +=  (3.26) 
and 
 
HSXx +=  (3.27) 
where:   Y - output variable (e.g. xF , yF , zM ), X - input variable (e.g. αtan , κ ) 
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and:     α - slip angle, κ - longitudinal slip, B - stiffness factor, C - shape factor, D - peak value, 
E - curvature factor, HS - horizontal shift, VS - vertical shift 
The function ( )xy  generates a curve which resembles typical force vs. slip tyre characteristics in 
that it passes through the origin, reaches maximum value and finally tends to a horizontal 
asymptote. To allow for tyre asymmetries due to conicity and ply steer, vertical and horizontal 
shifts are applied. Over the years the formulation has been developed to create a more accurate fit 
to the tyre measurements; however the basics of this still resemble the equation (3.25) quoted 
above. A detailed description of the formulation can be found in [58]. 
As mentioned in the literature review the MF tyre may lose accuracy at high camber angles as 
experienced during rollover. The formulation presented by Takahashi et al. [60] improves this by 
accounting for lateral shift of the contact patch. However due to a lack of tyre data measured at 
these extreme camber angles it is impossible to apply this MF extension in this research. Therefore 
the existing MF 6.1 tyre model is employed with extra care. To ensure that the tyre is not 
generating unexpected forces at large camber angles, the model is tested on the TMPT type testrig 
[81, 83].  The testrig model is shown in Figure 3.26. 
 
Figure 3.26 Tyre model performance test rig modelled in SIMPACK 
 
A number of quasi-static and dynamic tests were performed on the tyre model using the TMPT rig. 
The results from these tests are shown in Figure 3.27 to Figure 3.35.  
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Figure 3.27 Lateral force characteristics due to lateral slip 
 
 
Figure 3.28 Lateral force characteristics due to camber angle 
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Figure 3.29 Overturning moment characteristics due to camber 
 
The overturning moment characteristic has the potential to affect rollover results, therefore this 
characteristic is discussed in more detail. It can be clearly seen in Figure 3.29 that once a camber 
angle greater than 10º is achieved, the overturning moment remains constant. Such characteristics 
indicate that the tyre model has been correlated up to 10º of camber angle and to avoid erroneous 
extrapolation a limit camber angle has been introduced. As no tyre measurements for camber 
angles above 10º were available, the tyre extrapolation settings have not been changed for further 
full vehicle model testing. A simple calculation indicates that a 500Nm of overturning moment at 
10000N vertical force is equal to a lateral displacement of the tyre contact patch centre of pressure 
of 50mm. Bearing in mind that the tyre width is 255mm, a value of 50mm does not seem excessive. 
Additionally the results from the TMPT show strong asymmetry in terms of camber angle 
sensitivity. The source of this asymmetry is unknown, however as the results look plausible, the 
tyre properties are not artificially altered to make this characteristic symmetrical.  
Results of overturning moment as a function of slip and camber angle are presented in Figure 3.31. 
Large positive slip angles and large positive camber angles are typical conditions in rollover 
manoeuvres on the outer (loaded) tyres. Positive lateral tyre slip reduces the overturning moment 
due to positive camber angle. It is worth noting that for a given vertical force and camber angle the 
minimum overturning moment which stabilises the vehicle occurs at slip angles corresponding to 
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maximum lateral tyre force. Tyre behaviour at camber angles above 10º remains unchanged due to 
extrapolation settings.  
 
Figure 3.30 Lateral force characteristics due to slip and camber angle for vertical force of 7500N 
 
 
Figure 3.31 Overturning moment characteristics due to slip and camber angle for vertical force of 
7500N 
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Apart from the quasi-static test, a couple of dynamic tests were also performed. Firstly a tyre model 
was subjected to a steering angle frequency sweep and the lateral force Fy response was measured. 
In order to keep the tyre operating in the linear region the amplitude of the steering angle was set to 
1º. Additionally vertical force was kept constant at 7500N, and vertical forward velocity was set to 
1m/s. The result of the test is shown in Figure 3.32. Based on the shape of response magnitude, the 
tyre lateral relaxation length was found. Low frequency and high frequency asymptotes were 
plotted and the cross-over frequency was found (Figure 3.33). Based on cross–over frequency, the 
relaxation length was computed as follows: 
 
pi
σ
⋅⋅
=
2f
V
 (3.28) 
The results indicate that the cross-over point occurs at 0.2015Hz, hence the relaxation length is 
0.7899m. A brief analysis of time history of lateral force and steer angle at very low frequency 
confirmed this result. Similarly the tyre model lateral force response to 1º camber angle frequency 
sweep was measured (Figure 3.34). The relaxation length to camber response was also based on 
cross-over frequency of low and high frequency asymptotes (Figure 3.35). As the cross-over point 
occurs at 0.1143Hz, the corresponding lateral force relaxation length due to camber is calculated as 
1.392m. 
 
 
Figure 3.32 Lateral force frequency response due to 1º steer angle 
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Figure 3.33 Lateral force frequency response due to 1º steer angle – asymptotes indicating relaxation 
length (see text) 
 
Figure 3.34 Lateral force frequency response due to 1º camber angle 
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Figure 3.35 Lateral force frequency response due to 1º camber angle – asymptotes indicating 
relaxation length (see text) 
 
3.4. Vehicle Characterisation 
 
Once the vehicle model had been validated on the K&C rig and the tyre model had been 
characterised using the TMPT rig, the two could be combined into the full vehicle model. The aim 
of this section is to characterise this full vehicle model in typical handling manoeuvres on an even 
surface. However before this could take place a few model improvements had to be implemented. 
Firstly, the physical vehicle measured on the K&C rig was equipped with airsprings at the rear 
axle. These are modelled as linear springs. However as the K&C test is performed in a quasi-static 
manner, the rear airspring’s volume changes slowly enough to assume that air inside the airspring 
is compressed in an isothermal process. However during driving on the road,the airspring 
thermodynamic processes are closer to being adiabatic. Therefore the spring stiffness derived from 
the K&C test needs to be appropriately increased. 
The following adiabatic indices are assumed: 
1=Sγ   - adiabatic index for quasi static K&C test – isothermal process 
38.1=Dγ
 
- adiabatic index for dynamic road event – near adiabatic process 
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It is known that: 
 
.constVp =⋅ γ  (3.29) 
The symbols used in this proof: 
A - effective area of an airspring 
p
 - initial airspring pressure 
l  - initial airspring length 
V
 - initial airspring volume 
F  - initial airspring force 
sK  - airspring static stiffness 
DK  - airspring dynamic stiffness 
 
So: 
 ( ) ( )γγ dVVdppVp +⋅+=⋅  (3.30) 
Therefore: 
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γ
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(3.31) 
Also: 
 AdldV ⋅=  (3.32) 
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So the ratio between the dynamic and static stiffness can be written as: 
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The ratio of both stiffnesses as dl  approaches 0 is: 
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Using l'Hôpital's rule and remembering that 1=Sγ  yields: 
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(3.37) 
Therefore the increase in airspring stiffness from the value derived from the K&C test to the 
dynamic value applicable to road manoeuvres is equal to the adiabatic index for dynamic road 
event 38.1=Dγ . 
The second point requiring attention before performing any road manoeuvres is the setting of the 
correct ride height. As the physical vehicle is equipped with a self-levelling system, it is able to 
maintain the same constant steady state ride height for different loading conditions. The same 
feature had to be replicated in the SIMPACK model. The self-levelling was achieved using a 
simple controller. The controller’s operation is briefly described below. The error between actual 
and required wheel centre position measured with respect to the body is provided to the controller 
as an input. The controller calculates the vertical force required to achieve 0 displacement error. 
The force is applied in the model by an actuator force element acting parallel to the spring. As the 
controller internal dynamics change the dynamics of the entire system, the preload control is only 
active between 0.5s and 5.0s of the initial integration time. To ensure effective operation of the ride 
height controller the vehicle is coasting freely with no steering wheel input during the first 5s of 
time integration.  
Changes to suspension geometry and bush stiffnesses during the study affect not only the 
suspension kinematics and compliance characteristics but also static camber and toe angles. 
Therefore a closed loop controller for toe and camber angle is introduced into the model. The 
difference between the actual and required toe and camber angles of each wheel is measured with 
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respect to the vehicle body. Based on this error the controller calculates the required changes in the 
geometry; for the toe angle this is a change in track rod length, for the camber angle this is an 
orientation of wheel centre marker on the knuckle. Similarly to the ride height controller, the toe 
and camber control is only active between 0.5s and 5.0s of the initial integration time when the 
vehicle is coasting on the road with the steering wheel locked in the straight ahead position.  
In order to characterise the vehicle dynamic and quasi-steady state handling manoeuvres were 
performed. Firstly a constant radius simulation with steadily increasing vehicle speed based on [84] 
was performed.  The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37. Based on 
this simulation the following vehicle characteristics were found: 
- understeer gradient 
- roll gain 
 
Figure 3.36 Vehicle understeer characteristics 
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Figure 3.37 Vehicle roll characteristics. 
 
 
The second simulation consisted of the frequency response to a steering wheel input of fixed 
amplitude. The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 3.38 to Figure 3.40. Based on this 
simulation it can be concluded that peak yaw response occurs at 1.1Hz whereas peak roll response 
occurs in a steady state condition. The transmissibility from steering wheel angle to yaw rate, 
lateral acceleration and roll rate is shown below.  
Finally a step steer manoeuvre was performed; the response of the vehicle to 15°, 45° and 75° step 
steer input is shown in Figure 3.41, Figure 3.42 and Figure 3.43. It is worth noting that the roll 
angle overshoot seems to follow the lateral acceleration overshoot. 
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Figure 3.38 Vehicle lateral acceleration as a function of steering input 
 
Figure 3.39 Vehicle yaw rate as a function of steering input 
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Figure 3.40 Vehicle roll angle as a function of steering input. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.41 Vehicle lateral acceleration response to step steer input 
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Figure 3.42 Vehicle yaw rate response to step steer input 
 
 
Figure 3.43 Vehicle roll angle response to step steer input 
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4. Analysis methodology 
 
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section covers statistical methods used in this 
thesis; the second provides a background to stability analysis. 
 
4.1. Design and analysis of experiment and data mining methods 
 
Increased modelling accuracy requires higher complexity of vehicle models. Current state of the art 
MBS vehicle models contain not only over a hundred degrees of freedom (here 165) but also well 
over a thousand parameters (here 1628). Due to the complexity of the model a fully analytical 
approach to analysis often becomes very difficult. Distinguishing between cause and effect is also 
harder in high fidelity models compared to their low fidelity counterparts. In order to improve 
understanding of model behaviour an alternative approach may be employed. This consists of 
treating the complex model as a system, the exact behaviour of which is unknown, and seeking the 
relationship between input and output. A statistical approach becomes very effective when drawing 
conclusions from such a system. One form of statistical approach is the use of design of experiment 
(DoE) techniques. DoE provides a very effective methodology for the statistical analysis of 
systems. The DoE concept has been explained by Antony [85] in a very accessible manner, 
whereas Montgomery [86] presents a comprehensive description of methods used during design 
and analysis of experiments. A brief introduction of the techniques used in this thesis is presented 
in the following sections. 
 
4.1.1. Introduction to experimental design 
 
An experiment is defined as a series of tests performed on a system which is being analysed, and in 
which some changes are made to the input variables in order to observe changes in output from the 
system. From analysing the response due to different inputs,  conclusions about the performance of 
the system itself can be drawn. In broader respects learning through experimentation consists of 
making a judgment based on inconclusive or incomplete evidence, then performing an experiment 
to confirm the judgment. The data from the experiment leads to another judgement which needs to 
be confirmed.  
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The variables influencing the response of a system can be divided into two main groups; variables 
that are controllable and ones that are not controllable. The experimenter may have different 
objectives when starting the experiment, for example: 
- determine which variables have greatest influence on the response of the system 
- determine what values of input give the desired response (low variability or response close 
to nominal) 
- determine how to minimise the influence of uncontrollable variables by choosing correct 
values of controllable variables 
There are different possible approaches to an experiment; best-guess, one-factor-at-a-time, factorial 
or fractional factorial design being the most common. The best-guess approach consists of 
achieving the desired response of the system by changing the inputs based on previous knowledge. 
This approach works well when the experimenter has a good understanding of the system being 
studied, but if the initial best guess does not give the desired results, it may take a long time to 
achieve them. Moreover there is no guarantee that this will happen and there is a hidden risk that if 
the initial best guess gives satisfactory results the experimenter might stop the experiment even 
though the best solution has not been found. The one-factor-at-a-time approach consists of 
selecting a start point and changing one factor over its range while other factors remain unchanged. 
This method does not consider interactions between the factors and when many factors are 
involved it is less efficient than methods based on a statistical approach to design. Statistical design 
of experiment is a systematic approach to planning or designing the experiment in such way that 
the experiment produces a set of results which can be analysed using statistical methods, and 
therefore valid conclusions about the examined system can be drawn. A correctly designed 
experiment can reduce the number of trials needed to learn about certain aspects of the system or 
process. Design of experiment also provides the maximum amount of information about the 
analysed system in the minimum number of runs.  
The simplest type of experimental design is factorial design. In this approach, factors are varied 
together in all possible combinations, which enables the experimenter to examine the influence of 
all factors and all their interactions. However as the number of factors increases, the numbers of 
required runs grows exponentially, e.g. for 8 factors varied at two levels (28 factorial design) the 
number of runs is 256, but for 10 factors the number of runs rises to 1024. Such full factorial 
design captures all factors and all their interactions. However, as high order interactions are usually 
likely to be of a lower significance, they can be sacrificed to significantly reduce the number of 
runs. Such design, called fractional factorial design, allows the experimenter to draw meaningful 
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conclusions on the main effects of factors and some interactions based on only a subset of the runs 
of a full factorial design. The factorial and fractional factorial experimental design form the basis of 
the design approach to experiments. Simple orthogonal designs, with factors varied at two levels, 
assume a linear influence of factors of response. If a higher order response is expected from the 
system the factorial designs can be expanded in the later phase of the project, in order to investigate 
a factor’s non-linearities or higher order interactions. Alternatively choosing a relatively low spread 
between high and low levels of factors can achieve a more linear response of the system, thus 
making the orthogonal design better suited to the problem.   
One of the great advantages of design of experiment is that once the experiments have been 
performed and results analysed, a response surface can be created to represent the relation between 
the inputs of the experiment and the response of the system [86]. This simplified model can predict 
the behaviour of a system to given inputs without performing another run and therefore can be used 
to quickly find an optimum set of parameters for the operation of the system. As the parameters 
used to mitigate vehicle rollover also influence other areas such as vehicle handling or ride 
comfort, these response surfaces can be used for multi-objective optimisation.  
In order to achieve the best results when designing and analysing the experiment, Montgomery et 
al. [86] recommend following the procedure given below: 
1. Recognition of and statement of the problem 
2. Choice of factors, levels and range 
3. Selection of response variable 
4. Choice of experimental design 
5. Performing the experiment 
6. Statistical analysis of data 
7. Conclusions and recommendations 
Moreover Montgomery et al. [86] recommend using not only statistical but also non-statistical 
knowledge of the problem when performing the experiment. The experiments often begin with a 
screening experiment. Such an experiment usually involves studying a large number of factors, 
which enables the experimenter to estimate which factors and interactions of factors influence the 
process and which do not. After the screening experiment more in-depth studies can be undertaken.  
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A large part of statistical design and analysis of experiment focuses on extracting valuable 
information from the experiment i.e. checking if an effect is significant, eliminating nuisances, etc. 
The basic principles of experimental design targeted at dealing with errors in an experiment are: 
• Replication – helps to find an experimental error and find more precise estimation of effect 
• Randomisation – helps to  ensure that errors and observations are randomly distributed 
• Blocking – helps to reduce variability coming from nuisance factors 
The above-mentioned tools help to reduce experimental error to a minimum. However in the ideal 
world of computer simulation where the influence of uncontrollable factors is minimal, if non-
existent, these techniques become less important as: 
• Experimenter has full control over which parameters are changed 
• Repeating the same simulation over and over again will always result in exactly the same 
answer  
• Changing the order in which different simulations are performed will not have any effect 
on results  
• Finally, one can ensure the same environment for the entire experiment by e.g.  performing 
all the simulations using the same version of the software  
 
4.1.2. Full and fractional factorial designs 
 
In this section an introduction to DoE theory is presented. Firstly the effect of a factor or factors is 
defined as the change in response due to a change in the level of a factor or factors. The effect of a 
factor in factorial design with two levels of factors, usually noted as “-1“ and “+1”, is the 
difference between the average response at a low level of this factor and at a high level of the 
factor. Effects are denoted using capital letters and they can be split into different categories:  
•
 main effects  - effect in change of response due to single factor. This can be linear (e.g. A), 
quadratic (e.g. A2), when change in response is proportional to the square of the factor 
effects, or higher order 
• interaction – appears when response to one factor changes with the level of the other 
factors; in two-factor factorial design (factors A and B) with two levels of factors this can 
calculated as the average difference between effect of A at a low level of B and the effect 
of A at a high level of B; interactions can be due to two linear effects, e.g. AB, the linear 
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and quadratic effects, e.g. A2B, two quadratic effects, e.g. A2B2, or a combination of higher 
order effects 
Results of design of experiment can be represented by a response curve or response surface. The 
response curve is the curve which relates the response to one quantitative factor, whereas the 
response surface is the surface which relates the response to two or more quantitative factors. 
2k factorial design is a special case of factorial design, which has the k number factors at only two 
levels – high and low. Complete replicate of 2k factorial design requires 2k observations. This 
design is very useful in the early stage of an experiment as it allows the experimenter to investigate 
large number of factors and requires the lowest number of runs compared to other factorial designs. 
A statistical model for 2k factorial design will include: 
• k main effects 
• 





2
k
 two factor interactions  
• 





3
k
 three factor interactions 
• … 
• one k factor interaction  – with 1 degree of freedom 
Therefore the complete model for 2k factorial design will include the total of (2k-1) effects. 
A treatment is a combination of factor levels for which the response of the system is obtained. 
Treatment combinations are usually denoted by a lower-case letter. Each letter corresponds to one 
factor. If a letter exists in the treatment combination, this means that the upper level of the factor 
was used for this combination. If all factors are at a low level the treatment is denoted as (1). 
Treatment combinations can be written in standard order, e.g. for 24 design the standard order takes 
shape of: (1), a, b, ab, c, ac, bc , abc, d, ad, bd, cd, acd, bcd, abcd.  
For the two-level factorial design a design matrix of -1 and +1 relating to upper and lower factor 
level can be constructed. In such a matrix the columns correspond to factor effects e.g. A, B, AB, 
C, …, whereas rows correspond to treatment combinations e.g. (1), a, b, ab, c… etc. The signs in 
columns of factors interactions are a product of the corresponding coefficients for two main effects. 
The design matrix has the following properties: 
• each column has an equal number of “+1” and “-1“ entries 
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• the sum of products of the elements of any two columns is zero 
By multiplying the elements in a column by the treatment combination, a contrast required to 
estimate any effect can be found quickly. For example the contrast for factor A in 22 design equals: 
 abbaContrast A +−+−= )1(  (4.1) 
Therefore the contrast for AB…K effect can be determined by the expansion of the following 
equation:  
 )1()1)(1( ±⋅⋅⋅±±=
⋅⋅⋅
kbaContrast KAB  (4.2) 
Where: 
“+” is used if factor is not included 
“-“  is used if factor is included 
Once the above equation has been expanded the number 1 is replaced with (1) which denotes a 
treatment combination consisting of only low levels of factors. After calculating the contrast, the 
effects can be found from the following equation: 
 )(
2
2
KABk Contrastn
KAB
⋅⋅⋅
=⋅⋅⋅
 
(4.3) 
Calculated effects give a good indication of how each factor and factors’ interactions influence the 
system’s response.  
Once the experiment has been performed and effects have been calculated, a regression model 
representation can be created. For a simple two-factor factorial experiment this takes the form of: 
 εββββ ++++= 211222110 xxxxy  (4.4) 
where: 
β – coefficients that have been found 
x1 – coded variable representing factor A 
x2 – coded variable representing factor B 
x1x2 – interaction between parameters A and B  
ε – random error term 
The parameters x1 and x2 in the above equation are defined on a scale from -1 to 1 corresponding to 
high and low levels of factors A and B. As they are unitless they are often referred to as coded 
variables. The reason for using coded variables instead of the actual levels of factor is that coded 
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variables help to compare the relative size of factor effects which otherwise would not be directly 
comparable, e.g. mass and stiffness. Therefore the parameters β used in the regression model can 
be found directly from the effects, e.g. in the case of two-factor factorial design β for main effect 
would equal 
21
A
=β   whereas β for two factor interaction would be
212
AB
=β . Alternatively 
coefficients β can be found by using least squares estimates. 
The 2k design uses only two levels of factors and therefore cannot capture non-linearities of single 
effects. The only non-linearity comes from the interactions of the factors. The technique which 
enables the experimenter to capture non-linearities of single effects consists of the addition of 
centre points to the 2k design.  
For such a design, a model considering second order (quadratic) effects can be fitted: 
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0  (4.5) 
  where βjj represents pure quadratic effect 
One disadvantage of the 2k design is the high number of treatments for experiments with large 
number of factors. The fractional factorial design assumes that the chosen high order interactions 
are negligible and therefore the information about main effects and low order interactions can be 
found by completing only a fraction of the full factorial experiment. The fractional factorial design 
is denoted as 2k-p where k is the number of factors and p is the number of design generators. A 
generator is a factorial effect (such as ABC) for which all the treatment combinations of fractional 
factorial design are at a high level and therefore have a plus sign in the design matrix. Sometimes 
the generator is referred to as a word. As the identity column in the design matrix also has a plus 
sign, the following equation can be written: 
 ABCI =  (4.6) 
This equation is often called the defining relation. The complete defining relation is made of the p 
chosen generators (as shown in the equation above) as well as their 2p – p – 1 generalised 
interactions. A 2k-p fractional factorial design can be referred to as 1/2p fraction of the 2k full 
factorial design. For example the 23-1 design contains only 4 runs instead of 8 in full factorial 
design therefore a 23-1 design is a one-half fraction of a 23 design. Results of one fractional factorial 
design can be combined with results from subsequent experimentation to create a larger design.  
Due to the reduced number of runs in fractional factorial design, when compared to full factorial 
design, some of the high order interactions are combined with low order ones or main effects. Such 
effects which cannot be estimated separately in fractional factorial design are called aliases. Only 
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sums of aliases can be estimated in the fractional factorial design. The aliased effects can be found 
using the defining relation. This is done by multiplying an effect, for which aliases are to be found, 
by the defining relation. For example for a design described by the defining relation of ABCI =  
the aliases of effect A can be found as follows: 
 BCBCAABCAIA ==⋅=⋅ 2  (4.7) 
 
   because IA =2  
In order to obtain information hidden in aliased effects, the alternate fraction needs to be run. For 
example, if the principle fraction has a defining relation of ABCI += then the alternate or 
complementary fraction to this is ABCI −= . Together they form a complete factorial design.  
Design resolution R of fractional factorial design describes which effects are aliased with each 
other. When no effect containing p factors is aliased with another effect containing less then R – p 
factors then the design has a resolution R. For example, for resolution III design: 
- no main effect is aliased with any other main effect 
- main effects are aliased with two-factor interactions 
- two-factor interactions are aliased with each other 
Roman numeral subscript is used to denote the resolution, e.g. 132 −III . It is easy to see that higher 
resolution designs are more desirable as the assumptions regarding which interactions are 
negligible can be less restrictive. It is important to choose the defining relation, so that no effects 
which are potentially important are aliased with each other, otherwise it will be impossible to 
distinguish between them without running another fraction of design. For a given design resolution 
it is desirable to use long words as this ensures low aberration. A minimum aberration design is 
characterised by the lowest possible number of main effects aliased with R-1 order interactions, the 
lowest possible number of two factor interactions aliased with R-2 order interactions, etc. Selection 
of 2k-p fractional factorial designs for 15≤k  factors and up to 128≤n runs with generators 
resulting in the highest possible design resolutions with minimum aberration has been described by 
Montgomery [86]. 
Estimating an effect from the results of fractional factorial design is similar to estimating one from 
full factorial design and requires the experimenter to first find the contrast of the ith effect by 
multiplying the elements in the ith column by the treatment combination. The ith effect of a 
fractional factorial design can then be estimated by: 
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Where:  
  
pkN −= 2  – is the total number of observations 
The 2k-p design allows for estimation of 2k-p – 1 effects together with their aliases.  
 
4.1.3. DoE Implementation in SIMPACK 
 
The SIMPACK software used in this research does not come with any built-in DoE tool. Therefore 
such a tool had to be implemented before the experiment could take place. The initial investigation 
showed that an algorithm controlling the simulation could be written in two different ways: 
• batch mode 
• Qt script – which is a built-in scripting language in SIMPACK  
Qt script offered access to a wider range of built-in functions than batch mode, hence it was 
decided that this option was better suited to the algorithm. Written DoE script can be split into two 
main parts: 
• Generator of design of experiment 
• Execution of design of experiment together with collection of results 
The script implemented into SIMPACK can generate full factorial and fractional factorial designs, 
run the simulations, and generate the corresponding matrix of responses. The script takes into 
account the rollover metric chosen for this study which requires multiple simulations for each 
treatment combination. The rollover metric is described in more detail in the following chapters. 
Additionally the script is able to run any number of treatment combination specified directly by the 
user, thus opening doors to the running of more advanced designs not covered by the script. The 
algorithm for generating the design of experiment is shown in the Appendix A.  
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4.2. Stability Analysis 
  
Rollover stability analysis has not been performed before on a high fidelity, non-linear vehicle 
model. This section describes the most commonly used stability analysis techniques and discusses 
their application to studying rollover in a high fidelity model. 
Stability of the linear time invariant system represented by a transfer function has been defined by 
Franklin et al. [87] as: 
“A linear time-invariant system is said to be stable if all the roots of the transfer function 
denominator polynomial have negative real parts (i.e. they are all in the left hand s-plane) and is 
unstable otherwise.” 
Therefore the system described by transfer function e.g.: 
 ( )
σ+
=
s
sH 1  (4.9) 
will be stable if the pole is located on the left hand of the s-plane origin i.e. σ > 0, and hence s < 0. 
The impulse response of a stable system will decay with time. If the pole is located in the right 
hand side of the s-plane, i.e. s > 0, then the system is unstable and its response to impulse will 
increase in time. The transfer function for a linear, time invariant system, before cancellation of any 
poles and zeros is performed, can be written as: 
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   where  nm ≤  
The solution of a system characteristic differential equation, i.e. the denominator of transfer 
function, can be written as a partial-fraction expansion: 
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where: 
Ki  - depends on initial conditions and location of zeros 
pi  - roots of system characteristic equation 
Therefore it is clear that if p have negative real parts then for an increasing time response y(t) will 
converge to 0. Hence a system’s stability can be determined by finding the roots of the 
characteristic equation and checking if all of their real parts are negative i.e. if roots lay on the left 
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of the jω axis on the s-plane. If this is not the case and one or more roots are located on the right 
hand of jω axis then the system is unstable. A special case occurs when the roots of the 
characteristics equations lay exactly on the jω axis – such a system can be described as neutrally 
stable and its response will neither increase nor decay. 
 
4.2.1. Routh’s stability criterion 
 
Over the years several methods have been developed to determine stability without the need for 
solving roots of a characteristics equation polynomial. The characteristic polynomial can be written 
in form of: 
 0...22
1
1 =++⋅+⋅+
−−
n
nnn asasas  (4.12) 
The necessary, but not sufficient, condition for all roots being negative is that all coefficients a1, a2 
… an of the characteristic polynomial must be positive. If one or more coefficients equal 0 or are 
negative then the polynomial will have roots with positive real parts. E. J. Routh developed a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a system being stable i.e. all roots of the characteristic 
polynomial being on the left of the jω axis on the s-plane [87]. The method requires finding 
Routh’s array and then checking if all elements in the first column of Routh’s array are positive. If 
this criterion is satisfied, then the system is stable. To find Routh’s array, the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial need to be arranged in two rows. The first row begins with 1 and contains 
even coefficients, whereas the second row contains odd-numbered coefficients. The next rows are 
found by computing determinants made of elements from the two previous rows. These 
determinants consist of two elements from the first column and two elements from the consecutive 
column [87]. All roots of the characteristic polynomial are on the left of the jω axis and therefore 
the system is stable only if all coefficients in the first column are positive. If this is not the case, 
then the number of roots to the right of the jω axis corresponds to the number of changes of sign of 
coefficients in the first column. An example of a Routh array is given below: 
 1st column 2nd column 3rd column … 
N 1 a2 a4 … 
n-1 a1 a3 a5 … 
n-2 b1 b2 b3 … 
n-3 c1 c2 c3 … 
… … … … … 
1 *    
0 *    
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where coefficients b1, b2,…,c1 , c2,… are computed as follows: 
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(4.13) 
4.2.2. Nyquist stability 
 
The Nyquist stability criterion has its foundations in the Argument Principle.  Franklin et al. 
[87] defined the Argument Principle in the following way: 
“A contour map of a complex function will encircle the origin Z – P times, where Z is the number 
of zeros inside contour and P is the number of poles inside contour.” 
This criterion provides a methodology for assessing the stability of a complex system from 
frequency response. Consider a contour C1 on an s-plane representing the values of s for which 
transfer function H(s) is going to be evaluated. For a point s0 lying on the contour the transfer 
function will result in a complex quantity: 
 ( ) αυυ jesH ⋅== rr01  (4.14) 
Where α is the value of argument of H1(s0) and it can be found as: 
 )...(... 321321 nm φφφφθθθθα ++++−++++=  (4.15) 
If the s point travels around the contour in a clockwise direction the values of α will change 
accordingly. If all poles and zeros are outside the contour, then for s traveling around the contour 
the values of α will never go through the net change of 360º. This is due to the fact that the 
components of α, namely θ and φ, will only go through the net change of 360° if the corresponding 
pole or zero is placed within the contour. If this is not the case than values of θ and φ will rise and 
fall but never change by 360º. Therefore for a transfer function with poles and zeros placed outside 
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the contour C1 a plot of corresponding function H1(s) on the s plane will not encircle the origin as 
( ) αυ jesH ⋅= r01  and α does not change by 360º.  
However if a pole or zero is located within the contour then for an s value traveling around contour 
C1 the value of α will go through the net change of 360° and therefore a plot of H1(s) will encircle 
the origin. As α is defined as the difference between the sum of angles from poles and the sum of 
angles from zeros, the number of origin encirclements indicates a difference between the number of 
poles and the number of zeros encircled by contour C1, for example for 2 zeros located in the 
contour C1, H1(s) will encircle the origin 2 times in a counter-clockwise direction. If a pole is added 
in the contour C1, then H1(s) will encircle the origin only once in a counter-clockwise direction. If 
the number of poles and zeros in the contour C1 is equal, then the angles will cancel each other and 
α will not go through a net change of 360º.  
If the contour C1 is enlarged so that it covers the entire right hand side of an s-plane then all poles 
and zeros located in the right hand side of the s-plane will be encircled by contour and therefore the 
plot of H1(s) will encircle the origin Z-P times where Z is the number of zeros and P is the number 
of poles in the right hand plane. The above statement is very useful when looking at the stability of 
closed loop systems. Consider the transfer function of the closed loop system written as: 
 ( )
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Where  
G(s) –  transfer function of plant 
K – gain 
The plot of  ( )sGK ⋅+1  is simply of plot of  ( )sGK ⋅  shifted by 1 to the right hand side of the 
Im-Re plane. Therefore by analysing an open loop system ( )sGK ⋅  and looking at the number of 
encirclements of -1, conclusions about the stability of a closed loop system ( )sGK ⋅+1  can be 
drawn. If a pole is located in the right hand plane then ( )sGK ⋅  encircles -1 clockwise; if a zero is 
in the right hand plane then ( )sGK ⋅  encircles -1 anti-clockwise. The total number of 
encirclements equals PZ − , where Z is right hand side zero of ( )sGK ⋅+1  and P right hand side 
pole of ( )sGK ⋅+1 . The analysis can be simplified if the system analysed has more poles than 
zeros and hence has zero response at infinite frequency which is true for any physical system 
( )sGK ⋅ . The contour stretched to cover the entire right hand side of the s-plane will have infinite 
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imaginary values for any real value greater than 0. Therefore it is sufficient to analyse the system 
for all s values lying on the imaginary axis i.e. s equal from ∞⋅− j  to ∞⋅j  (real part of s = 0). 
 
4.2.3. Lyapunov stability criteria 
 
Lyapunov in his doctoral thesis discussed stability problems of non-linear systems. He proposed 
two methods for dealing with such stability problems. A brief overview of Lyapunov’s methods 
has been presented by Parks [88] whereas more detailed considerations have been presented by 
Khalil [89] and Murray [76]. Before the Lyapunov stability criteria are introduced here, the 
principle definitions need to be given a brief summary: 
i) Local stability 
A system is locally stable, in the sense of Lyapunov, if all solutions starting near equilibrium x*=0 
will remain near equilibrium at all times. This can be written after [76] as: 
 
       
0tt ≥∀  (4.17) 
    where     0>ε  and there exist ( ) 0,0 >εδ t  
This means that states of x will only increase up to ε but will never be greater than ε. If δ is not a 
function of t0, i.e. δ only depends on ε, then such a system is uniformly stable 
ii) Assymptotic Stability 
Asymptotic stability (according to [76]) – a system is asymptotically stable at equilibrium x*=0 at 
given time t = t0 if: 
x* = 0 is stable 
x* = 0 is locally attractive, which means that there exists δ(t0) such that: 
 ( ) ( ) 0lim0 =⇒<
∞→
txtx
t
δ
 (4.18) 
iii) Exponential stability 
Exponential stability (according to [76]) – a system is exponentially stable at equilibrium point 
x*=0 if there exist constants m, α > 0 and ε > 0 such that: 
 ( ) ( )0)( 0 txemtx tt ⋅⋅≤ −−α  (4.19) 
for all ( ) ε≤0tx  and 0tt ≥  
( ) ( ) εδ <⇒< txtx 0
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The greatest constant α which satisfies the above equation is called the rate of convergence. 
 
4.2.4. Lyapunov’s First Method 
 
Lyapunov’s First Method is often referred to as the indirect method of Lyapunov. It uses 
linearisation of a system to determine if a non-linear system is stable in a certain area around 
equilibrium. This method provides the theoretical background which validates linearisation. 
Consider a dynamic system described by a set of non-linear first order differential equations: 
 ),...,( 1 nii xxfx =&    for i = 1,…, n (4.20) 
where fi are functions which for xi = 0 take value of 0  
and an origin of system which is shifted so that x = 0 is the point of equilibrium, then a set of 
linearised equations can be found. The linearised differential equations can be written in the form 
of: 
 xJx ⋅=&  (4.21) 
where: x  - is state matrix 
x&  - is matrix of states first differential 
J  -  is Jacobian matrix with respect to x and evaluated near the origin; 
        each entry (i,j) of this matrix can be found as: 
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    for i, j = 1,…, n (4.22) 
An alternative approach to obtaining a J matrix is to expand functions fi as a power series and omit 
all terms apart from ones linear to xis. For a fixed time t the non-linear part of equation, i.e.  
 ( ) xJxfxf nonlin ⋅−=)(  (4.23) 
will be approaching 0 when x approaches 0. 
Once the set of linear equations has been found, eigenvalues of J can be calculated to check 
stability. If all eigenvalues are negative or have negative real parts then the linear system is stable. 
Lyapunov has proved that if a linearised system is asymptotically stable then the original non-linear 
system will also have a region of stability in some neighbourhood of the origin.  
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4.2.5. Lyapunov’s Second Method  
 
Lyapunov’s Second Method is sometimes referred to as Lyapunov’s Direct Method. It provides a 
methodology for checking if a system is asymptotically stable without the need for solving 
non-linear differential equations. It uses so-called Lyapunov functions to draw conclusions about 
the system’s stability. This is a generalisation from the fact that if there is a measure of energy in 
the system, then by analysing this measure, the stability of the system can be studied. If the origin 
of a system described by non-linear differential equations is moved, so that the origin coincides 
with the equilibrium which is examined (x = 0 is equilibrium), then a positive-define function V = 
V(x) which is always greater from 0 apart from x = 0 where V is equal to 0 can be found. Therefore 
in space of x, function V will surround origin x = 0 with closed surfaces which are defined by 
V(x)=const. In order to check the stability of the system, the rate of change in time of function V 
following the trajectory of a non-linear differential equation needs to be examined. This can be 
done by calculating: 
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 (4.24) 
If  V&   is a negative-define function i.e. is always negative apart from x =0 for which f(x) = 0) then 
this means that with time it will move towards point x=0 and therefore the system is asymptotically 
stable. Murray et al. [76] gives a wider and more exact definition covering also other cases: 
 
“Let ( )txV ,  be a non-negative function with derivative V& along the trajectories of the system. 
1. If ( )txV ,   is locally positive definite and ( ) 0, ≤txV&  locally in x and for all t, then the origin of 
the system is locally stable (in the sense of Lyapunov). 
2. If ( )txV ,  is locally positive definite and decrescent, and ( ) 0, ≤txV& locally in x and for all t, 
then the origin of the system is uniformly locally stable (in the sense of Lyapunov). 
3. If ( )txV ,   is locally positive definite and decrescent, and − ( )txV ,&  is locally positive definite, 
then the origin of the system is uniformly locally asymptotically stable. 
4. If ( )txV ,  is positive definite and decrescent, and − ( )txV ,&  is positive definite, then the origin of 
the system is globally uniformly asymptotically stable.“ 
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Interestingly Lyapunov’s theory only defines sufficient conditions for the stability of the system’s 
origin. What it does not do is to provide a technique for the derivation of the Lyapunov function V. 
Therefore finding the Lyapunov function can sometimes be a very laborious task. 
 
4.2.6. Conclusions on the best suited method  
 
 
The high fidelity vehicle model described in Chapter 3 contains non-linear differential equations 
(e.g. trigonometric terms), hence Nyquist and Routh’s stability criteria cannot be directly applied to 
examine the stability of the vehicle in terms of rollover.  
The MBS software used to create the vehicle model can provide a full set of linearised differential 
equations in the form of system matrixes which are derived from linearisation of the system at 
given point in time. Provided that these linearised equations are derived when the system is in 
equilibrium, then the Lyapunov Indirect Method is very well suited to examining the stability of the 
system. This has the additional benefit that it avoids the non-trivial derivation of function V 
required in the Lyapunov Direct Method. 
 
4.2.7. Validation of results from SIMPACK model linearization 
 
Before the non-linear full vehicle model could be linearised in order to determine its stability 
through the Lyapunov Indirect Method, the linearisation performed by SIMPACK was validated 
using a simple non-linear model. The results obtained from SIMPACK were compared with results 
obtained by the analytical solution of differential equations. For validation purposes a simple 
pendulum model with rotational spring and damper attached to its base was chosen as shown in 
Figure 4.1. The model contains non-linear trigonometric terms which makes it a good basis for 
validation of linearisation performed by SIMPACK. 
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Figure 4.1 Simple pendulum consisting of mass m suspended on massless arm with length l and 
attached to the ground by rotational spring k and rotational damper c. 
 
The differential equation describing the pendulum can be written as: 
 
 0sin 2 =⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅⋅⋅ αααα &&& lmcklgm  (4.25) 
 
In order to calculate the eigenvalues, the above equation is firstly converted from a single, second 
order differential equation into two, first order differential equations: 
 
 αω &=  (4.26) 
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The above can be re-written in the matrix form: 
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In order to write the state space equations the sin(α)  term needs to be linearised. This will be done 
for two equilibrium conditions corresponding to α equals 0 and α equals pi.  
 
Equations linearised at α = 0 
For α = 0 the sinα = α  and therefore the equation (4.28) takes the form: 
k, c 
l 
m 
α 
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This can be presented in the state space form of xx ⋅Α=& : 
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The eigenvalues of the system can then be found from the following equation: 
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Where  
λ – is the eigenvalue sought (scalar) 
The trivial solution of the above equation is when both α and ω equal 0. Other solutions can be 
found as follows: 
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Hence the characteristic determinant must be equal to 0: 
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Assuming the following properties of the pendulum model: 
m = 1 kg 
l = 1 m 
k = 100 Nm/rad 
c = 1 Nms/rad 
The equation (4.33) takes the form of: 
 
0
181.109
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From the above characteristic determinant, two roots of the characteristic equation can be found: 
 i467.105.0 ±−=λ   
Therefore the natural (damped) frequency of the pendulum is: 
 
66587.1
2
Im
=
⋅
=
pi
f [Hz]  
whereas the un-damped frequency can be calculated as: 
 
66777.1
2
=
⋅
=
pi
λ
undampedf [Hz]  
 
 
Equations linearised at α = pi (inverse pendulum). 
In order to achieve the equilibrium position for α = pi the external force eF  had to be applied to 
balance the force from the spring rotational spring mounted at the base of pendulum.  
 pi⋅= kFe  (4.34) 
Next, let us describe the angular position of the pendulum using angle piαβ −= . Taking into 
account external force and the fact that βα sinsin −=  the differential equation of motion takes 
the shape of: 
 0sin 2 =⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅⋅⋅− ββββ &&& lmcklgm  (4.35) 
Which can be written in matrix form thus: 
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Which after linearisation takes the state-space form of: 
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The system eigenvalue can be found by solving the following equation: 
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Where  
λ  is the eigenvalue sought 
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Hence the characteristic determinant must be equal to 0: 
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From the above characteristic determinant, two roots of the characteristic equation can be found: 
 i48367.95.0 ±−=λ
 
 
Therefore the natural (damped) frequency of the pendulum is: 
 
50937.1
2
Im
=
⋅
=
pi
f
 [Hz]  
Whereas the un-damped frequency can be calculated as: 
 
511469.1
2
=
⋅
=
pi
λ
undampedf  [Hz]  
Compared with the pendulum linearised at α = 0 the natural frequency has decreased significantly 
as gravity is now acting against the spring stiffness.  
 
SIMPACK test model 
In order to check if the SIMPACK results agree with the ones calculated manually, a single 
pendulum model was set up. The same values for m, k, c and l were used as in the above 
calculations. The system was examined at two equilibrium positions corresponding to α equal 0 
and pi, with the former requiring constant external torque kpi to balance the spring torque. At each 
position the system was linearised and the system matrix A was found. Next the natural frequencies 
and critical damping were found. The graphical representation of the SIMPACK pendulum model 
is shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
 SIMPACK model linearisation results at α = 0 
First the pendulum angle α was set to 0 and linear system matrices were exported. The output from 
SIMPACK is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 Single pendulum model in SIMPACK 
 
 
Figure 4.3 A-Matrix outputted by SIMPACK for single pendulum with α = 0 
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It can be seen that the A-Matrix calculated by SIMPACK is exactly the same as that found by hand 
calculations, i.e.: 
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Additionally the calculation of eigenvalues was performed within SIMPACK. The results shown in 
Figure 4.4 are the same as calculated in the first part of this section. 
 
Figure 4.4 Eigenvalues, natural frequencies and natural damping calculated by SIMPACK for single 
pendulum model with α = 0 
 
SIMPACK model linearisation results at α = pi 
The same test was performed on the model with α = pi and external moment of kpi applied to 
balance the torque generated by the rotational spring mounted at the base of the pendulum. The 
linear system matrixes and eigenvalues were calculated. The results shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 
4.6 show that both the linear system A-Matrix and system eigenvalues agree with the values 
calculated earlier. 
The results of deriving system matrices and calculating eigenvalues in an equilibrium position in 
SIMPACK are accurate and therefore can be used to assess the stability of the non-linear system by 
applying Lyapunov’s second method. 
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Figure 4.5 A-Matrix outputted by SIMPACK for single pendulum with α = pi 
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Figure 4.6 Eigenvalues, natural frequencies and natural damping calculated by SIMPACK for single 
pendulum model with α = pi 
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5. Simulation results 
5.1. Justification of rollover criteria 
 
Prior to starting the experiment, a reliable method for measuring vehicle rollover resistance had to 
be selected. The selection of a method includes the selection of a vehicle manoeuvre used to excite 
vehicle rollover, as well as the corresponding metric quantifying rollover resistance.  
As vehicle rollover is binary in nature, i.e. the vehicle has rolled over or it has not, the intermediate 
state not existing, the roll angle itself cannot be used as a direct measure of rollover resistance. It 
can however be used to establish whether the vehicle has rolled over. Therefore another variable, 
describing the vehicle condition or manoeuvre at which rollover occurs, needs to be employed as 
the direct measure of rollover resistance. 
As will be discussed later in section 5.4, loss of contact between the inside tyres in a turn and the 
ground is a critical point from a stability point of view. The roll angle is undoubtedly related to the 
tendency of the inside tyres to leave the ground. It can be used to estimate if, for a given vehicle 
setup, wheel lift off has occurred. However as the wheel lift off depends not only on the steady 
state vehicle characteristics but also on its transient behaviour and the type of manoeuvre employed 
in the test, this method of estimating wheel lift off is inaccurate. Moreover as is shown in section 
2.2.2, wheel lift off is not a good indicator of whether the vehicle is going to rollover as based on 
results presented by Eger et al. [23], Ghike et al. [22] or Tammy [43] the time between tyre lift-off 
and actual rollover can be relatively long even if no corrective action is taken. If in that time a 
corrective action is taken by either the driver or control system the vehicle can return to its stable 
condition. 
For the purpose of this study vehicle rollover is defined as a geometrical position of the vehicle at 
which the roll angle is equal to or greater than 90º. Also, the following assumption is made; for a 
given type of manoeuvre there exists a roll angle at which, if reached, the vehicle is certain to 
rollover, i.e. to achieve at least 90º of roll. Such a roll angle is specific to the test performed on the 
vehicle hence it can be established only once the type of manoeuvre is chosen and its conditions are 
well defined. 
Firstly let us consider the advantages and disadvantages of potential methods for quantifying 
rollover resistance. These methods can be divided into two main groups: 
 
1. Quasi-steady state methods 
a. Critical steering wheel angle during constant speed cornering: 
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Manoeuvre:  
- Constant velocity cornering with steadily increasing steering wheel angle 
Measure of rollover resistance: 
- Steering wheel angle at which vehicle rolls over 
Advantages: 
- Single simulation required to establish rollover resistance  
Disadvantages: 
- Steady state measurement – vehicles can resist rollover in steady state much better than 
during transient manoeuvres [35] 
- Velocity control is problematic to achieve  
b. Critical vehicle velocity at constant steering wheel angle 
Manoeuvre: 
- Constant steering wheel angle cornering with steadily increasing vehicle velocity 
Measure of rollover resistance: 
- Vehicle velocity at which the vehicle rolls over  
Advantages: 
- Single simulation required to establish rollover resistance  
Disadvantages: 
- Steady state measurement – vehicles can resist rollover in steady state much better than 
during transient manoeuvres [35] 
- Velocity control is problematic to achieve  
 
2. Transient methods 
a. Critical steering wheel angle amplitude at constant vehicle velocity 
Manoeuvre: 
- Sinusoidal steering input with steadily increasing amplitude at constant vehicle 
velocity  
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Measure of rollover resistance: 
- Steering angle amplitude at which the vehicle rolls over. 
Advantages: 
- Single simulation required to establish rollover resistance  
Disadvantages: 
- vehicles with the roll natural frequency close to the excitation frequency would be 
penalised 
- Velocity control is problematic to achieve  
b. Critical vehicle velocity at constant amplitude sinusoidal steering  
Manoeuvre: 
- Constant amplitude sinusoidal steering input with steadily increasing vehicle velocity  
Measure of rollover resistance: 
- Velocity at which the vehicle rolls over. 
Advantages: 
- Single simulation required to establish rollover resistance  
Disadvantages: 
- vehicles with the roll natural frequency close to the excitation would be penalised 
- Velocity control problematic to achieve 
 
Two approaches from the above list were chosen for the initial investigation:  
- Critical vehicle velocity at constant steering wheel angle 
- Critical vehicle velocity at constant amplitude sinusoidal steering 
Unfortunately, the first simulations showed that increasing vehicle velocity until the vehicle rolls 
over is not a straightforward task, particularly for the latter test. The problem comes from the 
simple fact that once the inner wheels lift off, the torque applied to the outer wheels needs to be 
increased to maintain forward acceleration. This on the other hand reduces the maximum lateral 
forces that the outer tyres can transmit, which mitigates rollover. Therefore very high friction 
scaling would need to be applied to achieve rollover. Moreover, for the simulation with sinusoidal 
input, the rolling resistance is changing as the vehicle’s slip angle oscillates. This in turn requires a 
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very stiff forward velocity controller.  Apart from the above-listed disadvantages of the first two 
approaches, these metrics can also be regarded as unrealistic as one would expect that most drivers 
would rather try to reduce vehicle velocity during a near rollover event rather than try to increase it.  
An alternative method consisting of removal of a longitudinal degree of freedom and specifying 
fixed forward velocity could be applied. However this approach has been disregarded in this study 
as it bears no resemblance to the physical world. Similar issues with velocity control were found 
when investigating the remaining two approaches: 
- Critical steering wheel angle during constant speed cornering 
- Critical steering wheel angle amplitude at constant vehicle velocity 
One can therefore conclude that for a typical SUV on a road with a typical friction coefficient, it is 
not possible to maintain the forward vehicle velocity over an extended length of time at near 
rollover condition, i.e. with two wheels just off the ground, without modifying the system 
parameters e.g. friction coefficient, or altering the model’s DoFs. 
Due to the issue associated with closed loop velocity control, alternative approaches with open loop 
velocity control were investigated. The manoeuvres are based on various steering inputs at vehicle 
coast down. 
 
3. Transient methods with vehicle coasting down 
a. Critical friction scaling factor during given steering manoeuvre at coast down 
Manoeuvre: 
- Fixed (open loop) steering wheel input during vehicle coast down 
Measure of rollover resistance: 
- Critical friction scaling factor at which the vehicle rolls over  
Advantages: 
- No closed loop speed control or artificial removal of longitudinal degree of freedom is 
needed 
- Open loop steering input 
Disadvantages: 
- Multiple runs required to establish the critical friction scaling factor 
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b. Critical velocity during given manoeuvre at coast down 
Manoeuvre:  
- Fixed (open loop) steering wheel input during vehicle coast down 
Measure of rollover resistance: 
- Critical vehicle initial velocity at which the vehicle rolls over  
Advantages: 
- No closed loop speed control or artificial removal of longitudinal degree of freedom is 
needed 
- Open loop steering input 
Disadvantages: 
- Multiple runs required to establish the critical friction scaling factor 
 
Both of the above approaches avoid the problem of maintaining vehicle velocity past two wheel lift 
off by finding a critical rollover measure from coast down runs. The first of them assumes a scaling 
friction coefficient to determine the vehicle’s rollover propensity. This however influences other 
tyre properties, which could mean that the validity of the conclusion on tyre parameters affecting 
rollover could be compromised. Therefore the latter approach to measuring rollover resistance was 
chosen. This is the only method considered so far, which does not affect the system’s dynamics by 
the introduction of a controller, removal of degrees of freedom or varying the friction coefficient. 
Once the appropriate type of manoeuvre had been found, the exact steering wheel input needed to 
be established. Testing physical vehicles for rollover often involves sudden steering wheel inputs 
performed at a given vehicle velocity, such as the double lane change test performed by Teknikens 
Värld [3] or the ISO 3888 Part 2 standard. Other types of manoeuvres used for assessing rollover 
propensity are the J-turn or fishhook. The evaluation of various open and closed loop manoeuvres 
in the context of assessing vehicle rollover propensity has been summarised in the NHTSA report 
DOT HS 809 513 [90]. Two manoeuvres were regarded as most suited to this task; Roll Rate 
Feedback Fishhook and J-turn. During the evaluation, rollover propensity was characterised by 
monitoring the vehicle’s entry velocity at which two wheel lift off occurred. For the purpose of this 
study an open loop J-turn manoeuvre was chosen over the Roll Rate Feedback Fishhook due to its 
simplicity. However, simulations show that loss of contact in combination with a roll velocity 
residue do not necessarily lead to rollover, even without corrective intervention from the driver. 
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Non-linearities in tyre forces and suspension and further loss of forward speed in case of a 
coast-down test-case mean that the vehicle might return to a stable state, even if the loss of contact 
is reached with a roll velocity residue. 
 
Figure 5.1 Steering wheel input used for the DoE study. 
 
As the occurrence of two wheel lift off is not a reliable indicator of impending rollover, hence a 
more reliable indicator is necessary. Based on a large number of simulations, it was concluded that 
a rollover is certain if the roll angle exceeds 57.3º. It is important to note that this angle is specific 
to the J-turn manoeuvre performed on the nominal vehicle under investigation. For the purpose of 
this study the rollover propensity characterisation simulations were carried out by launching the 
vehicle at a low velocity and after a short initial period of time when the vehicle is rolling freely, 
applying a fixed steering input in the form of a step (steep ramp) steer (see Figure 5.1). Next the 
vehicle is launched at high velocity. If the vehicle does not roll during the first run but rolls during 
the second, then the critical rollover velocity CriticalV
 
is considered to be somewhere between these 
two boundaries. The following run is performed at a launch velocity equal to the average of two 
velocity boundaries. Vehicle rollover or its absence is detected, which defines a new velocity 
boundary, and a new launch velocity is chosen. The process is repeated until critical rollover 
velocity CriticalV   is found.  The number of runs required to achieve a given accuracy can be found 
from the formula: 
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 number	of	runs = 2 + round WlogZ Wrangeerror\ + 0.5\ (5.1) 
Therefore if the range of velocities equals 40km/h, and the required accuracy is 1km/h, one would 
need 8 runs to achieve it. Actually using 8 runs would give an accuracy of 0.625km/h.  
In order to achieve a good spread of critical rollover velocity for the chosen method during the 
DoE, a range of friction scaling factors resulting in high critical velocity sensitivity had to be 
found. This was necessary as vehicle rollover is very sensitive to the level of available friction. 
Hence for high values of the friction scaling factor the spread of critical velocities would be very 
low, whereas for low values, vehicle rollover is likely not to occur at all. In order to further amplify 
rollover sensitivity, an additional mass of 180 kg was placed above the vehicle’s roof line.   
In line with the above considerations, a relationship between vehicle critical rollover velocity and 
friction scaling factor was found. Firstly the friction scaling factor was varied from 1.1 to 1.9 in 
steps of 0.025. For each factor a critical rollover velocity was found from values between 15 m/s 
and 55 m/s with a tolerance of 0.078125 m/s resulting from the iterative nature of the search 
algorithm used to find the critical rollover velocity. The search algorithm limits the number of 
simulations necessary to find the critical rollover velocity and is described in more detail as part of 
the DoE script in the Appendix A Figure 9.5. In the second step the friction factor was varied 
between 1.35 and 1.45 in steps of 0.005 in order to improve the resolution of the results. The 
relationship between critical velocity and friction scaling factor is shown in Figure 5.2. A friction 
scaling factor of 1.375 was chosen for further investigation as it offered good critical rollover 
velocity sensitivity.  
It is worth mentioning that the friction scaling factor multiplies the maximum friction measured at 
the nominal tyre load. This should not be mistaken for the actual friction coefficient used by the 
tyre which is defined as the ratio of horizontal and vertical force and depends on other factors such 
as vertical force, tyre slip, camber angle, etc.  
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Figure 5.2 Relation between critical rollover velocity and friction scaling factor. 
 
5.2. Tyre - Analysis of experimental design 
 
A DoE investigation was first performed to study the influence of tyre properties on vehicle 
rollover. Due to its empirical nature MF tyre 6.1 offers a good way of modifying tyre properties by 
changing tyre factors. From the list of all factors used to define tyre properties the following seven 
were of particular interest: 
αλKy   - Scale factor of cornering stiffness 
Mxλ   - Scale factor of overturning moment 
xµλ   - Scale factor of longitudinal peak friction coefficient 
yµλ   - Scale factor of lateral peak friction coefficient 
γλ y  - Scale factor of camber stiffness 
zK   - Tyre vertical stiffness 
2Dyp   - Variation of lateral friction with load 
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In order to keep the responses linear it was decided to set the upper and lower limits of factors at 
only +/-1% from their nominal values. This applies to all factors apart from 
xµλ  and γλ y  which 
were varied by +/-0.2% due to the high sensitivity of the vehicle to tyre friction.  In order to reduce 
the number of runs, fractional factorial design was chosen with design generators E=ABC, F=BCD 
and G=ACD. The design matrix obtained is given in Table 5.1. 
Treatment 
Factorial Effect 
A B C D E F G 
(1) -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
aeg 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
bef -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 
abfg 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
cefg -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 
acf 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
bcg -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 
abce 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
dfg -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 
adef 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 
bdeg -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 
abd 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
cde -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
acdg 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
bcdf -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
abcdefg 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table 5.1 Design matrix – geometric notation. 
 
This design ensures that no main factor is aliased to any two-factor interaction and only factors E, F 
and G are aliased with three-factor interactions. The following two-factor interactions are aliased 
with each other: 
 
FGCEAB ==  
DGBEAC ==  
EFCGAD ==  
DFBCAE ==  
(5.2) 
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DEBGAF ==  
CDBFAG ==  
EGCFBD ==  
DGACBE ==  
     
The results of all the runs are given in Table 5.2. Based on these results statistical analysis was used 
to determine the influence of each factor. Firstly, contrasts (i.e. the total effects) for each factor 
were calculated using the geometric notation from Table 5.1. 
Treatment 
Critical Rollover 
velocity 
[m/s] 
(1) 36.953125 
aeg 38.28125 
bef 42.34375 
abfg 26.796875 
cefg 36.40625 
acf 34.453125 
bcg 27.578125 
abce 43.28125 
dfg 25.9375 
adef 35.625 
bdeg 28.59375 
abd 27.265625 
cde 37.8125 
acdg 26.015625 
bcdf 26.796875 
abcdefg 27.1875 
Table 5.2 Vehicle model response to all studied treatments. 
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The contrasts were found by using the plus and minus signs in the factorial effects column and 
placing them in front of the response for each treatment they refer to. For example a contrast for the 
factor A equals: 
 
)
)1((
abcdefgbcdfacdgcdeabdbdegadef
dfgabcebcgacfcefgabcfgbefaegContrastA
+−+−+−+
−+−+−+−+−=
 (5.3) 
Therefore the total effect of factor A which is “Scale factor of cornering stiffness” equals -
3.515625 for all runs. In order to determine the effect of factor A,  the value of the total effect of 
factor A needs to be divided by pkn −2  where n – number of repetitions, k – number of investigated 
factors, p – size of fraction. The values of effects for each factor are given in Table 5.3. 
 
Factor code Factor name Effect Variation +/- Comment 
A αλKy  -0.4395 1.0% Scale factor of cornering stiffness 
B Mxλ  -2.7051 1.0% Scale factor of overturning moment 
C xµλ  -0.2832 0.2% Scale factor of long. peak friction coefficient 
D yµλ  -6.3574 0.2% Scale factor of lat. peak friction coefficient 
E γλ y  7.2168 1.0% Scale factor of camber stiffness 
F zK  -1.2793 1.0% Tyre vertical stiffness 
G 2Dyp  -5.9668 1.0% Variation of lat. friction yµ  with load 
Table 5.3 Effect of tyre properties on critical vehicle rollover velocity. 
 
The study shows that the most influential tyre properties on vehicle rollover are: 
peak friction coeff. (D) – note that this factor was varied by +/- 0.2% 
camber stiffness (E) 
friction variation with load (G) 
overturning moment (B) 
tyre vertical stiffness (F) 
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The influence of tyre cornering stiffness and friction coefficient in the longitudinal direction was 
found to be relatively small. The influence of most factor interactions was also relatively weak 
compared to the influence of the main factors themselves. However an aliased interaction of 
DEBGAF ==  is significant and should be investigated in further studies. This interaction 
reveals synergy between independent tyre parameters in the way in which they affect rollover.  
Based on values of effects a response surface model was created. The comparison of responses 
generated using the response surface model and multi-body model are shown in Table 5.4. It can 
be seen that this simplified model fits the results from the multi-body model very well. 
  
Critical rollover velocity CriticalV  
Treatment 
Actual value Predicted value Residual 
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] 
(1) 36.953 37.490 -0.537 
aeg 38.281 38.301 -0.020 
bef 42.344 40.723 1.621 
abfg 26.797 27.100 -0.303 
cefg 36.406 37.178 -0.771 
acf 34.453 35.488 -1.035 
bcg 27.578 28.535 -0.957 
abce 43.281 41.279 2.002 
dfg 25.938 23.887 2.051 
adef 35.625 36.631 -1.006 
bdeg 28.594 29.678 -1.084 
abd 27.266 27.988 -0.723 
cde 37.813 38.066 -0.254 
acdg 26.016 24.443 1.572 
bcdf 26.797 26.865 -0.068 
abcdefg 27.188 27.676 -0.488 
Table 5.4 Comparison between simulation and response surface results generated from the main 
effects only. 
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5.3. Kinematics and Compliance - Analysis of experimental 
design 
 
Kinematic and compliance (K&C) characteristics can usually be linked to vehicle steering and 
handling properties by experienced development engineers; therefore they should also be 
influential on vehicle rollover. In order to establish the link between K&C properties and rollover 
propensity using design of experiment methodology, direct control over the input to the 
experiment, in this case K&C metrics, is required. However, as these metrics are a function of 
suspension geometry and component stiffnesses, they cannot be changed independently in a simple 
manner, as a single geometrical or compliance change influences all characteristics simultaneously. 
Attempts to change just one characteristic while keeping others unchanged have been made 
successfully in the past; however, they usually involve a large number of iterations of geometry and 
stiffnesses before such change is achieved. As the purpose of this study is to find the most 
influential K&C characteristics and establish the link between them and rollover resistance, such an 
approach was regarded as ineffective and too time consuming. Therefore, a novel approach based 
on statistical tools is proposed here. The method can be split into four separate stages. Firstly a 
large number of iterations with different suspension geometries and component stiffnesses are 
generated using a space filling method such as a Latin Hypercube. In the second stage, each of the 
above-mentioned iterations is characterised using a number of K&C metrics. In the third stage, for 
each of the above iterations a rollover propensity characterised by rollover critical velocity is 
found. Finally a regression model is fitted using the set of K&C characteristics as an input, and 
rollover propensity as the response. Such a process creates a link between K&C characteristics of 
the suspension and rollover propensity, despite not having direct control over the previously 
generated characteristics. 
Before starting the experiment, the factors influencing the K&C characteristics had to be defined. 
The factors chosen as the most influential were: 
• suspension arm and links hardpoint positions (x,y,z) – primarily affecting kinematics 
• suspension bushes and ball joint stiffness –  primarily affecting compliance; in order to 
reduce the number of inputs in the first stage of the experiment, stiffness at only one end of 
each link was varied 
• spring stiffness, spring aid non-linear characteristic and clearance, rebound spring stiffness 
and clearance – primarily affecting wheel rate characteristic and roll stiffness 
• anti-roll bar stiffness – primarily affecting roll stiffness 
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As factors at both front and rear suspensions were chosen as an input, the total number of factors 
equalled 98 input parameters to the design of experiment – for details see Table 5.5 and Table 5.6. 
Front Suspension Element Name 
Number of Range 
Unit Sub-
elements Direct. 
DoE 
Factors Low High 
Upper Control Arm Mounting Points 3 3 9 -10 10 [mm] 
Lower Front Link Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Lower Rear Link Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Track Road Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Road Spring Stiffness 1 1 1 -20 20 [%] 
Jounce Bumper Contact 1 1 1 -20 50 [mm] 
Jounce Bumper Linear Rate 1 1 1 -74 163 [%] 
Jounce Bumper Linear Rate Range 1 1 1 -18 27 [mm] 
Jounce Bumper Cubic Rate 1 1 1 -74 163 [%] 
Rebound Spring Contact 1 1 1 -2 58 [mm] 
Rebound Spring Rate 1 1 1 -85 52 [%] 
Upper Control Arm Inboard Bush Stiffness 2 2 4 -50 50 [%] 
Lower Front Link Inboard Bush Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Lower Rear Link Inboard Bush Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Track Rod Outer Ball Joint Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Bearing and Hub Camber Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Bearing and Hub Toe Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Anti-Roll Bar Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Total number of factors 44 
 
Table 5.5 Front suspension factors with their ranges used to generate Latin Hypercube matrix 
 
As the number of inputs to the first stage of the experiment is large, a Latin Hypercube was chosen 
to arrange them in an input matrix. Matlab was used to generate a Latin Hypercube with coded 
variables varying between 0 and 1. The Latin Hypercube generated values of 98 independent 
variables at 100 different value ranges, in 1000 runs. Initially the number of necessary runs 
required to draw reliable conclusions was unknown. Therefore the experiment was built from 
batches of 100 runs. After simulating K&C response and vehicle rollover resistance to each factor 
combination described in 100 runs from the first batch of runs, a regression model linking rollover 
resistance and all K&C characteristics was fitted and the value of R2 adjusted was calculated. Next 
a response from another batch of 100 runs was generated and the response surface fitted to the 
results from both previous batches and the value of R2 adjusted was calculated. Once the R2 
adjusted of the regression model was not affected by the latest Latin Hypercube the process was 
stopped. In stage two of the experiment, a number of K&C characteristics had to be captured. 
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Rear Suspension Element Name 
Number of Range 
Unit Sub-
elements Direct. 
DoE 
Factors Low High 
Upper Link Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Toe Link Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Lower Control Arm Mounting Points 3 3 9 -10 10 [mm] 
Lower Link Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Subframe Mounting Points 2 3 6 -10 10 [mm] 
Road Spring Stiffness 1 1 1 -20 20 [%] 
Jounce Bumper Contact 1 1 1 -8 62 [mm] 
Jounce Bumper Linear Rate 1 1 1 -78 117 [%] 
Jounce Bumper Linear Rate Range 1 1 1 -17 28 [mm] 
Jounce Bumper Cubic Rate 1 1 1 -99 1150 [%] 
Rebound Spring Contact 1 1 1 -15 45 [mm] 
Rebound Spring Rate 1 1 1 -75 150 [%] 
Upper Link Inboard Bush Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Lower Control Arm Inboard Bush Stiffness 2 2 4 -50 50 [%] 
Toe Link Inboard Bush Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Internal Link Lower Bush Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Bearing and Hub Camber Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Bearing and Hub Toe Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Subframe Bush Stiffness 2 2 4 -50 50 [%] 
Anti-Roll Bar Stiffness 1 1 1 -50 50 [%] 
Total number of factors 54 
   
Table 5.6 Rear suspension factors with their ranges used to generate Latin Hypercube matrix 
 
Four K&C simulations were chosen to generate these characteristics; a vertical simulation, a roll 
simulation with anti-roll bars, a roll simulation without anti-roll bars, and a lateral compliance 
simulation. A number of key characteristics were chosen from each simulation: 
• Kinematics: 
o Camber vs. wheel centre vertical displacement 
o Toe vs. wheel centre vertical displacement 
o Contact patch force vs. wheel centre vertical displacement 
o Wheel centre lateral displacement vs. wheel centre vertical displacement 
o Kinematic roll centre height vs. wheel centre vertical displacement 
• Lateral in phase compliance simulation: 
o Camber vs. lateral force 
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o Toe vs. lateral force 
o Jacking i.e. vertical vs. lateral force 
o Wheel centre lateral displacement vs. lateral force 
• Roll simulation with and without anti-roll bars (maintaining constant front to rear load 
distribution); 
o On-centre wheel rate in roll 
o Anti-roll bar contribution to roll stiffness (combined result from simulation with 
and without anti-roll bar) 
In order to be able to capture the K&C characteristics in an easy-to-process way, a number of 
metrics were developed. For most metrics, 3 points on the characteristics, start, middle and end, 
were recorded and the second order polynomial was fitted. This resulted in two key coefficients, 
the first describing the linear gradient, the second describing the non-linearity.  
For more complex characteristics such as suspension stiffness in bump (effects of the main spring, 
rebound spring and non-linear spring aid), 5 equally spaced points were captured. Based on these 
points, 4 linear instantaneous stiffnesses were derived, resulting in 4 metrics from this simulation. 
Additionally, the contribution of the anti-roll bar to roll stiffness was described by a single number 
reflecting the additional roll stiffness due to the anti-roll bar. Based on the results of these 4 
simulations, the vehicle’s K&C from front and rear axles is characterised using 36 different 
metrics, 18 per each axle. The list of all metrics is given in Table 5.7.  
Suspension geometry can directly affect steering wheel ratio. In Section 5.2 of this thesis, focusing 
on finding the area of high sensitivity to tyre parameters and studying their effect on rollover, the 
steering wheel angle input in the step steer manoeuvre was fixed to 114.6°. Changing the steering 
ratio whilst keeping a fixed steering wheel angle would lead to the vehicle following a different 
path to the base model. This in turn has a direct influence on the vehicle’s lateral acceleration and 
rollover critical speed. In order to compensate for this, a procedure for normalising the steering 
wheel input was implemented. The procedure is briefly described below.  
After reading in factor levels corresponding to the given treatment, the vehicle model is set to 
travel on an initially straight road at 10 m/s. Vehicle speed remains constant thanks to a closed loop 
driveline controller driving all 4 wheels with an equal torque reacted at the vehicle body for the 
front wheels and rear subframe for the rear wheels. Similarly the vehicle model is also equipped 
with a simple closed loop steering controller which follows the road by reducing lateral path 
deviation at the front axle by controlling the steering wheel angle.  
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Symbol          Simulation Metric 
Vγ  Vertical Kinematics Linear dependency of camber angleγ on wheel travel 
2Vγ  Vertical Kinematics Quadratic dependency of camber angleγ on wheel travel 
rVK 2  Vertical Kinematics Suspension rate in second half of rebound travel 
rVK 1  Vertical Kinematics Suspension rate in first half of rebound travel 
bVK 1  Vertical Kinematics Suspension rate in first half of bump travel 
bVK 2  Vertical Kinematics Suspension rate in second half of bump travel 
Vα  Vertical Kinematics Linear dependency of toe angleα on wheel travel 
2Vα  Vertical Kinematics Quadratic dependency of toe angleα on wheel travel 
Vρ  Vertical Kinematics Kinematic roll centre height 
2Vρ  Vertical Kinematics Rate of change of kinematic roll centre height due to wheel travel 
Vψ  Vertical Kinematics Linear dependency of wheel centre lateral position on wheel travel 
2Vψ  Vertical Kinematics 
Quadratic dependency of wheel centre lateral position on wheel 
travel 
Lγ  Lateral Compliance Linear dependency of camber angleγ on lateral force at contact patch 
Lϕ  Lateral Compliance Normalised jacking force due to lateral force at contact patch 
Lα  Lateral Compliance Linear dependency of toe angleα on lateral force at contact patch 
Lψ  Lateral Compliance 
Linear dependency of wheel centre lateral position on lateral force at 
contact patch 
RK  
Roll Test with  
Anti-Roll Bars 
Wheel rate in roll   
Rζ  
Roll Tests with and 
without Anti-Roll Bars 
Anti-roll bar contribution to wheel rate 
Table 5.7 K&C metrics employed in the experiment. 
 
After an initial 65m straight, the road on which the vehicle travels begins to turn right, and after 
15m the transition becomes a constant radius corner with the radius set to 29.317m. This radius 
corresponds to the radius at which a baseline vehicle would travel with a forward velocity of 10m/s 
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and a steering wheel angle of 114.6º. The vehicle equipped with both driveline and steering 
controllers will, after settling down, reach a steady state constant radius condition. The steering 
wheel angle corresponding to this condition becomes the reference steering wheel angle and is later 
used to find the rollover critical speed.  
This method of setting the reference steering wheel angle ensures that changes in steering wheel 
ratio due to modified suspension geometry are not influencing the rollover results. However, the 
method has a potential down side, in the fact that it also cancels out part of the influence of the 
understeer gradient as the reference steering wheel angle is obtained at a lateral acceleration far 
from 0m/s2. In fact the lateral acceleration is 3.41m/s2, which corresponds to average cornering 
conditions. The reason why the reference steering wheel angle is set at such a condition is that, in 
reality, a driver is able to “map” [91] the required steering wheel angle to vehicle speed and corner 
radius, and is therefore accounting for the steering ratio and understeer gradient of a vehicle which 
he or she is driving.  
Once the reference steering wheel angle has been found, it is then used as the final value of the step 
steer input used to determine rollover critical speed. The process of finding the rollover critical 
speed is the same as in the tyre DoE described in section 5.2. It consists of 11 runs at various 
vehicle start velocities varying between 15m/s and 55m/s. The result of the process is the highest 
vehicle velocity at which it does not rollover. 
Once both K&C metrics and corresponding rollover critical velocities have been found, outputs 
from both tests are linked using a response surface. This allows the effects to be statistically 
separated from each other, and rated in order of statistical significance. The large number of inputs 
to the regression model meant that only the main factors could be assessed initially. Once all the 
insignificant factors had been excluded from the model, the effect of the interaction and second 
order terms were studied. An additional complication when fitting the regression model results 
from the fact that some of the metrics are dependent on each other, e.g.: 
- suspension rate in bump and roll stiffness 
- roll stiffness and anti-roll bar contribution to roll stiffness 
- jacking force and kinematic roll centre height. 
The fact that some variables are co-dependent makes the choice of terms in a statistical model 
somewhat more difficult. This is because inclusion of one parameter will affect the regression 
coefficient of another parameter. To find the best set of parameters in the statistical model a step 
wise regression algorithm was used. The original step wise regression Matlab function was 
modified to base the decision on inclusion or exclusion of parameters not on p-values but on t-
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statistics. In order to check how well a given set of potential K&C metrics can be assembled 
together into a statistical model, a step wise regression was performed for different values of t-
statistics and the plot of adjusted R-square vs. number of terms in the statistical model was 
generated. Such a graph can help to decide where the best compromise between model complexity 
and model accuracy is.  
The results of stepwise regression using the K&C metrics as an input and rollover critical velocity 
as an output are shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.3. The stepwise regression has been performed for 
different values of t-statistics used to determine which metrics should be excluded or included in 
the statistical model. It is worth pointing out that stepwise regression was based on the initial model 
with all terms included. This resulted in better model fit than stepwise regression with no terms in 
the initial model.  
 
TSTAT 0.001 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Metric Included in statistical model? 
2V
Fγ  True True True False False False False False False 
V
F γ  True True True True True True True True True 
rV
F K 2  True True False False False False False False False 
rV
F K 1  True True True True True True True True True 
bV
F K 1  True True True True True True False False False 
bV
F K 2  True True True True True False False False False 
2V
Fα
 True True True True True True False False False 
V
F α  True False False False False False False False False 
2V
F ρ  True False False False False False False False False 
V
F ρ  True False False False False False False False False 
2V
Fψ  True False False False False False False False False 
V
Fψ  True True True True True True True True False 
2V
Rγ  True True True True True True True False False 
V
R γ  True True True True True True True False False 
rV
R K 2  True False False False False False False False False 
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rV
R K 1  True True True True False False False False False 
bV
R K 1  True True True True True True True True True 
bV
R K 2  True False False False False False False False False 
2V
Rα  True True True False False False False False False 
V
Rα  True True True True False False False True False 
2V
Rψ  True False False False False False False False False 
V
Rψ  True True True True True True True True False 
2V
R ρ  True False False False False False False False False 
V
R ρ  True True True True True True True False False 
L
F γ  True True True True True True True True True 
L
Fϕ  True False False False False False False False False 
L
Fα  True False False False False False False False False 
L
Fψ  True True True True True True False False False 
L
Rγ  True True True True True True True True True 
L
Rϕ  True True True True True True True True True 
L
Rα  True True False False False False False False False 
L
Rψ  True True False False False False False False False 
R
F K  True True True True True True True True True 
R
R K  True False False False False False False False False 
R
Fζ  True True True False False False False False False 
R
Rζ  True True False False False False False False False 
2R  0.8613 0.8605 0.8595 0.8569 0.8531 0.8506 0.8408 0.8360 0.8083 
2
AdjustedR  0.8561 0.8569 0.8564 0.8543 0.8507 0.8483 0.8389 0.8343 0.8070 
No of terms 36 25 21 18 16 15 12 10 7 
 Table 5.8 Summary of statistical models generated using stepwise regression; note that letter F in the 
left superscript denotes front axle and letter R denotes rear axle. 
 
The simplest model was obtained by stepwise regression with limit t-statistics set to 8. It consisted 
of 7 main terms: 
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- Front suspension rate on centre rebound 
- Rear suspension rate on centre bump 
- Front bump camber  
- Front and rear camber compliance 
- Rear jacking force 
- Front roll stiffness on centre 
However the quality of fit of this model measured by calculating R2 adjusted was only 0.807. A 
plot of R2 adjusted as a function of the number of model terms was used to find a compromise 
between model accuracy and complexity (Figure 5.3). A 16-term statistical model seems to fulfil 
this requirement fairly well. Apart from all metrics included in the 7-term model it additionally 
includes: 
- Front suspension on centre bump rate and full bump rate 
- Front bump toe non-linearity 
 
Figure 5.3 Relation between critical number of model terms and quality of fit. 
 
- Front wheel centre lateral travel with bump 
- Rear camber compliance linearity and non-linearity 
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- Rear wheel centre lateral travel with bump 
- Rear kinematic roll centre height 
- Front wheel centre compliance 
In order to check the quality of the model constructed using stepwise regression based on the t-
statistic, an algorithm testing all possible combinations of the 16 factor model was used. The 
number of 16 factor combinations available from 36 possible factors is 7.31E+09. Calculating the 
adjusted R2 for all these models would take too long, so the number of factors in the initial pool had 
to be reduced. To do that both forward and backward regression with t-statistics set to two was 
performed and if a factor was included in at least one of the two resulting models, it was included 
in the pool of potential factors. The result was 25 potential factors, which gives 2042975 
combinations of 16-term models to test. The results of this study are shown in Table 5.9 and Figure 
5.4. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of models generated using stepwise regression and best possible model. 
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Model from stepwise 
regression Best possible model 
Metric Included in statistical model? 
2V
Fγ
 False False 
V
F γ  True True 
rV
F K 2  False False 
rV
F K 1  True True 
bV
F K 1  True True 
bV
F K 2  True True 
2V
Fα
 True True 
V
Fψ  True True 
V
F ρ  False False 
2V
Rγ
 True False 
V
R γ  True True 
rV
R K 1  False False 
bV
R K 1  True True 
bV
R K 2  False False 
2V
Rα  False False 
V
Rα  False True 
2V
Rψ  False False 
V
Rψ  True True 
V
R ρ  True True 
L
F γ  True True 
L
Fψ  True True 
L
Rγ  True True 
L
Rϕ  True True 
R
F K  True True 
R
Fζ  False False 
2R  0.8531 0.8534 
2
AdjustedR  0.8507 0.8510 
No of terms 16 16 
Table 5.9 Comparison of model generated using stepwise regression and best possible model. 
 
The best possible model found by testing all possible combinations was only marginally better than 
the one chosen by stepwise regression with all terms included in the initial model. Moreover the 
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only difference between the model generated by stepwise regression and the best possible model 
was one factor. This showed that stepwise regression with all terms included in the initial model is 
a very efficient way of finding well-fitting statistical models. Therefore in subsequent studies the 
stepwise regression starting with a full model was used. 
So far all statistical models generated in this study have been constructed of only main factors. In 
complex systems the interactions between the factors are a significant part of the observed process. 
Therefore in the next part of the study a number of models with interactions and squared terms 
were generated. As a basis for this, a best possible 16 term model was chosen. Based on the 16 
terms included in the model, all possible 1st order interactions and squared terms were generated 
resulting in a total of 152 potential model terms. To find the best model, the stepwise regression 
starting with a full model was employed, with an additional constraint ensuring that all 16 main 
effects are always included in the model. The achieved model fit has been shown in Table 5.10 and 
Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.5 Addition of interactions and 2nd order terms in the statistical model. 
The results show that including interactions can significantly improve the model fit. Based on the 
above diagram, a model with 23 terms was chosen as it gives a good compromise between 
complexity and the quality of fit. For comparison a 20 term model is also included in Table 5.10. 
TSTAT: 5 6 
Metric TSTAT coefficient TSTAT coefficient 
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V
F γ  12.08284 4524.174 12.27968 4779.185 
rV
F K 1  -4.13178 -0.84496 13.98935 0.250867 
bV
F K 1  1.427189 0.072421 -0.02648 -0.00137 
bV
F K 2  -8.93141 -0.07417 -8.08901 -0.07003 
2V
Fα
 -4.50119 -32422.9 -4.42448 -33270.6 
V
Fψ  7.947827 83.03506 7.452588 81.34546 
V
R γ  -1.00784 -334.532 -7.41488 -1769.59 
bV
R K 1  -9.78957 -0.30481 -22.3506 -0.14861 
V
Rα  7.713683 121.3813 7.368396 120.9666 
V
Rψ  -9.86778 -397.396 -9.81768 -412.568 
V
R ρ  -8.65296 -0.4563 -8.80496 -0.48388 
L
F γ  -6.99715 -154181 -30.1908 -260712 
L
Fψ  5.517819 34239.66 4.980048 32216.93 
L
Rγ  0.055234 2613.999 -17.5857 -242492 
L
Rϕ  8.014139 280.8634 8.132765 297.3028 
R
F K  -27.8578 -0.05478 -26.2715 -0.05389 
bV
F
V
F K 1⋅γ  -10.621 -14.2986 -10.4611 -14.7018 
V
R
V
F ργ ⋅  -6.1707 -13.1821 -6.55134 -14.5432 
L
R
rV
F K γ⋅1  -5.37013 -5219.07 - - 
L
R
bV
F K γ⋅1  7.891618 1562.256 6.219507 1230.818 
R
F
bV
F KK ⋅2  8.24E+00 7.18E-05 7.49269 6.81E-05 
L
F
bV
R K γ⋅1  -5.12347 -1453.61 - - 
V
R
V
R γγ ⋅  5.745221 27036.67 - - 
            R^2 0.895 0.8849 
            R^2 adj 0.8925 0.8826 
No of terms 23 20 
Table 5.10 Summary of models including interactions and 2nd order terms. 
For convenience it is worth stating here the full meaning of the significant interactions in the 23 
term model: 
- front linear camber gain and front suspension rate in bump on centre 
- front linear camber gain and rear roll centre height 
- front suspension rate in rebound on centre and rear linear camber compliance 
- front suspension rate in bump on centre and rear linear camber compliance 
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- front suspension rate in full bump and front suspension roll stiffness 
- rear suspension rate in bump on centre and front linear camber compliance 
- additionally rear suspension linear camber gain squared is also significant. 
It is noticable that the introduction of interactions has pushed the t-statistics of some of the main 
factors below the originally specified value of 5 used to derive the 23 term model. The factors 
affected the most are: 
- rear linear camber gain  
- rear linear camber compliance 
However, as interactions include these factors, they are left in the model despite having low t-
statistics values. In order to better understand the strength of each of the main factors, a conversion 
table has been constructed (Table 5.11). 
 
Figure 5.6 Rollover sensitivity to sprung mass CoG. 
 
 
 
Desired change to increase CriticalV  Change of Unit Effect on CriticalV  
V
F γ  less negative camber gain with bump 0.002 º/mm 9.048 
rV
F K 1  softer -10 N/mm 8.450 
bV
F K 1  stiffer 10 N/mm 0.724 
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bV
F K 2  softer -10 N/mm 0.742 
2V
Fα
 more toe out change with bump and rebound -0.00002 º/mm
2
 0.648 
V
Fψ  less WC track change 0.01 mm/mm 0.830 
V
R γ  more negative camber in bump -0.002 º/mm 0.669 
bV
R K 1  softer -10 N/mm 3.048 
V
Rα  more toe in with bump 0.005 º/mm 0.607 
V
Rψ  more WC track change -0.01 mm/mm 3.974 
V
R ρ  lower roll centre -10 mm 4.563 
L
F γ  higher camber compliance -0.00001 º/N 1.542 
L
Fψ  lower WC compliance 0.00002 mm/N 0.685 
L
Rγ  lower camber compliance 0.00001 º/N 0.026 
L
Rϕ  less jacking force 0.02 N/N 5.617 
R
F K  softer in roll -150 N/º 8.217 
Table 5.11 Summary of most influential K&C metrics on rollover propensity. 
 
For comparison, on average, a 1mm change in the vehicle sprung mass CoG results in 1.24m/s 
change in critical rollover velocity, as seen on Figure 5.6. 
 
5.4. Stability investigations 
 
In an effort to gain additional insight into rollover dynamics and evaluate the use of two wheel lift 
off as an indicator of imminent rollover, a brief study of stability was carried out. From a purely 
qualitative point of view, the phase plane trajectory (PPT) of the roll velocity versus roll 
displacement was employed. The J-turn manoeuvre provided a suitable starting point. The upper 
half of Figure 5.7 illustrates the roll velocity plotted against roll displacement for one of the 
manoeuvres that did result in rollover. In the lower part of the same figure, the vertical tyre forces 
are presented as a function of time. The resulting PPT diagram resembles closely that of a 
pendulum [92]. Starting from the origin of the reference frame, both the roll angle and roll velocity 
increase as a result of the steering excitation. The roll velocity reaches a peak after which it reduces 
to almost generate a critical saddle point at approximately 6.3° of roll angle. For an appropriately 
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smaller forward velocity, a mathematically perfect saddle point would have been achieved whereby 
the roll speed would have reached zero and at that point the PPT diagram would have been non-
differentiable. This point would have been a point of unstable equilibrium, directly equivalent to 
the case of a pendulum resting in the inverted position. By establishing the point in time when the 
approximate saddle point is reached, it becomes evident that this is also the point when both inside 
tyres lose their contact with the ground. This point is clearly depicted in the lower part of Figure 
5.7.       
Further understanding of stability can be gained by observing the eigeinvalues of the linearised 
system as it progresses slowly through an approximately steady-state manoeuvre, where the lateral 
acceleration increases gradually. The steady-state condition is required so that it is possible to 
isolate a number of trim points, about which the system can be linearised and its eigenvalues 
obtained to establish stability, based on Lyapunov’s Indirect Method [92]. In this context, the 
previously used transient test case is inappropriate. Instead, the case of a vehicle travelling forward 
with a constant velocity and a steering controller tracking the required roll angle is used. To avoid 
traction problems and the need for a locked or active differential as well as reduction in available 
tyre lateral force due to longitudinal tyre slip due in turn to driving torque, a PID controller 
calculates the necessary thrust which is applied in the form of a force at the centre of mass of the 
vehicle. Thus a constant forward speed is maintained without altering the behaviour of the tyres 
and with minimal influence on the overall dynamics of the vehicle. The PID steering controller is 
used to find equilibrium conditions for a range of discrete roll angles. Once equilibrium is 
achieved, the steering controller is deactivated and eigenvalues are calculated. For this test the 
forward speed was set to 30m/s. As mentioned already, it is much more difficult to induce rollover 
by a quasi-steady state manoeuvre, therefore for the purpose of this simulation the coefficient of 
friction was set equal to 1.6. 
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Figure 5.7 Roll angle – roll velocity phase plane and tyre vertical forces plotted in the time domain. 
 
The migration of eigenvalues as a result of increasing the roll-angle is shown in Figure 5.8. As the 
vehicle contains 165 degrees of freedom and an additional 15 internal states for each tyre, the total 
number of eigenvalues is substantial. Therefore only real values of roll mode are shown in Figure 
5.8. The eigenvalue results were compared with the number of tyres in contact with the road. It is 
evident that the transition to unstable behaviour coincides with the lift off of both inside tyres. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that tyre loss of contact represents a reliable metric of rollover. In 
theory, it would be expected that if the point of loss of contact is reached and if there is the slightest 
roll velocity residue at that point, the manoeuvre would definitely result in a rollover situation.  
However, simulations show that loss of contact in combination with a roll velocity residue do not 
necessarily lead to rollover, even without corrective intervention from the driver. Non-linearities in 
tyre forces and suspension and further loss of forward speed in case of a coast-down test-case mean 
that the vehicle might return to a stable state, even if the loss of contact is reached with a roll 
velocity residue.         
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Figure 5.8 Number of tyres in contact with road and roll mode stability during steady state manoeuvre. 
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6. Suggested controller 
 
6.1. Introduction 
 
Currently existing control schemes try to prevent rollover at the cost of maintaining the vehicle 
path chosen by the driver. However such intervention into vehicle path can itself potentially be the 
source of an accident. The ideal rollover prevention control scheme should be able to mitigate 
rollover without influencing the vehicle path. Such a scheme, rather than reducing the indirect 
cause of the rollover i.e. the tyre lateral forces which influence lateral acceleration and therefore 
indirectly reduce the roll moment, would have to alleviate the direct cause, reducing the roll 
moment itself, allowing the lateral forces to be used for an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre. The 
ideal rollover control scheme therefore requires the application of external stabilising moment to 
the vehicle. The practical implementation of such a scheme is not trivial; introduction of a fifth 
wheel or a roof mounted jet engine could be seen as unreasonable. However, there exists an 
actuator which seems to be perfectly suited to this application. The torque reaction wheel (RW), 
commonly employed for altitude control of satellites, uses the principle of conservation of 
momentum to apply external moments to a satellite. There exists a wide literature concerning the 
use of torque reaction wheels in aeronautical applications e.g. [93-97]. The designs vary from three 
[97] to six [93] reaction wheels which are usually configured so that any three of them can provide 
controllability around all three axes of rotation, although alternative spherical rotors are also 
investigated [94]. The inertia properties of RW are a small fraction of the inertia of the object they 
are controlling, e.g. 0.107 kg*m^2 for RW compared to a 9000 kg*m^2 object [95]. From a brief 
examination of the literature one can also conclude that even rapid manoeuvres of satellites or 
spacecraft take in the region of 30s [96] and the maximum torques generated by the RW are 
relatively small. All of this means that even though the principles of operations in both spacecraft 
applications and vehicle rollover prevention are the same, the inertia, torque, power and energy 
requirements will be vastly different and they will determine whether such a system is feasible for 
rollover prevention. One potential implementation of the system is to become a secondary 
application of a kinetic energy recovery system (KERS) as such a system is likely to store enough 
momentum to be used in rollover prevention. This chapter will investigate the likely advantages as 
well as limitations of such an application. No existing literature has been found on the application 
of RW as a rollover prevention actuator. 
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6.2. Pendulum based controller 
 
For the purpose of this study a simple controller was constructed based on the state space 
formulation of an inverted pendulum. The schematic of how the pendulum can be used to represent 
the vehicle in a near rollover situation is shown in Figure 6.1.  
The pendulum properties calculated from the parameters of the vehicle in test condition (vehicle 
with 180kg roof load) are presented in Table 6.1. 
 
Parameter  Description Value Unit 
G%H  CoG above the ground 781.97 mm 
CB3 Front track at contact patch 1641.9 mm 
CB  Rear track at contact patch 1668.3 mm 
A Total vehicle mass 2556.0 kg 
0 Total vehicle roll inertia 1374.9 kg m2 
Table 6.1 Vehicle parameters required to find properties of equivalent pendulum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Pendulum representation of a vehicle during rollover. 
  
 
ϕ 
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Therefore the pendulum parameters can be calculated as follows: 
 CB'D = `CB3 + CB a2 = 1655.1	mm (6.1) 
   
 
@ = cG%HZ + dCB'D2 e
Z = 1138.6	mm
 
(6.2) 
   
 J' = >C> d CB'D2 ∙ G%He = 46.62°
 
(6.3) 
Where: 
l – length of the pendulum 
trav – average track 
  J' – angle of pendulum with vehicle in static condition 
 
It is assumed that the vehicle is able to achieve 1g steady state lateral acceleration >4, hence the 
steady state rollover critical pendulum angle J& equals 45º. The effect of lateral acceleration and 
gravity can be substituted by effective gravity ? 33 to linearise the pendulum’s state space 
equations at J& and calculate the natural frequency of the pendulum under these conditions: 
 ? 33 = k>4Z + ?Z = 13.873	m ∙ smn (6.4) 
Angle  # is defined as 
 # = J − J& (6.5) 
 
The pendulum equations can now be written as: 
 A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ ∙ sin # − (A ∙ @Z + 0) ∙ #q = 0 (6.6) 
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 #q = A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 ∙ sin#
 
(6.7) 
Linearisation for small angle change yields: 
 sin# = # (6.8) 
Hence: 
 #q = A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 ∙ # (6.9) 
If 
 K = #r  (6.10) 
then 
s#rKr t = u
0 KA ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 ∙ # 0v 
 
s#rKr t = u
0 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 0v s
#Kt (6.11) 
Eigenvalues are calculated by: 
u 0 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 0v s
#Kt = λ s#Kt 
 
u −λ 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 −λv s
#Kt = 0 (6.12) 
Find determinant of: 
 
w −λ 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 −λw = λ
Z −A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 = 0 (6.13) 
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λ = ±cA ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 = ±2.9345
 
(6.14) 
As expected the eigenvalue of the inverted pendulum has positive real values. In order to stabilise 
the pendulum a closed loop control system is necessary. To find the controller gains a state space 
formulation is employed. The closed loop system response poles and zeros are chosen to achieve 
damped frequency of 10Hz and 0.6 fraction of critical damping (i.e. poles at  = −47.1 ± 62.8). 
The frequency of the closed loop system is over 4 times higher than the plant dynamics; the 
damped frequency of roll for a full vehicle model traveling in a straight line equals 2.34Hz. Such a 
high frequency is chosen because the operation of the system is safety critical and therefore the 
system’s response in an emergency situation needs to be rapid. However due to these high dynamic 
system requirements, a high level of power and torque demand is expected.  
Therefore the state space controller takes the form of: 
 Er = )E + *u (6.15) 
 
 
 
 u = −7E (6.16) 
 
 
 
 
) = u 0 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @A ∙ @Z + 0 0v (6.17) 
 
 
 
 
* = u 01A ∙ @Z + 0v
 
(6.18) 
The next step is to find gains: 
 7 = z89 8;{ (6.19) 
	
which will give a closed loop system damped frequency of 10Hz and 0.6 fraction of critical 
damping. This can be achieved by expanding (6.15) into 
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s#rKr t = u
0 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ − 	nA ∙ @Z + 0 −	ZA ∙ @Z + 0v s
#Kt	 (6.20) 
The characteristic equation of a closed loop system is  
 
det`s} − () − *7)a = det ~s 00 t − u
0 1A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ − 	nA ∙ @Z + 0 −	ZA ∙ @Z + 0v 
= det ~u  −1−A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ − 	nA ∙ @Z + 0  − 	ZA ∙ @Z + 0v 
= Z − 	ZA ∙ @Z + 0 − A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ − 	nA ∙ @Z + 0  
(6.21) 
Hence, taking into account the desired closed loop system damped frequency of 10Hz and 0.6 
fraction of critical damping (i.e. poles at  = −47.1 ± 62.8) the desired characteristic equation is: 
` − (−47.1 − 62.8)a` − (−47.1 + 62.8)a = Z + 94.2 + 6162.25 = 0 
Therefore the gains can be found as: 
Z + 	ZA ∙ @Z + 0 −A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ − 	nA ∙ @Z + 0 = Z + 94.2 + 6162.25 
	n = 6162.25 ∙ (A ∙ @Z + 0)+A ∙ ? 33 ∙ @ 
	Z = 94.2 ∙ (A ∙ @Z + 0) 
The control system derived above was incorporated into the full vehicle model equipped with a 
torque reaction wheel. Before the simulation was performed, the activation condition was set so 
that the controller is only active when the pendulum angle is smaller than 40º (note that 0º is a 
purely vertical pendulum) whilst aiming to maintain 40º pendulum angle.  
The first simulation results look promising. The controller is able to prevent the vehicle from 
rolling over (Figure 6.2). Moreover the vehicle path is tighter than for the vehicle without the 
controller (Figure 6.3). This means that in principle the control scheme is able to achieve the two 
main requirements characterising ideal rollover control. 
However the torque and power requirements generated are unrealistically high as shown in Figure 
6.4. Due to this very high demand the pendulum controller has very little practical significance. As 
a rollover situation is always a safety critical event, the control system should always aim to apply 
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Figure 6.2 Pendulum angle with and without the controller 
 
Figure 6.3 Vehicle path with and without the controller 
 
all available power in order to restore the vehicle roll stability. Therefore, the main focus of the 
next investigation should be on maximising the effectiveness of the actuator to reduce its torque, 
power and energy consumption. For this stage of the study the controller itself can be as simple as a 
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pendulum angle-based on-off trigger, hence the structure of the controller will not be investigated 
any further at this point.  
 
Figure 6.4 Torque and power requirements 
 
6.3. Actuator limitations 
 
As initial runs with RW showed that the demands which the simple controller places on the 
actuator are rather extreme, the actuator limitations are investigated first of all. The potential 
actuator limitations are: 
• Maximum stabilising torque  
• Maximum power - As torque acts over time the rotational velocity of the RW increases, 
and therefore the actuator power limit may be reached. The limit is determined by the 
maximum rotational velocity, electrical power supply (in the case of accelerating RW), 
brake power (in the case of braking of RW) etc. 
• Maximum energy consumed in one instance – as power acts over a period of time the 
overall energy consumption increases 
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The relationship between the torque, power and energy is governed by the inertia of the reaction 
wheel. Reaction wheel torque and acceleration is described by the following equation:     
 $q = 012 (6.22) 
The power of the reaction wheel is described by the following equation: 
 < =  ∙ $r  (6.23) 
And finally the total energy consumption between the controller activation time C' and 
controller deactivation time  C  is described by: 
 +'( =   ∙ $r ∙ C  (6.24) 
For the case where the reaction wheel is able to instantaneously generate the maximum torque, the 
power can be calculated from: 
 <-'= =  ∙ $r  = 	 ∙ $q ∙ (C  − C') = 	 Z012 ∙ (C  − C') (6.25) 
 
 
 
The energy can be found as follows: 
+ = < ∙ C = Z012 ∙ C ∙ C	 (6.26) 
 + =
Z012 ∙  C

 ∙ C (6.27) 
+'( = Z012 ∙
(C  − C')Z2 	 (6.28) 
From a brief investigation of the equations one can conclude that the higher the inertia of the 
reaction wheel, the lower the power and energy consumption. For the extreme example of a 
reaction wheel with infinite inertia, the power and energy consumption would equal: 
 lim→ < = 0 (6.29) 
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 lim→ +'( = 0 (6.30) 
 
For the purpose of this study a fairly large, but not unreasonable, reaction wheel inertia of 1 kg m2 
has been assumed. 
Firstly let us consider the torque limitation of the actuator. The vehicle model is in its test condition 
(180kg roof load, tyre friction scaling factor set to 1.375, standard steering input). The critical 
pendulum angle, below which the actuator is triggered, is always set to 40º unless a study on 
optimum critical angle is performed. 
A torque limit influence on rollover propensity is investigated by finding a rollover critical 
velocity, using the process described in section 5.1, for a range of maximum torque limits of 0Nm 
to 400Nm. The result of the study, shown in Figure 6.5, suggests that there is a linear relationship 
between maximum available torque and rollover critical velocity. Interestingly, even applying a 
100Nm of torque can increase the rollover critical velocity to 41.09m/s from 37.34m/s for the 
vehicle with no controller – a not insignificant 10% increase. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Influence of maximum torque on vehicle rollover propensity 
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An interesting point of investigation is how the pendulum trigger angle influences the rollover 
propensity. A brief investigation regarding this has been carried out under a maximum torque 
limitation of 100Nm. The results show that there exists an optimum pendulum angle at which the 
actuator is triggered (Figure 6.6). Below this angle the relationship is approximately linear. 
However, this optimum angle of 43.5º is relatively close to the angle corresponding to the vehicle 
running straight (46.6º) and larger than the angle at which lift off of both wheels usually occurs i.e. 
~42.2º. Therefore using the optimum pendulum angle to trigger the actuator may lead to the control 
system intervening when rollover is not imminent. From the driver’s perspective such unnecessary 
interruption from the safety system is always unwelcome, therefore a pendulum angle lower than 
optimum would have to be used to initiate control action. 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Rollover propensity as a function of pendulum critical angle under maximum torque 
limitation of 100Nm 
 
If the maximum torque is maintained for a prolonged period of time (as in this case) the actuator 
rotational velocity increases which in turn leads to increased power consumption. Therefore in the 
next step the actuator power limitation has been investigated under the assumption of a maximum 
actuator torque of 100Nm. The actuator model applies the maximum torque until the maximum 
power is reached, and past that point torque equal to  
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  = 	<(-$r  (6.31) 
is applied. The result of this study is shown in Figure 6.7. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Rollover propensity vs. maximum actuator power under maximum torque limitation of 
100Nm. 
 
The result shows that power constraints most affect the ability to influence vehicle rollover 
propensity in the lower region of the investigated power levels. This is despite the fact that the 
imposed power limit influences the available actuator torque even for the 20kW simulation (the 
peak power in unrestricted simulation is 24.57kW). This is because the actuator is applying the 
torque all the time whilst the pendulum angle is below the critical level. However in the final stage 
of the actuation the pendulum angle is already increasing which means that the vehicle is returning 
to its stable condition. This highlights the fact that the actuator deployment strategy would be more 
effective if it were based on other rollover predictors (e.g. momentum, stability etc.) rather than the 
pendulum angle (which in turn is closely related to roll angle). As the power limit did not affect 
rollover resistance above 8kW, the study was repeated with the maximum torque set to 200Nm. 
The results shown in Figure 6.8 confirm that there is a non-linear relationship between the 
maximum power and rollover critical velocity.  
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Figure 6.8 Rollover propensity vs. maximum actuator power under maximum torque limitations of 
100Nm and 200Nm. 
 
As in the case of maximum torque, a brief investigation was carried out into the influence of 
pendulum critical (trigger) angle on rollover resistance under the maximum torque limitation of 
100Nm and maximum power limitation of 5kW. The results, shown in Figure 6.9, demonstrate a 
linear relationship between pendulum critical angle and rollover resistance in lower values of 
pendulum critical (trigger) angle. However this relationship turns into a highly non-linear one with 
a clearly defined optimum for the higher pendulum angles. Under given constraints the actuator is 
most effective when the pendulum critical (trigger) angle is set to 43º. The investigation into power 
limitations was repeated for maximum powers of 3kW and 1kW. The combined result is shown in 
Figure 6.10, and demonstrates that the optimum pendulum critical (trigger) angle is dependent on 
the power limitations. The lower the power limit, the lower the optimum critical angle.  
At the next stage energy limitations were investigated. A relationship between rollover propensity 
and the total energy consumed is shown in Figure 6.11. This relationship is highly non-linear up to 
an energy limit of 4kJ. Above this value the energy limit is not reached hence rollover propensity is 
not sensitive to an energy limit when constrained with a maximum torque of 100Nm and maximum 
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power of 5kW. If the maximum torque is increased to 200Nm with maximum power limit still set 
to 5kW, the energy limit above which the propensity is not affected is in the region of 5.5kJ (Figure 
6.12). 
 
Figure 6.9 Rollover propensity vs. pendulum critical angle under torque and power constraint 
 
Figure 6.10 Rollover propensity vs. pendulum critical angle under maximum torque of 100Nm and 
power constraints of 1kW, 3kW and 5kW 
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Figure 6.11 Rollover propensity vs. actuator energy under torque and power constraints (note: for 
unrestricted energy run total energy consumption equals 11.12kJ) 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Rollover propensity vs. actuator energy under torque constraint of 100Nm and 200Nm and 
power constraint of 5kW 
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Figure 6.13 Rollover propensity vs. pendulum critical angle under torque constraint of 100Nm and 
power constraint of 5kW and various energy constraints. 
 
Finally, the optimum pendulum critical angle is found under a 100Nm torque limit, a 5kW power 
limit and unlimited energy or energy limited to 1kJ, 3kJ. From the results shown in Figure 6.13 it is 
clear that the lower the energy limit, the lower the optimum pendulum critical angle at which the 
actuator is deployed. 
Even though the actuator is able to prevent rollover with a high but realistic torque, power and 
energy requirements, the practical application of such a system brings cost, weight and packaging 
challenges. Especially as the actuator is potentially going to be used very rarely, if ever, during the 
life of a vehicle. Therefore the proposed control scheme could potentially be implemented as a 
secondary function of the KERS system in vehicles with a low rollover threshold. Such a solution 
makes much more economic sense. To enable the generation of stabilising torque based on the 
energy stored in KERS without affecting its efficiency, a potential system could take the form of: 
• Clutch connecting to KERS in the event of emergency 
• Braking system  
The requirements from KERS used as an anti-rollover actuator are examined based on information 
concerning the KERS system developed for Formula 1[98]. The parameters of Flybrid KERS are 
shown in Table 6.2: 
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Parameter  Description Value Unit 
+, Total kinetic energy 400 kJ 
< Power 60 kW 
$r-'= Maximum angular velocity 60000 rpm 
Table 6.2 Parameters of Flybrid KERS system [98] 
 
Based on available data a number of other parameters can be found. Time to store or recover the 
energy equals: 
 C = 	+,< = 6.667 (6.32) 
The flywheel inertia is calculated from: 
 03(456  ( =	2 ∙ +,$r-'=Z = 0.02026kg ∙ mZ (6.33) 
The torque at the flywheel at highest flywheel velocity can be found as: 
 3(456  ( =	 <$r-'= = 9.549Nm (6.34) 
However to maintain constant power, the torque must increase in an inversely proportional manner 
to the flywheel velocity. Therefore the torque found from equation (6.34) is not the maximum 
torque that can be applied directly to the flywheel. Assuming that the system is still able to extract 
the 60kW of energy at 6000rpm, the braking torque applied directly to the flywheel is 95.49Nm – 
much closer to 100Nm reaction wheel case examined earlier in this chapter. If a constant torque of 
95.49Nm is applied to dissipate the entire energy stored in the flywheel then the total time of such 
an operation can be found from: 
C. ' = +'( ∙ 012 ∙ 2 = 1.333s (6.35) 
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In order to apply 100Nm at the flywheel a brake with a radius of	
B = 0.1m  and friction coefficient  I = 0.4	 would require clamping force of 
&('-./ = B ∙ I = 2500N (6.36) 
Such a level of clamping force is not unknown in conventional braking systems. The calculations 
shown here prove that an anti-rollover control scheme using a KERS flywheel as a torque reaction 
wheel is possible although not without challenges. 
 
6.4. Conclusions 
 
Based on this brief investigation into reaction wheel based rollover control, one can conclude that 
the torque power and energy requirements of such a control system are not unreasonable. In fact, 
based on a 1kg m-2 inertia of the reaction wheel, 100Nm maximum torque, 5kW maximum power 
and 3kJ of total energy one can potentially increase the rollover critical velocity to 42.35m/s 
compared to 37.42m/s for a vehicle with no actuator. This however would require activating the 
actuator reasonably early which could potentially lead to unnecessary interventions. If the actuator 
were activated at a more realistic 40º of pendulum angle, the rollover velocity could still be 
significantly increased (to 40.86m/s) over the case with no controller – results shown in Figure 
6.14, Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16. Additionally such a control scheme allows the driver to maintain 
the desired vehicle path as presented in Figure 6.15. This leads to the conclusion that this rollover 
control scheme is worth investigating further. A control scheme such as that presented by Eger et 
al. [23] or Choi [46], able to recognise a near rollover situation, would allow us to further increase 
the effectiveness of the actuator by triggering it at greater pendulum angles, potentially even before 
wheel lift off.  
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Figure 6.14 Vehicle roll and pendulum angles for simulation without and with controller; the latter is 
limited to 100Nm of torque, 5kW of power and 3kJ of energy  
 
Figure 6.15 Vehicle CoG path for simulation without and with controller; the latter is limited to 
100Nm of torque, 5kW of power and 3kJ of energy  
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Figure 6.16 Reaction wheel torque, power and energy consumption for simulation without and with 
controller; the latter is limited to 100Nm of torque, 5kW of power and 3kJ of energy  
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7. Conclusions and recommendations for further work 
 
This chapter summarises research aimed at understanding the untripped rollover dynamics of an 
SUV. Section 7.1 provides principal conclusions from the program of research, and section 7.2 
discusses recommendations for future work.  
 
7.1. Principal conclusions and fulfilment of research objectives 
 
The research objectives outlined in Chapter 2 have largely been met.  
Firstly the high fidelity non-linear model has been built. The chosen level of model complexity 
meant that the limitations of simpler models used commonly in rollover research could be 
overcome. Furthermore the high fidelity model has been correlated against physical data. The 
validated model provided a very good representation of the physical vehicle. This ensured that the 
results of all the studies performed using this model have a high level of confidence. 
Secondly, a rollover propensity measurement has been thoroughly considered and developed. The 
proposed rollover metric bears a close resemblance to the real world situation. Moreover, as 
presented in Chapter 5, the metric is very sensitive to changes in vehicle parameters which allows 
an evaluation of the influence of vehicle characteristics on rollover with greater precision. 
Therefore the rollover propensity measurement developed here provides a reliable platform for 
measuring the influence of vehicle properties on rollover. 
Thirdly, the influence of tyre properties on rollover has been systematically examined and the 
properties ranked in order of importance. The design of experiment technique employed in the 
study ensured that the conclusions were drawn from the experiment in an efficient and robust 
manner. The result of the study showed that the most influential tyre parameters on vehicle rollover 
are: 
- peak friction coefficient 
- camber stiffness 
- friction variation with load 
- overturning moment 
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- tyre vertical stiffness 
The next research objective, understanding the influence of suspension system characteristics on 
rollover propensity, has been studied using a novel approach based on statistical methods. The 
approach consists of generating a large number of results with low level suspension parameters, 
such as hardpoints and stiffnesses, varied using a Latin Hypercube. For each result, the suspension 
properties are characterised using a number of metrics and the corresponding vehicle rollover 
propensity is found. The former information becomes a new input to the experiment whereas the 
latter is an output. The two pieces of information are then linked together using step wise 
regression. The resulting equation describing the critical rollover velocity response surface 
provides valuable information on the suspension properties which are most important in rollover 
prevention. This two-level approach allowed the study of the influence of suspension 
characteristics on vehicle rollover by changing low level suspension parameters. A high level of 
realism was therefore maintained throughout this study. Research revealed that the most influential 
properties are:  
- front and rear suspension rate 
- front roll stiffness 
- front camber gain 
- front and rear camber compliance 
- rear jacking force. 
Finally a novel control scheme based on a reaction wheel actuator was proposed. The control 
system allows vehicle rollover to be mitigated without affecting the path of the vehicle. 
Conclusions from the conducted investigation are: 
-  the actuator prevents rollover without altering vehicle path 
-  the torque, power and energy required to make significant improvement in rollover 
resistance are not unrealistic. Namely, up to 100Nm of torque, 5kW of power and 3kJ of 
energy is required to increase the critical rollover velocity by over 9%.  
The calculations of torque, power and energy demands required to make a significant improvement 
in rollover resistance showed that although these requirements are high, the system could 
potentially become a secondary function of the KERS system on vehicles with a low rollover 
threshold.  
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The above developments in the field have the potential to positively contribute to the reduction of 
rollover accidents on the road and improve the statistical data cited in Chapter 1 for years to come.  
  
7.2. Recommendations for further work 
 
The research has highlighted several areas that could benefit from further investigation.  
Firstly the study on suspension and tyre properties highlighted that tyre camber stiffness and 
suspension camber stiffness are significant factors with regard to rollover. The exact mechanism 
behind these phenomena has not been fully investigated. Additionally the study on suspension 
properties affecting rollover could be expanded by inclusion of damper characteristics. Generally 
speaking, the higher the damping the higher the vehicle rollover resistance [13], however the 
magnitude of this effect needs to be quantified and compared to other tyre and suspension 
properties. 
The stability analysis revealed that after the lift off of the second wheel, the roll mode becomes 
unstable. However another effect has been observed, namely there exists a step change in roll 
stability at high roll angles, when the vehicle is already traveling on only two wheels. An in-depth 
study of this phenomenon would be beneficial for understanding how vehicle stability can be 
recovered at these high roll angles. 
Finally the suggested innovative control scheme based on a torque reaction wheel uses a simple 
method based on pendulum angle for determining when the actuator should be engaged. In order to 
maximise the effectiveness of the actuator a more advanced predictive rollover algorithm such as 
that presented by Eger et al. [23] or Choi [46] could be employed.  
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9. Appendix A – DOE Script in SIMPACK 
 
Figure 9.1 Main body of script 
 
User input: 
- type of design: full or fractional factorial 
- design generators if fractional factorial is 
chosen 
- file name containing factor levels 
Call function Assign_factor_levels; 
Funciton returns model’s parameter names 
read from file containing factor levels 
 
Full factorial? 
Yes 
No 
N_parameters = N_parameters – N_generators 
 
Call function FullFactorial which returns: 
- table of factor levels (-1 or +1) for n 
number of parameters 
- array of treatment combinations e.g. (1), 
a, b, ab, etc. 
Full factorial? 
Yes 
No 
Call function FractionalFactorial which returns for 
fractional factorial design: 
- table of factor levels (-1 or +1)  
- array of treatment combinations e.g. (1), 
a, b, ab, c etc. 
Call function Assign_factor_levels which returns: 
- table of actual factor levels  
 
Call function WriteFactorsToPVS which writes an 
steering file for SIMPACK VTL module 
(automatically performs multiple runs with different 
values of parameters)  
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Figure 9.2 Function Assign_Factors_levels 
Input: 
- Factors table 
- Name of file containing factor 
levels 
- Flag – return parameter names or 
table of runs 
Open file containing factor upper and lower levels 
and read entire file into a string 
Open file containing factor upper and lower levels 
and read entire content into a string 
Using information from the sting:  
- create array of parameter names 
- create arrays of low and high values of 
parameters 
  Option flag  
=1 =2 
Return array of parameter 
names 
Based on information from factors table 
(-1 or +1) and parameter upper and lower 
values create an array of arrays 
containing true factor levels 
Return table of run 
configurations 
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Figure 9.3 Function: full factorial 
Input: 
- Number of factors 
- Option flag 
Calculate number of runs as 
(number of factors)^2 
Create array of treatments e.g. 
(1), a, b, ab, .. 
For each treatment (run) assign an array of -1 or +1 values 
corresponding to low and high level of factor 
  Option flag  
=1 =2 
Returns table of factor’s levels 
corresponding to each 
treatment  
Returns array of treatment 
combinations  
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Figure 9.4 Function fractional factorial 
 
2nd Part of SIMPACK script performs the runs and writes a result file. The operation of this 
script is shown in figures below: 
=1 
Input: 
- Array of treatment combinations 
- Design generators contained in array of strings 
- Factors table of -1 and +1 signs for full factorial experiment with lower number of 
factors than in fractional factorial by number of used generators 
- Option flag 
Convert generator’s array of strings 
into array of arrays 
Create table of factor levels (-1 or +1) based on full factorial table 
of factors level. New column in the table corresponding to new 
factor extending full factorial into fractional factorial are created 
by multiplying columns corresponding to letters used in design 
generator, e.g.  for half factorial with one generator equal to AB 
this yields 
 A B C=AB 
(1) -1 -1 (-1)*(-1)=+1 
a +1 -1 (+1)*(-1)=-1 
b -1 +1 (-1)*(+1)=-1 
ab +1 +1 (+1)*(+1)=+1 
 
  Option flag  
=2 
Returns table of factor’s levels 
corresponding to each 
treatment  
Generate new array of 
treatments for fractional 
factorial design 
Returns array of treatments 
combinations e.g. (1), a, b, c 
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Figure 9.5 Script performing runs and writing out results to ASCII file  
 
No 
Input: Postprocessor project name, File name of ASCII results file, Log 
file name, DOE steering file in format used by SIMPACK VTL 
Select SIMPACK model 
Read parameters values for treatment combination from DOE steering file  
Change vehicle model parameters for treatment i 
Set vehicle start velocity to VelStart1 (= lower velocity limit) 
Execute time integration of SIMPACK model 
Open postprocessor project; 
Read value of final roll angle; 
Close post processor 
Yes 
No 
Final roll angle > rollover angle Write final roll angle 
to result file 
Set vehicle start velocity to VelStart2 (= upper velocity limit) 
Execute time integration of SIMPACK model 
Open postprocessor project; Read value of final roll angle; 
Close post processor 
Final roll angle <= rollover angle 
Yes 
No 
Write final roll angle 
to result file 
Number of iterations n = 3 
Last value = final roll angle; 
Set vehicle start velocity to  
VelStart = (VelStart1 + VelStart2)/2 
Execute time integration of SIMPACK model 
Open postprocessor project; Read value of final roll angle; 
Close post processor 
Final roll angle >= rollover angle 
Yes 
VelStart1 = VelStart 
n = n+1 
VelStart2 = VelStart 
n = n+1 
n <= nmax 
Yes 
No 
Write last VelStart for which model did not rollover i <= number of treatments 
END 
Yes 
No 
i = i+1 
i = i+1 
